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“The student, as the river, follows the same dream: following its course without running out
of its bed.”
Anonymous
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Abstract
Floodplains, though covering a very small fraction of the land, offer key ecosystem
services to our society. Floodplains play an active role in the maintenance of river
water quality, in the protection of floods, in supporting a unique biodiversity and in
many other ecosystem services. In Switzerland, pristine floodplains have lost 90%
of their occupied area since 1850. This work was undertaken within the framework
of NRP-70, with the aim of reconciling the increase in hydropower production with
support for natural biodiversity, which seems to lead to a difficult compromise in
the current situation.
Airborne and spaceborne remote sensing offer unique capabilities to observe
and monitor river systems and floodplains through various technologies. The current dissertation presents the use of remote sensing for observations and monitoring of floodplains and their dynamics, specifically to observe the impact of water
flow alteration on the riparian ecosystems. Three complementary aspects of Swiss
floodplains are considered throughout the dissertation. The work carried out in the
frame of this dissertation is focused mainly on a few sections of a restricted number
of river reaches. A robust methodology for riverine habitat dynamics quantification is developed, based on land cover classification produced on high-resolution
imagery. Standard and infrared cameras were used to acquire images over five consecutive seasons along three river reaches. The quantification method provides recommendations for monitoring floodplains in Switzerland using unmanned aerial
systems. A second method was developed to observe the resource allocation strategies of riparian vegetation at the individual level based on imaging spectroscopy.
This method allowed the comparison of the distribution of strategies located along
different reaches. Four imaging spectroscopy datasets acquired during two consecutive years, as well as leaf samples from two field campaigns, were used to extract
plant traits from alluvial willows. Individuals located along river reaches affected
by water flow alteration show a shift towards more competitive strategies. A third
method was developed to observe trends in riparian vegetation over the last decades
using inter-annual satellite acquisitions. The channel extent was semi-automatically
detected using spectral mixture analysis. Acquisitions from Landsat missions 4, 5, 7,
and 8 covering the years 1988 to 2016 over four reaches were used to extract trends
and correlations with discharge data from hydrometric stations. Correlations between floods and changes in vegetation indices were found only in the case of the
natural, sub-mountainous river, while no correlation was found in the case of the
two reaches affected by hydropower infrastructure and the mountainous reach.
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The description of vegetation development through resource allocation strategies offers a new point of view on the consequence of water flow alteration and fits
with usual observation, namely the oft-observed channel narrowing. The results
suggest that the processes shaping the plant characteristics of riparian vegetation
operate over a relatively long period of time. In the different works undertaken, I
also showed that the specificity of the riverine land cover allows for a robust description of the river landscape, such as the spatio-temporal relationships between water,
gravel and vegetation cover. This thesis contributes to the discussion of impact of
water flow alteration on riparian ecosystems and the possibility of management for
a close future. The interactions between the flow regime, the sediment regime, riparian vegetation and other components of the floodplains are still lacking some
understanding, but recent research is on the way to produce the required recommendations to implement environmental flows. Though river science is advancing
from day to day, the most critical constraints to protect floodplains in Switzerland
remain on the political level.
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Zusammenfassung
Auengebiete bieten unserer Gesellschaft wichtige Ökosystemdienstleistungen, obwohl sie nur einen sehr kleinen Teil des Landes bedecken. Auengebiete spielen
eine aktive Rolle bei der Erhaltung der Wasserqualität von Flüssen, beim Schutz
vor Überschwemmungen, bei der Unterstützung einer einzigartigen Biodiversität
und bei vielen anderen Ökosystemdienstleistungen. In der Schweiz haben unberührte Auen seit 1850 90% ihrer Bedeckungsfläche verloren. Diese vorliegende
Arbeit wurde im Rahmen des NRP-70 durchgeführt, mit dem Ziel, den Anstieg der
Wasserkraftproduktion mit der Förderung der natürlichen Biodiversität im Einklang
zu bringen. Dies scheint in der gegenwärtigen Situation aber zu einem schwierigen
Kompromiss zu führen.
Die

luft-

und

weltraumgestützte

Fernerkundung

bietet

einzigartige

Möglichkeiten zur Beobachtung und Überwachung von Flusssystemen und
Auengebieten durch verschiedene Technologien.

Die vorliegende Dissertation

stellt den Einsatz der Fernerkundung für die Beobachtung und Überwachung von
Auengebieten und deren Dynamik vor, insbesondere für die Beobachtung der
Auswirkungen von Wasserführungsveränderung auf die Uferökosysteme. Drei
komplementäre Aspekte der Schweizer Auengebiete werden in der Dissertation
berücksichtigt.

Die im Rahmen dieser Dissertation durchgeführten Arbeiten

fokussieren sich hauptsächlich auf wenige Abschnitte einer begrenzten Anzahl
von Flüssen. Eine robuste Methodik zur Quantifizierung der Flusslebensraumdynamik wird entwickelt, die auf der Klassifizierung der Landbedeckung basiert.
Diese Landbedeckung wurde auf hochauflösenden Bildern erstellt.

Standard-

und Infrarotkameras wurden verwendet, um während fünf aufeinanderfolgenden
Jahreszeiten Bilder entlang dreier Flussabschnitte aufzunehmen.

Die Quan-

tifizierungsmethode liefert Ratschläge für die Überwachung von Auen in der
Schweiz mit unbemannten Flugsystemen. Eine zweite Methode wurde entwickelt,
um die Ressourcenallokationsstrategien der Ufervegetation auf individueller Ebene
mit abbildender Spektroskopie zu beobachten. Diese Methode ermöglichte es, die
Häufigkeitsverteilung der Strategien zu vergleichen, die sich entlang verschiedener
Flussabschnitte befinden. Vier abbildende Spektroskopie-Datensätze, die während
zwei aufeinander folgender Jahre aufgenommen wurden, und Blattproben aus zwei
Messkampagnen wurden verwendet, um Pflanzenmerkmale aus Alluvialweiden
zu erhalten. Pflanzen, die sich entlang von Flussabschnitten befinden, die von
einer Veränderung der Wasserführung betroffen sind, weisen einen Wandel zu
wettbewerbsfähigeren Strategien auf. Eine dritte Methode wurde entwickelt, um
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Trends in der Ufervegetation in den letzten Jahrzehnten durch zwischenjährliche
Satellitenaufnahmen zu beobachten. Der Flussbettumfang wurde halbautomatisch
mittels Spektralmischungsanalyse ermittelt. Aufnahmen von Landsat 4, 5, 7 und
8 für die Jahre 1988 bis 2016 über vier Abschnitte hinweg wurden ausgewählt, um
Trends und Korrelationen mit den Abflussdaten von hydrometrischen Stationen zu
extrahieren. Ein Zusammenhang zwischen Überschwemmungen und Vegetationsindexveränderungen wurde nur für den natürlichen, präalpinen Fluss festgestellt,
während für die beiden von der Wasserkraftinfrastruktur und den gebirgigen
Charakter betroffenen Abschnitte kein Zusammenhang festgestellt wurde.
Die Beschreibung der Vegetationsentwicklung durch Ressourcenallokationsstrategien bietet einen neuen Blickwinkel auf die Folgen der Wasserführungsveränderung und entspricht den bekannten Beobachtungen im Zusammenhang mit
Flussbettverengung.

Die Ergebnisse deuten darauf hin, dass die Prozesse, die

die Pflanzeneigenschaften der Ufervegetation prägen, über einen relativ langen
Zeitraum laufen. In den verschiedenen Artikeln haben wir auch gezeigt, dass
die Eigenschaften der Augengebiete eine robuste Beschreibung der Flusslandschaft
ermöglichen, wie beispielsweise die räumlich-zeitlichen Beziehungen zwischen
Wasser, Kies und Vegetationsdecke. Die vorliegende Arbeit trägt zur Diskussion
über die Auswirkungen der Wasserführungsänderung auf die Uferökosysteme und
die Möglichkeit von zukünftigem Management bei. Die Wechselwirkungen zwischen Abflussregime, Sedimentregime, Ufervegetation sowie anderen Komponenten der Auengebiete sind noch nicht vollständig verstanden, aber die Forschung
ist auf dem Weg, die erforderlichen Empfehlungen zur Umsetzung von ökologischem Wassermanagement zu erarbeiten. Obwohl die Wissenschaft zu Auengebieten
wichtige Fortschritte macht, scheinen die kritischsten Einschränkungen zum Schutz
von Auen in der Schweiz auf politischer Ebene zu liegen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Context

The research carried out within the framework of this thesis is largely motivated
by the constraints in place due to Switzerland’s current environmental and political
situation. While the methods developed and the knowledge gathered throughout
the research are intended to be universal, the motivations that led to this research are
concrete and specific. In addition, the specific aspects of Swiss river management
policy are important because the studies carried out are intrinsically linked to the
fact that the research focuses mainly on objects found in situ, which would not be the
case for more theoretical studies or studies based more on environmental modelling,
for example. The local context, both in space and time, is therefore crucial in defining
the need and scope of the following chapters.

1.1.1

Recent History of Floodplains in Switzerland

Since the beginning of human history, freshwater bodies have proved to be a prime
location for the establishment of civilizations. In the past, riverside settlement benefited mainly from food and commercial services, thanks to the supply of fresh water,
the fertility of the surrounding land and the use of the river system as a means of
transport. The advantages of proximity to watercourses are also paradoxical with
the natural hazards that can occur there. To this day, large rivers have aroused fears
of being subjected to devastating water flow forces. In order to control the dynamic
and dangerous environment of the river landscape and protect the land from flooding, hydraulic installations have been built for several centuries. The most important
constructions were built in the 19th century and had an impact on floodplain ecosystems throughout Switzerland. The history of river ecosystem change in Switzerland
continued with the construction of large hydropower installations in the 20th century. These modifications led to a drastic reduction in the area of pristine floodplains
by 90% between 1850 and 2004 for Switzerland [1].
Until recently, riparian ecosystems were virtually unprotected. In 2011, an amendment to the Water Protection Act reversed past floodplain management strategies:
the new Act requires and supports river modifications to achieve a natural state that
should tend to be similar to the state before modification. The new law was initiated
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and encouraged by a popular initiative called “Living Water" (Lebendiges Wasser),
tabled in the Federal Parliament in 2006. Although a policy decision on the protection of rivers and floodplains has only recently been taken, the implementation of
engineering techniques to control water flow in conjunction with sustainable river
ecosystem management was in place more than a decade before the law was passed.
For example, the major works started in 1997 between Brig and St-Gingolf in Valais
were described as "sustainable", "environmentally friendly" and "friendly". In 2015,
the Swiss Confederation set itself the objective of re-naturalising 4’000 km throughout the country in 80 years.

1.1.2

Energy Strategy 2050

Following the nuclear accident of 11 March 2011 in Fukushima, the Swiss Federal
Department of the Environment, Transport, Energy and Communications (DETEC)
received the task to revise the energy strategy plan, namely the Energy Perspectives for 2035. After multiple technical and political discussions, the Swiss people
voted in favour of the Energy Act proposed on 21th May 2017, leading to an entry
into force on 1 January 2018. In brief, the Energy Act aims to reduce the energy
consumption per inhabitant, increase energy efficiency and develop renewable energies. Beyond that, the act prohibits any construction of new nuclear power plants.
As a temporary measure, support is given to large-scale hydropower plants facing a
sharp decrease in electricity market price. An increase of 10% of the electricity production is expected, increasing the pressure on floodplain ecosystems. The new production capacity is planned to be shared equally between the adaptation of current
installations, the building of new large power plants and the increase of run-of-river
installations.

1.1.3

Future Evolution — a Fragile Compromise?

Following relatively recent political decisions, the current watercourse re-naturalisation
plan is in opposition to the increasing pressure imposed by the hydropower production required by the Energy Strategy 2050. A difficult compromise should therefore
be driven by these different forces (Figure 1.1). In addition, glacier retreat, climate
change and land use planning are further altering river ecosystems while increasing pressure on hydropower production. In this context, it is therefore crucial to
seek a solution that adapts to all the current constraints and to discover new ways
to best reconcile the use of water for electricity production and flow management
in order to promote the return to (natural) riparian ecosystems. The government is
targeting two main areas to achieve these objectives: (i) revitalisation of the river, by
removing obstacles and work on the structural and dynamic elements of the river,
and (ii) reducing the negative effects of hydropower facilities on the river ecosystem. For both axes, a thorough understanding of the processes taking place within
the hydrographic network is required at multiple scales.

1.2. Floodplains: Description and Functioning

Past control
of rivers

Increase of
pressure
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Restoration
plans

A difficult
compromise ?

Removal / adaptation
of artifacts

New management
of water flow

F IGURE 1.1: Schematic representation in a simplistic and abstract
way of the various elements to be taken into account for the management of floodplains in Switzerland in the near future. The various
solutions to this compromise can be divided into two groups: work
to remove obstacles and artefacts found along the river and how to
manage water and sediment flows in the river.

1.2

Floodplains: Description and Functioning

The river landscape is shaped by the variation in water flow and the flow of sediment and rocks carried by the current. Woody debris, organic matter and other
components are transported by water flow and play an important role in river system processes. The transition area between the aquatic ecosystem and the terrestrial
ecosystem forms the riparian ecotone. Although a clear delineation of the riparian
zone is rarely possible, its extent is often perceived as the part of the land that interacts directly with the terrestrial and aquatic environments. The following definition
of riparian zones has been given by Ilhardt et al. [2]:
“Riparian areas are the three-dimensional ecotones of interaction that include
terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems, that extend down into the groundwater, up
above the canopy, outward across the floodplain, up the near-slopes that drain to
the water, laterally into the terrestrial ecosystem, and along the water course at
a variable width."

1.2.1

Role and Importance

The riparian corridor provides multiple ecosystem services to our society. Floodplains and riparian areas are described as providing a disproportionate number of
services with respect to the fraction of the territory occupied by these ecosystems.
The list of services provided spans a large variety of functions, such as climate regulation, water supply, soil formation, energy transfer and many others [3]. Worldwide, the most important services are linked to water quality regulation, flood control, erosion control of the river banks and habitat for the wildlife. Other examples
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include the use of the broader riverine landscape for leisure activities, such as fishery, kayaking or swimming. Riparian vegetation and the related landforms play also
a role as flood control, notably by dissipating the energy of the water flow.
In Switzerland specifically, floodplains play an important role in the wildlife
habitat and hold a substantial part of the biodiversity while they cover only 0.55%
of the territory. According to Tockner (2002) [4], 10% of animal species (of selected
groups, including mammals, birds, amphibians and reptiles and some insects) exclusively live in their extents, while 28% are frequently found within their extents
and an additional 44% are occasionally found in the same floodplains. This number
sums to a total of ⇠80% of the animal species of Switzerland that can be found in

floodplains. Moreover, 50% of vegetal species found in Switzerland can be found in
the floodplains.

1.2.2

Structure and Dynamics

Floodplains can be seen as a constantly changing mosaic of habitats, in a steady state
under ideal conditions. This model is known as the Shifting Mosaic Steady-state model
and abstracts some important components in a simple manner. The steady-state
part describes the fact that the total area covered by each type of habitat should be
relatively constant in time. In such systems, disturbances impact habitats at any
successional stage. At the same time, maturation of habitats balance the loss due to
disturbances. The system reaches a steady-state if the maturation and the loss due to
disturbances are balanced for each type of habitat. The mosaic of habitats found in
floodplains includes in-stream habitats, such as pools or riffles or in-stream woody
debris, and riparian habitats, such as open gravel bars, bushes or alluvial forests. In
floodplains, the disruptive element is flooding, which erodes the banks and destroys
young and mature vegetation, while pioneer species are the drivers of habitat maturation, creating a first layer of soil that will later host higher vascular plants up to the
creation of a riparian forest. While the heterogeneous nature of the habitat mosaic is
a typical trait of natural floodplains, this habitat heterogeneity seems to fail at supporting a sufficient ecological state [5]. This fact is found at the basis of considering
dynamic processes as drivers of the ecological state of floodplains.

1.2.3

Alteration of the River Course by Dam and Hydropower Plants

The main impacts of the construction of dams and hydropower plants along rivers
are briefly presented here. Alteration of downstream ecosystems is induced by two
main components of the river system, namely water flow and sediment flow. In the
Swiss Alps, hydropower plants are often located far from the water storage site. This
spatial organisation creates sections of rivers with different types of impacts: the section between the dam and the hydropower plant generally maintains a low and constant water flow, while the section immediately after the hydropower plant is subject to rapid and significant variation in water flow, creating peak flows. While the
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first type of reach is called ’residual reach’, the second type is called ’hydropeaking
reach’. However, any type of reach downstream of a dam is affected by a decrease
of sediment load. Hydropeaking as well as residual flow decreases the dynamics
of floodplains. These similarities lead therefore to often comparable alterations for
both kind of water flow.
The main and most frequent downstream changes following the installation of a
dam are bed incision, bank stabilisation and reduction of the floodplain area [6]. The
sediment load is considerably reduced by the presence of the dam, which retains all
the sediment in the reservoir. This problem has been studied from a technical point
of view, since the accumulation of sediments reduces the volume of the reservoir.
The magnitude of the downstream effect of dams appears to be controlled by sediment loading, flooding large enough to displace sediment and local geology [7, 8].
The study of the impact of anthropogenic alteration in river systems focused mainly
on the fish habitat perspective. Although the downstream effects of dams have been
studied for several decades, researchers are also focusing on the effect of dam removal. Since 1970, hundreds of dams have been dismantled along American rivers,
improving ecosystem functions [9]. Removal of a dam can release large amounts of
sediment into the river, but stabilisation of the system has often been observed after
only a few years [10].
The presentation of the effects of altered water flow on riparian vegetation requires first of all an introduction of the interactions between water flow and vegetation. The following section is therefore devoted to these interactions, including
details on the effects of a changing water flow.

1.2.4

Interactions of the Water Flow with Riparian Vegetation

The flow regime affects the composition, distribution and characteristics of riparian
vegetation. The effect of water flow on riparian vegetation can be summarised in
six main factors [11]. The flow of water itself, especially during floods, can partially
or totally destroy vegetation or scour the substrate on which it is located. Floods,
in addition to their direct mechanistic power, can lead to asphyxiation by prolonged
flooding. Sedimentation processes can create a new environment for colonisation
and modify the texture of the riverbed, which influences the availability of water
and nutrients. Variations in water flow directly influence the rise and fall of groundwater levels, which also results in differences in water availability. Water flow also
has an important role in seed dispersal for riparian species. Finally, water flow and
composition influence soil chemistry. These factors shape riparian vegetation in such
a way that species exhibit particular and varied characteristics. For example, riparian species may have resprouting capacities, seeds that float on the water, flexible
stems, a specific time to release the seeds, etc. The total amount of vegetation is
in general increased following alteration of the water flow, while a decrease is observed for typical riparian vegetation [12]. Properties of the river that potentially
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impact the riparian vegetation include the scouring of roots from flood, the rise and
drop of the water table. The channel migration has also been described in the past
has having a large impact on the composition of riparian communities [13]. Different river morphology have been observed to lead to different evolution of riparian
vegetation downstream of a dam [14]. The effect of dam on the downstream riparian
vegetation is overall complex and hard to predict still today [15].
Riparian vegetation also has a major influence on the geomorphology of the river
[16]. During floods, riparian vegetation affects flow velocity, which modifies the impacts of water and sediment flow on geomorphology. The living plant structure and
woody debris disperse flow energy, while the root system constrains the banks, increasing resistance to erosion. Large woody debris has also been described as having
an important role in the channel due to many characteristics and processes, such as
island formation, basin spacing or sediment storage. The presence of vegetation is
also suspected to have an important role in the transformation of braided river to
single-thread channels [17].
The loop created by the bi-direction path of interactions between the water flow
and the riparian vegetation is commonly referred as ‘feedback’, which must be described by recursive models and leads to a complex representation of the river system. It is therefore not surprising that an alteration of the water flow makes changes
in the riparian vegetation difficult to predict. However, uncertainties about the
downstream effects of dams on riparian vegetation do not preclude their anticipation to some extent, as mentioned in the preceding section.

1.3

Remote Sensing Technology to Study Floodplains

Before addressing the research questions, an introduction to remote sensing technology is first presented. Understanding remote sensing technologies and their respective characteristics is crucial to their effective use. In addition, the development of
a methodological aspect should be motivated by the need to answer an applied research question. The rationale for using remote sensing to study the river landscape
is presented later in the section 1.4.
Remote sensing of the river environment encompasses a wide variety of targets,
objectives and technologies. For example, remote sensing can be used to measure
the bathymetry of the river or certain physico-chemical properties of the canal. LIDAR technology can be used to map the geomorphology and respective changes in
landforms over time. Thermal remote sensing is used for multiple application over
floodplains, given that temperature is an important property driving many ecological processes.
In this thesis, I use spectral remote sensing to study habitat dynamics and vegetation properties influenced by water flow. In the following paragraphs, the different
types of remote sensing systems used in the thesis are briefly presented, followed by
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a description of their capabilities to study floodplain habitats and more specifically
riparian vegetation.

1.3.1

Optical Remote Sensing

The sun, located 1.5e11m from Earth, emits continuous electromagnetic radiation
with an irradiance peak in the visible light range at a wavelength of 483nm. Although a significant fraction of the radiation never reaches the Earth’s surface, a
large part of it does and interacts with matter. Once in contact with the ground, the
radiation is partially absorbed and partially reflected in a diffuse manner. Spectral
remote sensing aims to record the fraction of light reflected by an object to obtain
information on the properties of the object’s surface. The recording of this information can be done in different ways, with advantages and disadvantages depending
on the approach chosen. This compromise has led to the existence of multiple coexisting remote sensing platforms, each with its own characteristics, capabilities and
limitations. Many sources of variations in the propagation of light to the object and
from the object to the sensor, especially through atmospheric interactions, prevent
easy use of the raw recording made at the sensor.
The categories of remote sensing platforms presented below are not clearly distinctive, since systems regrouping multiple characteristics can exist, though are very
rare and often represent a compromise between the various technologies. For example, cameras recording 16 bands can be mounted on UAS, but do not offer the spatial
resolution of standard a RGB camera, and do not offer the spectral resolution of an
imaging spectrometer found in airborne systems.
UAS Remote Sensing
Unmanned Areal System (UAS) is the latest type of remote sensing platform currently available considered in this study. The central substance of UAS remote sensing is the use of image texture, i.e. the use of relationships between neighbouring
pixels. An important product of UAS remote sensing is also the 3D model of the
mapped terrain, generated as a necessary by-product for the ortho-rectification process. UAS systems can also be equipped with infrared or multispectral cameras,
which can record images on a larger number of channels than standard cameras.
UAS is not the only system that can make extensive use of texture to gain information on the land cover. The UltraCam Eagle system from Vexcel Imaging released
in 2011 could already produce images at a ground resolution of 5cm from an altitude of 2’000m above ground. Sub-meter images are also acquired by commercial
satellites. IKONOS, launched in 2011 has recorded images at a 0.8m ground resolution up to 2015. The Worldview constellation forms today an important segment
of the acquisitions of very high-resolution by satellites. However, the generation of
3D models from photogrammetry is in general not feasible with airborne or satellite
high-resolution imagery.
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Multispectral Imaging Systems
Multispectral imagers include instruments capable of recording energetic illumination in the visible and infrared domains of the electromagnetic spectrum with a number of bands ranging from ⇠4 to a few tens. The spectral resolution of multispectral

imagers allows information to be extracted from the image using only the spectral
dimension. In other words, multispectral imagers make it possible to study objects
of dimensions close to the ground resolution of the pixels of a single image. This capability opens the door to the use of remotely sensed image acquisition with coarse
(500m) and medium (30m) resolution, which leads to a higher frequency of acquisition of global images. This feature allows you to use time series analysis based on
satellite images. The acquisition of coarse resolution images has made it possible to
build up an archive of Earth observation data for several decades now, for example
by the AVHRR imager, MODIS instruments or the more recent VIIRS sensor. With a
higher spatial resolution, but a lower temporal resolution, Landsat satellite constellations offer a unique archive of Earth observation data. The uniqueness of the Landsat
constellation lies in its quality and consistency over time. Although improvements
have been made, relatively few changes were designed from the Landsat 4 to the
latest Landsat 8 mission.
Imaging Spectroscopy
Imaging spectrometers are a family of instruments that record the irradiance reaching the sensor with a very high spectral resolution. An optical spectrometer, in general terms, is often based on the principle of light disperion (i.e. the wavelengthdependent refraction) or based on diffraction gratings (i.e. the wavelength-dependent
diffraction) to be able to record independently quantities of energy with different
wavelengths. Imaging spectrometer are based on the same physical principles, but
augment the system to be able to record spectroscopic measurement in a sweeping
or scanning manner to form images. Imaging spectroscopic data provide unique
descriptions of the Earth’s surface, compared to other remote sensing platforms, by
informing about subtle changes in the reflectance properties of observed objects. The
typical wavelength sensitivity range of each detector is in the order of a few nanometers. Such a small range allows to capture small variations in reflectance. Therefore,
special methods have been developed to process these data and use their specificity,
such as presence absorption characteristics
The first imaging spectrometer designed for airborne remote sensing applications, the Airborne Imaging Spectrometer (AIS) [18], was completed in 1984. Since
then, multiple airborne imaging spectrometers have been used worldwide, while
their use and access remain relatively limited today. In a short future, a range
of high-resolution imaging spectrometers onboard satellites will be available for
global applications, including the Environmental Mapping and Analysis Program
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(EnMAP) from the German Aerospace Center (DLR), the Sentinel-5 instrument from
ESA, the Hyperspectral Infrared Imager (HyspIRI) from NASA, and many others.

1.3.2

Remote Observation of the River System

Due to the particular characteristics of the river system, remote sensing has not been
widely used to observe it until recently, although this type of system has not been
completely forgotten. The increase in the availability of high-resolution remote sensing data in recent years has contributed significantly to the diffusion of technology
to river applications. The development of geographic information systems (GIS), as
well as their adoption, is also a factor that has contributed to the specific characteristics of the river system, including its extent, form and structure. The hydrographic
network, characterised by its extent, shape and structure, does not offer a form of
choice for remote sensing applications. In addition, river systems occupy a small
fraction of the total land available, making them easily observable for small countries such as Switzerland. For such objects, the wall-to-wall characteristics of remote
sensing data are of no use. The linear shape of rivers prevents the use of coarseresolution satellite images due to the very narrow width of the targeted objects. As
noted above, natural river ecosystems are often organised into a mosaic of habitats,
creating great heterogeneity in the river landscape. This heterogeneity also hinders
the use of remote sensing data in the context of floodplains.
Although relatively few remote sensing applications have been carried out in
floodplains compared to other ecosystems, some important applications can be highlighted.
River bathymetry is a crucial measure for describing river morphology, which
is a necessary element for understanding the respective river forms and processes
that shape the river system. The estimation of bathymetry by aerial remote sensing
has been studied using multiple types of systems [19, 20, 21]. Estimation of river
bathymetry is difficult due to the mixed and variable effect of suspended solids,
riverbed and liquid phase absorption. Other properties of the aqueous phase that
have been observed by remote sensing include flow rate, water surface elevation,
water body delineation, temperature and various ice properties, algal concentration
and turbidity.
Spatial temperature variations are particularly important in riparian areas. Due
to the difference between the processes in the terrestrial and aquatic part of the floodplains, a difference of more than 10 degrees can easily be observed over a few tens
of metres in the floodplain [22]. In the aquatic portion of floodplains, temperature is
a critical element in determining the suitability of habitats for fish and other aquatic
animals. Thermal remote sensing has been well developed for monitoring river water temperature. Some considerations and constraints in the use of thermal imaging
arise from the specific characteristics of the river landscape [23].
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Due to the relatively frequent morphological changes occurring in the river land-

scape, the terrestrial laser scanner and Lidar instruments have also been widely used
in floodplains, particularly on braided rivers. Green beams were used to allow the
lidar to penetrate deeper into water bodies to map the underwater topography at
small-scale.
Monitoring major floods has also been an important objective for the use of remote sensing systems. Remote sensing is now integrated into emergency procedures
in the event of a disaster. Flood monitoring and forecasting is actually one of the successes of remote sensing [24, 25].

1.3.3

Remote Sensing the Riparian Vegetation

Airborne films and digital cameras have been used for decades to map riparian vegetation buffers and wetlands. For example, in Switzerland, floodplains have been
delimited since 1993 on infrared images acquired by airborne instruments [26]. The
use of aerial or spatial remote sensing has been almost exclusively limited to delimitation and classification tasks when examining riparian vegetation [27, 28]. It is
only recently that some applications of remote sensing to describe the properties of
riparian vegetation have been developed [29, 30, 31, 32]. More detailed information
is provided in the thesis on the specific use of remote sensing for riparian vegetation
in the respective chapters.

1.4
1.4.1

Motivation for Research
Understanding Shifts in Floodplains and Riparian Vegetation

As presented in the previous section, interactions between riparian vegetation and
water flow are complex and depend on many external factors, such as geology, land
use or local climate. Although these interactions are now partly understood, the
modification of these processes and related structural parameters by hydropower
production or external factors is still poorly described. For example, the changes
observed in riparian vegetation following the implementation of a dam showed different responses, without a clear explanation. Riparian ecosystems have been described as responding very quickly to changes in local climate. These ecosystems
could be (or are already) among the first ecosystems in which climate change has
substantial effects. In addition, the river ecosystem will respond to changes that
have not previously been observable, i.e. changes that are not due to direct anthropogenic alteration of water flow, such as changes in snowfall patterns and melting
of ice storage at high elevations. The lack of a description of the processes that occur
in floodplains as a result of altered water flow and their high dependence on sitespecific conditions demonstrate the need for research in this area for Swiss rivers.

1.5. Research Outline

1.4.2
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Capabilities of Remote Sensing Systems

In recent years, remote sensing has been seen has an increasing source of information
to monitor and understand the riverine landscape. The final report of the REstoring
rivers FOR effective catchment Management (REFORM) project provides a brief and
exhaustive summary of the potential and capabilities of remote sensing for supporting the observation of riverine landscape:
“Remote sensing data has large potential to support hydromorphological assessment and monitoring of European rivers. Hydromorphological characterisations
based on remote sensing are objective, repeatable through time and support large
scale planning according to the WFD [note: Water Framework Directive]. [...]
Remote sensing data are integrative and do not substitute traditional river surveys based on expert interpretations, field surveys and historical analysis. Remote sensing data will support conclusions drawn from these sources providing
objective, repeatable and comparable information.”
In this context, two main lines of research are widely open and complementary.
The first is the study of the remote sensing system itself, which can be described as
methodological research on technology. This type of research is necessary to know
and understand what information can be extracted by remote sensing systems, with
what accuracy and how to interpret it. The second type of research study relies on
remote sensing acquisition to draw ecological or geographical inferences.
In general, the focus is set on remote sensing systems and their uses to:
1. give useful recommendation for today’s challenges faced in Swiss rivers given
the specificity of floodplains, namely the small-scale heterogeneity and the relatively high dynamics of habitats;
2. study spatial relations and spatial patterns in the floodplains;
3. use time series of earth observation satellites to discover how the riparian vegetation is impacted by long-term processes.
These objectives can be achieved using remote sensing, which requires research
on the methodological extraction of information from remote sensing data. A second
part of the thesis, in addition to research on ecohydrology and riparian vegetation,
therefore consists of developing an approach for extracting relevant and valuable
information from remote sensing acquisitions of floodplain ecosystems.

1.5

Research Outline

This dissertation was written in the framework of the project Hydroecology and Floodplain Sustainability in Application - HyApp NRP70. The main project, National Research Project 70 - Energy Turnaround (NRP70), aims to contribute to a sustainable
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energy policy for Switzerland. It is expected that the scientific knowledge acquired
through the programme will be put into practice as soon as possible. The HyApp
sub-project focuses on the development and validation of methods and indicators to
predict and quantify the impact of changing water flow. The objective of the HyApp
project is to support sustainable development that reconciles the use of hydropower
with the ecosystem services of the floodplains.
In this context, this thesis develops interdisciplinary research between remote
sensing, ecohydrology and plant ecology. The objective of this work is to contribute
to these areas by building new knowledge and creating new perspectives based on
the heterogeneous heritage offered by contrasting approaches. In the different chapters of the thesis, I therefore explore new areas that can be found far from each
other in terms of the development of the different areas that have occurred in the
past. However, the collection of new knowledge from the different contributions
will be summarised and linked to each other in the synthesis, thus creating a new
and unique perspective on the studies conducted. We will see that, despite the differences in many aspects, the three main chapters shows the rise of common outcomes.
In a way, these objectives go back to an earlier focus of river research, which is
more centred on describing patterns than on understanding processes. Thanks to
the development of ecological models, statistical models and remote sensing, new
perspectives are opening up for the study of the river landscape. For example, the
development and accumulation of data from the Landsat satellite mission provides a
data archive to study changes in riparian environments over the past decades. A first
step in using these new tools is to extract valuable information from the data. The
use of these tools to examine processes and understand how the river environment
works can also be achieved if the previous step is done properly.
The main research questions addressed in this dissertation are:
1. Which features of airborne and spaceborne imagery allow a robust description
of the riverine landscape and its dynamics?
2. Which impact does an alteration of the water flow have on riparian vegetation?
3. What characteristics of the water flow are necessary to support floodplains
functioning?
The search for answers to these objectives resulted in the construction of the
present thesis, and detailed aspect of these questions, presented further, led to three
distinct chapters forming the core of the dissertation. The specific research questions which each chapter answers in more detail are presented in the following paragraphs.
Robust quantification of the riverine dynamics

Quantifying land cover dynam-

ics is based on mapping land cover evolution from data acquired at two time stages.
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Change detection can be done in a single step or based on an intermediate classification step. The second case is more precisely called post-classification change
detection. This case is more popular for the main reason that change detection is
done in a more ‘natural’ way, i.e. the underlying information for change detection is
the classification map, not the raw data, which makes the change easier to interpret.
In addition, change mapping is often carried out as an additional step in a process
for which the classification map itself is the main product. Since most change mapping products are based on change detection after classification, the focus is set on
extracting a robust estimate of habitat dynamics from this approach.
The problem with mapping post-classification changes is the error rate that is
(more or less) the product of classification maps. For example, a change map based
on two 97% accuracy classifications, for which 6% of the land cover actually changes,
produces a change map with a ⇠50% error rate. The aim here is therefore not

to search for greater classification accuracy, but to find features in the mapping of
changes that are constantly mapped with very high accuracy, thus producing a precise quantification of dynamics, without relying on the wall-to-wall classification
map. The accuracy of the quantification must be sufficient under variations of seasons, sensors, shadows and valid on different types of rivers. The independence of
the quantification is then referred as the search for a ‘robust quantification’. To discriminate the characteristics of classification maps that can provide a robust estimate
of dynamics, I adopted an approach presented by Olofsson, (2013) [33].
The research questions for this chapter are therefore:
1. Which habitats of the riverine landscape exhibit the largest changes between
seasons?
2. Which components of the riverine landscape best represent the riverine habitats dynamics?
3. Which characteristics of high-resolution imagery are the most important to
map riverine habitats?
The study sites examined in this study are found along the Sarine river and the
Sense river in the region of Fribourg, Switzerland. The data is comprised of UAS
imagery acquired between 2015 and 2016 with three types of camera. The use of
images acquired under snow conditions and the mapping of relatively small woody
debris, as well as the co-registration of multi-modal UAS imagery are carried out
in this study. These tasks have been rarely realised until now and can be useful for
today’s operational monitoring of river systems.
Impact of water flow alteration on plant traits Various approaches can be used to
study plants and their relationships with biotic and abiotic factors of their ecosystems. The quantification of plant trait is a way to describe and compare plants. In
nature, a lot of plant traits are often observed as being correlated with each other in
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their magnitude or their occurrence, such as canopy height and seed mass or leaf
thickness and leaf size (negative correlation) [34]. This fact has led to classifications
of plant traits, among which Grime’s universal adaptive strategy (also called CSR
classification) is one of multiple classifications. Classifications are, of course, models
of reality that do not capture all existing variations, but provide an abstract understanding of the observed state, like any model. By using such a classification, the
aim is therefore to simplify the description of the processes occurring at the study
sites, without assuming that the model is a perfect representation of reality. In this
chapter, the impact of the alteration of water flow on plants is considered through
the description of plant by the CSR strategies. As previously introduced, water flow
interacts in a complex way with riparian vegetation, including feedback loops. The
CSR classification here helps to abstract the complex network of interactions to focus
on the general trends in plant characteristic changes triggered by altered water flow.
The research questions tackled in the second chapter are:
1. Can we map resource allocation strategies at the individual level using imaging spectroscopy?
2. Is there a difference between the resource allocation strategies found along the
different reaches considered?
3. What are the processes shaping the plant traits of floodplain vegetation following a flow alteration?
The data consist of imaging spectroscopy acquired by APEX in the summer of
2015 and 2016 and samples collected in the summer of 2016. One of the particularities of this research is the mapping of resource allocation strategies at the individual
level. To carry out this task, I used the quantification of CSR strategies proposed by
Pierce (2017) [35].
Inter-annual dynamics of vegetation status A large Earth observation archive is
now available, covering most of the Earth’s surface over the past few decades and
growing daily. However, few Earth observations are available at high resolution
and most of them are not free, which hinders their use for time series analysis, as a
generally large data set is required. In this context, the use of medium resolution imagery provided by the Landsat mission offers a free and viable alternative between
temporal, spectral and spatial resolution for floodplain observation.
However, its use on the river landscape is slowed down by the small size of
the object under study compared to the available spatial resolution. The idea here is
therefore to use information per pixel and aggregate data per river section. Although
the ground size of the Landsat product is of the same magnitude as the object of
interest (i.e. the width of the river), spectral mixture analysis can be used to acquire
some knowledge about the system.
The research questions examined in the third chapter are as follows:
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1. How can we extract information from medium-resolution satellite data archives
on relatively small rivers?
2. Which characteristics of the flood events sequence impact the vegetation status
retrieved by remote sensing?
3. Does the vegetation of Swiss alpine sub-mountainous braided rivers exhibit a
trend over recent decades, and what are the most likely drivers of the trend?
In this chapter, we focus on the period from 1988 to 2016, covering several floods
and providing a sufficiently long period to observe the dynamics of vegetation structure. In particular, the Sense flood of 1990, which is a particularly rare event, is part
of the time series. To describe the effect of water flow on the vegetation dynamics,
I couple Earth satellite observation with high-resolution recorded gauge data. Two
hundred hydrometric stations record, among other things, water flows and levels
over the entire Swiss hydrological network. Systematic measurements have been
carried out since the mid-19th century and most of the current stations have been
operational for almost a century, providing a unique opportunity for river research.

1.6

Structure of the Dissertation

Chapter 1 provides the current context of the thesis, important for understanding
research needs in the river system. The structure and dynamics of floodplains are
presented. The remote sensing technology used in the thesis is presented as well
as its capabilities in the study of river systems. Finally, the research questions are
presented with a brief description of the main chapter, published in the form of
peer-reviewed articles, presented in Chapters 2 to 4.
Chapter 2 is the first peer-reviewed article published in Remote Sensing of the Environment [36]. It provides recommendations for quantifying river habitat dynamics using high-resolution images. The results are useful for current river floodplain
monitoring, restoration projects and water flow management.
Chapter 3 is the second peer-reviewed article published in Journal of geophysical
research: biogeosciences [37]. The mapping of resource allocation strategies defined
by the universal adaptive Grime theory is presented. By taking into account three
reaches of watercourses under different states of alteration of water flow, we can deduce the impact of the alteration of water flow on the plant traits. The results, limited
in particular by the number and sites considered, do not provide solid evidence of
understanding the shaping of plant traits by water flow, but provide valuable information and open up multiple questions and opportunities for further research.
Chapter 4 is the third peer-reviewed article submitted in IEEE Journal of Selected
Topics in Applied Earth Observations and Remote Sensing [38] to date. Satellite acquisition time series are taken into account and linked to flow data recorded by hydrometric stations. To conduct this study, I developed an approach to using mediumresolution imagery for relatively small rivers. The results are consistent with other
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detailed studies conducted on the sections under consideration and therefore suggest that satellite imagery can be used to monitor changes in riparian vegetation in
remote areas or where other types of data are lacking.
Chapter 5 expands on the previous chapters to synthesise the results found at
the intersection of the studies conducted. These results are examined in the context of ongoing research on river systems. Finally, additional research avenues are
presented and conclude the thesis.
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Abstract

Floodplain areas belong to the most diverse, dynamic and complex ecological habitats of the terrestrial portion of the Earth. Spatial and temporal quantification of
floodplain dynamics is needed for assessing the impacts of hydromorphological
controls on river ecosystems. However, estimation of land cover dynamics in a postclassification setting is hindered by a high contribution of classification errors. A
possible solution relies on the selection of specific information of the change map,
instead of increasing the overall classification accuracy. In this study, we analyze the
capabilities of Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS), the associated classification processes and their respective accuracies to extract a robust estimate of floodplain dynamics. We show that an estimation of dynamics should be built on specific land
cover interfaces to be robust against classification errors and should include specific
features depending on the season-sensor coupling. We use five different sets of features and determine the optimal combination to use information largely based on
blue and infrared bands with the support of texture and point cloud metrics at leafoff conditions. In this post-classification setting, the best observation of dynamics
can be achieved by focusing on the gravel - water interface. The semi-supervised
approach generated error of 10% of observed changes along highly dynamic reaches
using these two land cover classes. The results show that a robust quantification of
floodplain land cover dynamics can be achieved by high-resolution remote sensing.

2.2

Introduction

Floodplain areas are among the most important ecosystems in terms of biodiversity,
despite their low terrestrial coverage [39]. A recent report [40] indicates that 40%
of European rivers are affected by hydropower production, navigation, agriculture,
flood protection or urban development, which disturb water flow, inundation, erosion and sedimentation processes that directly impact hydromorphological properties. In the last years, the concept of habitat dynamics has become even more relevant
than habitat heterogeneity for supporting biodiversity in riparian areas [41, 42, 43].
The dynamics of the riverine environment have been studied by focusing on the
water channel, of both short [44] and long time periods, mostly using historical photography [45] or by focusing on riparian areas [46, 47]. Moreover, several models of
landscape evolution have been developed to provide temporal simulations of riverine environments [48, 49, 50, 51, 52].
The riverscape is unique in its structure, creating a heterogeneous image composition not commonly seen in remote sensing applications. The composition of the
riverscape may change strongly depending on the distance from the water channel in active floodplains [53]. Closer to the water, the land cover is very heterogeneous, representing a transitional environment that consists of, e.g., drying dead
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arms, gravel and sand bars, decomposing woody debris and riverine shrubs. Further from the river, the land cover exhibits more homogeneous patterns composed of
riparian vegetation, floodplain to upland forest and grassland. While an ecological
study would focus on so-called floodplain dynamics, i.e., the dynamics of ecological habitats, we use here the proxy of land cover dynamics for our study, i.e., the
dynamics of land cover classes detected by remote sensing.
In a riverscape context, remote sensing technologies offer a unique point of view
on the floodplain dynamics, allowing researchers to sample data at regular temporal
intervals and cover large areas with less effort than traditional ground sampling
approaches. Riverscape remote sensing embraces aspects of light propagation in
the water body [54, 55], large woody debris detection [56, 57], species classification
[58], sandbar relocation [59] and modeling of floodplain vegetation [60] or hydrology
[61, 62, 63]. Riverscape remote sensing deploys a suite of technologies ranging from
high-resolution to imaging spectrometry sensors.
Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) technologies are nowadays used for many applications requiring very high-resolution imagery. The efficiency and advantages of
UAS for remote sensing purposes have been demonstrated in general [64] and for
specific uses such as segmentation of tree crowns in forested ecosystems [65], civil
engineering structures [66] or urban vegetation mapping [67]. Specific aspects of
riverscape remote sensing using UAS have been validated, including immersed topography [68], submerged aquatic vegetation [69], hydraulic fish habitat [70] and
hydromorphological effects of flooding [71].
Recent developments in UAS technologies offer a new perspective on the land
cover component of the riverscape. Land cover classification algorithms have been
successfully developed for high-resolution imagery in various environments [72, 73,
74], including GEOBIA approaches [75]. Moreover, land cover change mapping by
remote sensing has been developed and applied for many years in various environments [76, 77, 78]. However, few applications in the context of a riverine landscape
can be found today [79, 80, 81]. The main processes triggering the dynamics of riverscape habitats include fluvial geomorphic processes and ecological processes of succession, recruitment and dispersal [82, 83]. Various classification systems are used
to discriminate habitats of the riverscape [59, 84, 85]. The current study is restricted
to a coarse classification of habitats including the most important land cover types,
namely water, gravel, vegetation and woody debris, to ensure that the method could
be applied on different sites. Finally, the chosen land cover types relate to the main
geomorphic macro-units in ecological terms composed by (i) open water, (ii) bare
sediment and (iii) vegetation (e.g. vegetated sediment, vegetated islands, forest).
For observing land cover dynamics in the riverscape, post-classification change
mapping is suitable because of its ability to interpret changes. In general, postclassification approaches remain more popular than pre-classification change detection [86]. Furthermore, processing images independently allows us to understand
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the underlying factors of variations by modeling statistically sensor selection, seasonality, extracted covariates (or features), platform design and data processing to the
final land cover map at each time step. However, the error rate of a change map is
linked to the product of the individual error rate of the classification maps, hindering
the usability of change mapping when the error rate is higher than the actual land
cover changes [87]. Methods to improve the general accuracy of post-classification
change mapping have been proposed to solve these issues. A direct approach consists of reducing the impact of classification errors by detecting changes before the
classification step [88]. Another approach consists of using the confusion matrix of
classification maps to correct the estimates of dynamics [89]. Here, we focus on the
second kind of approach to determine a robust dynamics estimate with respect to
the classification errors.
In this study, we analyze the capabilities of UAS technologies and their associated classification processing chain to observe post-classification dynamics in the
specific case of the riverscape. We aim to determine the best observer specifications and landscape features for achieving a robust quantification of riverscape dynamics. Hence, the final aim is not an improvement of raw classification accuracy,
but a robust extraction of dynamics information that takes into account potential
classification errors. Robustness is here understood as a stability of the quantification against classification errors due to image acquisition, image processing, vegetation status and seasonal influences. We assess the use and importance of different
types of information extracted from the acquired high-resolution imagery by studying the link between classification accuracy, features used in the machine learning
algorithms, the acquisition and camera parameters, and the corresponding change
maps. Finally, we assess the accuracy of the whole processing chain to carry out
post-classification change mapping, including a post-analysis error-adjustment (c.f.
Olofsson et al., 2013).

2.3
2.3.1

Materials & Methods
Study sites

The test area consisted of three hydromorphologically different reaches of two Swiss
rivers in the pre-Alpine region, i.e., the Sarine (46 45’N 7 7’W) and the Sense (46 44’N
7 18’W) (Figure 2.1). Both rivers are located in the region of Fribourg, in western
Switzerland, and share similar climatic conditions. Hydropower considerably impacts the hydrological regime of the Sarine River, while the Sense River, near Plaffeien, is one of the last Swiss rivers with almost no anthropogenic control of the
hydrological regime. The reaches represented three different land cover dynamics,
i.e., a residual reach along the Sarine (almost no flow changes), a hydropeaking reach
along the Sarine (frequent hourly and daily flow changes), and a natural reach along
the Sense (irregular natural flow changes). The regular and frequent flow changes
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observed in the hydropeaking reach are due to the operation of a hydropower plant
upstream of the reach. The extent of the covered areas was based on the federal inventory of floodplains of national importance (updated on 01 July 2007) issued by
the Swiss Federal Office for the Environment (FOEN).

F IGURE 2.1: Sections of the Sarine and Sense Rivers along which
the UAS image data were acquired. Left: the Sarine River was divided into two reaches, separated by the hydropower plant of Hauterive. Middle: the gray rectangles show the location of the reaches
in Switzerland. Right: the natural reach along the Sense River.

2.3.2

Data acquisition

We collected the UAS image data using three different cameras, each with different
spectral capabilities (Table 2.1). The RGB camera was a standard camera Canon
IXUS 125HS [90] acquiring three wavelength bands centered at 450nm, 520nm and
660nm. The red edge camera (ReGB) was a modified version of the same camera
containing three bands centered at 450nm, 500nm and 715nm. The red edge band
of the camera was enforced by altering the red filter to a near-infrared filter. The
multispectral camera [91] consisted of four bands centered at 550nm (R), 660nm (G),
735nm (NIR1) and 790nm (NIR2), out of which the R, G and NIR2 were used. The
NIR1 band was not used because of its extremely high correlation to the NIR2 band,
not providing any additional information for our land cover classes. In the case of
the multispectral camera, an irradiance sensor was located on the top of the camera,
which enabled the conversion of recorded radiation to reflectance quantities. While
the multispectral camera was calibrated before each flight, no pre-flight or post-flight
calibration was performed on the RGB and ReGB cameras. Datasets used in this
study were regularly acquired throughout the year resulting in trees with leaf-on
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TABLE 2.1: UAS data collection consisting of six datasets taken in different seasons. The camera type refers to the standard color (RGB),
the Near-infrared – Red – Green (NirRG) and the Red edge – Green
– Blue (ReGB) cameras. The classified area corresponded to the intersection of the acquired images with the floodplain delineation defined by the Swiss Federal Office for the Environment.
Image

Classified

Reference

Training

Acquisition

Footprint [ha]

Area [ha]

Area [ha]

Area [ha]

Resolution [cm]

27.06.15

460

185

71

0.73

8

Dataset

Date

RGB Leaf-On
RGB Leaf-Off

16.11.15

486

169

112

1.04

8

ReGB Leaf-On

25.05.16

756

258

99

1.38

8

ReGB Leaf-Off

18.03.16

560

176

28

1.28

8

ReGB Snow

24.02.16

192

82

16

0.64

8

NirRG Leaf-On

20.08.15

595

206

97

0.78

16

and leaf-off states. The ReGB Snow and ReGB Leaf-Off datasets corresponded to the
winter acquisitions over the Sense and Sarine Rivers, respectively.
In our study, four main land cover classes were investigated, i.e., water, vegetation, gravel (gravel and sand bars) and woody debris, each presenting intra-class
variability, justifying statistical classification approaches. They represented around
12%, 30%, 54% and 4% of the land cover along the natural reach. Along the residual reach and the hydropeaking reach, woody debris covered less than 0.1% of the
total area, hindering the use of statistical methods to predict their presence. Consequently, the woody debris class was not included in the classification of these
reaches, leading to an absence of woody debris mapped automatically in the ReGB
Leaf-Off scene. However, the rare woody debris patches present were injected into
the classification maps used for change mapping analysis by a post-classification
manual delineation that involved in our case a maximal amount of 1 hour of work
per dataset.

Classification and Post-Classification Change Mapping
The image datasets acquired with the UAS were processed with the software Pix4D
Mapper [92]. The software relied on automatic feature detection and matching algorithms to retrieve the internal and external orientation of oblique images. Photogrammetric processing subsequently provided dense point clouds, digital elevation models (DEM) and orthoimages. Each dataset was co-registered to a reference
dataset based on orthoimages to avoid errors in the change detection pipeline due
to global misregistrations.
Orthoimage-to-orthoimage registration involved co-registration of high-resolution
images taken by different sensors under variable environmental and seasonal conditions. We performed the registration by using the python library SimpleITK [93]
maximazing the Mattes mutual information [94], which helped to overcome the
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problems of seasonal changes, sensor differences and shadow shifts. Here, we empirically modeled the image distribution by a 24-bin histogram. Specifically, to compute the deformation to align images, we estimated a 2D Euler transformation on
couples of orthoimages optimized by gradient descent in a 4-level multi-resolution
(hierarchical) approach.
The x-y shifts resulting from the co-registration averaged to 1.42m. The quality
assessment of the co-registration was two-fold. We visually controlled the accuracy
of the global registration for all pairs of orthoimages to avoid potentially large impacts on the dynamics accuracy assessment by failure of the co-registration. Then
we quantified the remaining misregistrations using ground control points that were
manually digitalized on a subset of six pairs of orthoimages. Remaining misregistrations varied among the datasets, with a mean ranging from 0.4m to 2.6m (Appendix B.1). In the end, the range of remaining misregistrations did not hinder the
dynamics estimation, also robust to such inaccuracies of the pre-processing.
The method we developed for classification of riverscape land cover made extensive use of local features combining spectral information, texture and 3D point
clouds. Detailed information on the classification can be found in Appendix 2.8.1.
We extracted three main groups of features, namely spectral, textural and point
cloud-based. Then, we combined these groups into five feature sets on which we
trained a classifier: i) spectral (S), ii) spectral + textural (ST), iii) spectral + point
cloud (SP), iv) spectral + textural + point cloud (STP), and v) spectral + textural +
point cloud with semi-supervision (SemiSup).
The results of the semi-supervised approach, which is detailed in Appendix 2.8.1,
were used for change mapping analysis. The complete scheme of the change mapping analysis consisted of several steps, specifically feature extraction, segmentation, semi-supervised classification, change mapping and stratified estimation (Figure 2.2). The classification scheme relies on segmentation as spatial support to account for the mosaic structure of the riverine environment. The extraction of indicators of accuracies and dynamics quantification are detailed in the next sections. To
further improve classification accuracy and reduce potential false changes, we carried out a post-classification correction procedure in a GIS requiring a few hours of
work, which would be a reasonable amount of time required by a monitoring project
in its operational phase. The corrections applied consisted of manual adjustments
of segment labels based on photo-interpretation. The change mapping was subsequently performed by differentiating co-registered consecutive classification maps.
Since the classification maps differed slightly in their areal extent due to different
data acquisition plans, only areas present in both classification maps were retained
in the change analysis.
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F IGURE 2.2: Visual summary of the processing scheme: input data
and extracted metrics (gray), object-based classification of segments
including active learning (orange), classification (black), resulting
maps and extracted dynamics (purple) and an indicators of dynamics
and relative accuracy (green). The final indicators correspond to the
following tables and figures, from left to right: Figure 2.5, Table 2.2,
Figure 2.4

and Table 2.3.

ratio of change
estimates
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2.3.3

Accuracy assessment & Reference dataset

In order to assess a true accuracy of dynamics, the classification maps were assumed
to represent the physical land cover reality, rather than the image reality. For example, a river patch covered by a leaning tree would intrinsically be defined as water
from a land cover point of view. However, the leaning tree could unambiguously be
considered as vegetation land cover in the image reality. To implement this concept,
we defined validation areas by investigating multiple consecutive images, providing
the required information about land cover dynamics.
The reference dataset was built on the change maps by extracting initial and final
states corresponding to single image acquisitions. By building the reference dataset
using consecutive images, the accuracy assessment was representative of the complete classification procedure. The unclassified segmented polygons were used as
a starting point for delineating the reference areas. Reference polygons of homogeneous land cover were randomly chosen, stratified among change pathways, to form
the reference set. We selected a total area of 50 to 60% of each land cover change pathway. To reach the given selection percentage, several iterations of classification have
been performed. The proportional selection of area among each land cover change
pathway (including pathway of no changes) ensured a proportionality between the
size of each pathway and the weight on the accuracy metric (Appendix B.2). The
extensive reference dataset ensured to account for commissions of change. In order
to account for most of the omissions of change, an expert carefully inspected the
orthoimages to include the areas containing substantial land cover changes in the
reference dataset.
Based on the land cover change reference dataset, we extracted a reference layer
for each classification map to compare the accuracy reached by the different feature
sets. We compared the different classification approaches on the basis of two complementary metrics: the total disagreement statistic [95] and the multi-class recall
defined as the mean producer accuracy:
recall =

1
J

J

Cjj

Â C· j

(2.1)

j =1

for J classes, where Cjj is the total area labeled as j simultaneously in the classification map and in the reference dataset and where C· j is the total area of class j in the
reference dataset.

The total disagreement represents both the mismatch in predicted class proportion (quantity disagreement) and the mismatch of detected classes over the space
(allocation disagreement). On the one hand, the comparison of total disagreement
between datasets revealed the influence of sensor selection and seasonality on land
cover type discrimination, while the comparison of the different approaches revealed the discrimination power of the respective features. The recall, on the other
hand, gives equal importance to every class, independently of the proportion of the
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classes. Therefore, the recall reveals the power of the classifier to discriminate among
the classes rather than the actual accuracy of the classification map.
To robustly quantify the accuracy of the change maps, we applied the procedure
of area estimation adjustment and uncertainty quantification [96]. This method allowed adjusting the estimation of the number of detected changes based on their
spatial relation. Two independent quality measures were extracted from the results:
the difference between the raw change estimates (the classification outputs) and the
error-adjusted change estimates, and the uncertainty of the error-adjusted change
estimates. A derivation of the expressions can be found in Card, 1982 [97] by transposing the point-based to an area-based confusion matrix consisting of all the possible change pathways. Â j , the error-adjusted estimate of the total area of class j, is
given by:
Â j =

J

Cij

Â Ai Ci·

(2.2)

i =1

where Ai is the area of class i in the classified map, Cij is the total area labeled as
j in the reference dataset and as i in the classification map, and Ci· is the total area

classified as i intersecting any of the reference polygons. The coefficient of varia-

tion is calculated by dividing the estimated standard deviation [97] (equation 24) by
the error-adjusted estimate. CVj , the respective coefficient of variation of the erroradjusted estimate of class j, is given by:
v
⇣
u
Cij
u
J
S( Â j )
Ci· 1
1 t
CVj =
=
A2i
Â
Ci·
Â j
Â j i=1

Cij
Ci·

1

⌘

(2.3)

While these two quantities do not present a spatial component, they are classdependent and depend on the classification accuracy of consecutive datasets. Hence,
candidates for being robust estimates of the dynamics are those changes exhibiting a ratio of raw change to error-adjusted change estimate close to 1 with a low
uncertainty in the error-adjusted change estimate. Given the high coverage of the
reference dataset, the error-adjusted estimates are here considered as observed dynamics. The accuracy of the raw change estimates is therefore defined by the relative
difference to the error-adjusted estimates.

2.3.4

Feature Importance

Feature importance informs the user about which features are more discriminating
for the land cover classification task at hand. We used such measures to understand the links between image acquisition characteristics (sensor, seasonality) and
corresponding classification accuracies. The feature importance was expected to be
related to the differences in accuracies between the different approaches. The use of
more informative feature sets should consequently increase the final accuracy.
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F IGURE 2.3: Subsets of land cover classifications with RGB and infrared cameras along a small section of the Sense River from different
dates. The classification errors depend on the land cover type, the
sensor and the environmental conditions. Images acquisition date
and corresponding dataset from left to right: 27.06.15 (RGB Leaf-On),
14.02.16 (ReGB Snow), 25.05.16 (ReGB Leaf-On).

In our implementation, we used random forest by constructing node splits maximizing the Gini purity index. [98, 99]. We employed the model trained on the STP
feature set, which contained all the features, also used by the SemiSup approach.
The Gini coefficients were recomputed to get the feature importance by class by aggregating a posteriori the samples into two groups, corresponding to target and nontarget classes. We grouped feature importance values according to the respective
feature set to provide a comprehensive overview.

2.4

Results

The proposed methodology was applied to the five acquired UAS datasets along
the three reaches previously described (Table 2.1). The subsequent assessments of
classification accuracies and the feature importance summarize the results along the
three reaches. Subsets of the land cover classifications performed by the SemiSup
approach are visualized in Figure 2.3.
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TABLE 2.2: Total disagreement and recall for all datasets and all approaches, i.e., spectral (S) spectral + textural (ST), spectral + point
cloud (SP), spectral + textural + point cloud (STP) and spectral + textural + point cloud with semi-supervision (SemiSup). The accuracy
assessment is polygon-based, using intersecting areas between the
reference dataset (Table 2.1) and the classification maps. Since no
woody debris was mapped in the ReGB Leaf-Off dataset, its accuracy cannot be directly compared. The low total disagreement and
the high recall values are represented darker for easier readability.

Total

RGB

RGB

ReGB

RGB

ReGB

NirGB

disagreement

Leaf-On

Leaf-Off

Leaf-On

Leaf-Off

Snow

Leaf-Off

S

0.058

0.067

0.054

0.053

0.084

0.054

ST

0.058

0.075

0.055

0.052

0.119

0.052

SP

0.060

0.047

0.055

0.042

0.088

0.047

STP

0.055

0.052

0.055

0.036

0.088

0.044

SemiSup

0.040

0.045

0.052

0.029

0.070

0.035

S

0.85

0.81

0.85

0.92

0.79

0.88

ST

0.88

0.86

0.87

0.93

0.81

0.89

SP

0.88

0.86

0.86

0.94

0.84

0.89

STP

0.89

0.89

0.87

0.94

0.85

0.90

SemiSup

0.89

0.91

0.88

0.94

0.89

0.92

Recall

2.4.1

Classification Accuracy

The accuracy metrics showed a dependence both on the dataset and on the approach
applied (Table 2.2). The complete results for the user and producers accuracies are
presented in appendices B.3 and B.4. As expected, the disagreement was in general
lower when more features were present and was always the lowest when employing
the SemiSup approach. The least influence of the SemiSup approach was observed
for the ReGB Leaf-On dataset. Moreover, the ReGB Leaf-On dataset was the least
sensitive to the addition of any feature on top of the spectral features.
In general, point cloud features had a larger influence under leaf-off conditions,
helping in discriminating trees when leaves are not present. Adding features to the
spectral information under leaf-on conditions did not decrease the total disagreement, but a decrease was nevertheless observed in the SemiSup approach.
The high total disagreement achieved by the ST approach was particularly obvious for the ReGB Snow dataset, where the addition of the texture had a strong effect.
The total disagreement of the ReGB Snow dataset was lower for every approach,
except for the recall using the SemiSup approach. Overall, the ReGB Snow dataset
yielded a relatively high recall but also a high total disagreement. Such observations
can arise in the case of a high number of commission errors for less represented
classes.
The user accuracy of the woody debris land cover had a substantial negative
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influence on the classification accuracy for every dataset due to a low user accuracy.
The user accuracy of woody debris ranged from 0.15 to 0.83, with a median at 0.49.
The lowest user accuracies for woody debris were found in the classification maps
produced with the ReGB Snow dataset.

2.4.2

Quantification of the land cover dynamics

The ratio between raw and error-adjusted change estimates indicated an accurate
area estimation for certain land cover changes (Table 2.3). The diagonal values indicated an overall agreement in the classification maps, since most of the area did
not change. A value far from 1 did not necessarily indicate large errors in the raw
observed changes (such as in the case of the vegetation to water changes) because
very small changes of a given kind would still lead to a very high ratio. The offdiagonal values closer to 1 were found for gravel in the natural reach and, with a
weaker intensity, in the hydropeaking and residual reaches.
Among the changes of gravel, the observations closest to 1 were related to the
changes from/to water for the natural and hydropeaking reach and also from/to
vegetation along the residual reach. An accuracy of change estimate between water
and gravel of ±10% is achieved along the hydropeaking and natural reaches and

±300% along the residual reach. In general, the raw observed dynamics, that had
a ratio larger than 2, were far from the raw error-adjusted estimates, apart from the
transitions cited above, which were in agreement.
Figure 2.4 presents the error-adjusted dynamics among the three reaches with
the respective uncertainties and completes Table 2.3 for the interpretation of the accuracy assessment of the dynamics. The observed changes of land cover were normalized by the area of the source land cover. As such, the total area of all the changes
occurring within the same land cover in the source image was equal to 1. The uncertainty is presented by the italic number on the top of the bars, which shows the log of
the coefficient of variation (CV) based on the standard error estimation by Olofsson
[96]. Therefore, a low negative value indicates a better precision in the dynamics
estimation. The uncertainty is high when numerous omission errors are found in
relatively small classes. A large difference in the estimations (Table 2.3) but with low
uncertainty (CV in Figure 2.4) is often observed when rare changes are mistakenly
mapped. In such a case, the relative area mapped is far from reality, but the erroradjusted estimation captures the absence of this change from the ground truth and
adjusts the estimate with high certainty.
Most of the observed land cover changes were linked to the gravel land cover.
The CV values were small due to the high proportion of labeled areas for the erroradjusted estimates, comprising > 50% of area per class. The error-adjusted changes
‘gravel to water’ and ‘water to gravel’ presented the lowest CV along the natural
reach and along the hydropeaking reach. The same changes also exhibited low CV
along the residual reach. However, the lowest CV along the residual reach was
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TABLE 2.3: The table shows the ratio of the raw classification change
estimates by the error-adjusted change estimates. The rows are the
initial land cover classes; the columns are the final land cover classes.
A high off-diagonal value indicates an over-estimation of the change.
The off-diagonal large values indicate commission error of changes,
mainly due to classification errors. The off-diagonal values closer to
1 are represented darker for easier readability.

RESIDUAL

woody

water

vegetation

gravel

water

0.85

14.52

3.28

NaN

vegetation

43.11

0.97

2.95

44.54

gravel

2.72

2.32

0.58

NaN

woody debris

4.27

2.13

NaN

0.91

water

vegetation

gravel

water

0.94

54.89

1.19

1.32

vegetation

10.04

0.97

8.21

2.75

gravel

1.04

3.24

0.74

NaN

woody debris

1.24

1.54

NaN

0.93

water

vegetation

gravel

water

0.9

16.14

1.05

2.22

vegetation

1.47

0.96

3.37

7.96

1

4.64

0.92

8.96

1.75

3.83

38.04

0.56

HYDROPEAKING

NATURAL

gravel
woody debris

debris

woody
debris

woody
debris
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relative change of
land cover [-]

Residual Reach

To water
To vegetation
To gravel
To woody debris

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

precision

From water

From vegetation

-8.0 -3.9 -3.7 na

-3.2 -9.5 -4.0 -0.7

From gravel
-4.0 -4.3 -5.8

From woody debris
na

-1.1 -2.3

na

-3.3 -2.8

na -5.1

relative change of
land cover [-]

Hydropeaking Reach
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
precision

From water

From vegetation

-8.9 -3.0 -4.2 -2.9

-4.1 -9.4 -2.6 -1.9

From gravel
-6.2 -3.7 -5.8

From woody debris
na -5.0

Natural Reach
relative change of
land cover [-]

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
precision

From water

From vegetation

-7.6 -3.1 -6.8 -3.9

-5.0 -8.8 -4.6 -3.3

From gravel
-7.6 -4.4 -8.0 -3.8

From woody debris
-4.1 -3.7 -2.9 -6.1

F IGURE 2.4: Error-adjusted change estimates expressing the land
cover dynamics. The results are normalized with respect to the source
of land cover change. The log of the coefficient of variation is displayed in italics under the bars. Land cover with large changes and
smaller coefficients of variation are better candidates for dynamics
estimation since related classification errors have less effect on the
dynamics estimation. The changes between gravel and water exhibit
the larger changes along with the smallest coefficients of variation.

found for the change ‘gravel to vegetation’. In general, the CVs along the natural
reach were higher than the CVs along the hydropeaking and residual reaches.
The raw observed dynamics contained substantial errors for rare dynamics changes,
such as changes from vegetation to water (Table 2.3). The error-adjusted dynamics
did not contain such errors, thus compensating for low change likelihood in the raw
observations. The dynamics between gravel and water were already well captured
in the raw observed dynamics, meaning that most of the observed changes were
likely land cover changes.

2.4.3

Feature Importance

The feature importance was computed on each dataset independently (Figure 2.5).
Excluding the ReGB Snow dataset, the patterns of feature importance varied more
among different sensors rather than among seasons. The RGB datasets relied more
on the texture and point cloud than other datasets. This was also visible by observing
the increase in the recall when including these features.
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F IGURE 2.5: Feature importance for each dataset for all land cover
classes. The calculation was based on the Gini importance of the random forest classifier.
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Along with sensor differences, feature importance showed clear dependencies on

the class to be modeled. Texture and point cloud descriptors were very important
to discriminate woody debris in all the datasets. In the presence of snow, the point
cloud and texture features were important for all classes, even for the water class,
while classification based on spectral information yielded poor results (Table 2.2).
These observations qualitatively validated the feature set we built, since the addition of a feature group increased the accuracy in parallel to a share of the feature
importance between the groups.
As expected, the importance of spectral features varied substantially depending on the wavelength band. In general, infrared and blue bands were always useful apart from the above-mentioned ReGB Snow dataset. The green band was the
least important, independently of the sensor or season, probably because of the high
correlation to the blue channel and some class-specific redundancy with the nearinfrared channel. In parallel, the green band gained importance in the NirRG dataset
in which the blue band was not available.
The importance of texture and point cloud for the woody debris detection was
shared by all datasets. Texture and point cloud were, in general, of equal importance, except in the case of the ReGB Leaf-On and NirRG Leaf-On datasets, in which
the standard texture features were more important than the point cloud and GLCM
features. In presence of snow, the point cloud and texture features were important
for every class.

2.5
2.5.1

Discussion
Classification accuracy

The accuracy assessment allows us to analyze the effect of the different feature sets
and the impact of semi-supervision on the classification accuracy. Furthermore,
studying a global accuracy metric allows us to understand the effects of sensor and
seasonal changes on the classification accuracy and on the change mapping quality.
Overall, the semi-supervised setting helps to overcome failures in the training set
definition by active learning and by generalizing the training set. We argue that the
better performance is due to better coverage of class-conditional variances, making
the training set more representative of the modes of variation needed to discriminate
classes. Since the increase is shared among all datasets covering different sensors, it
suggests that a semi-supervised approach should be integrated as often as possible
in land cover classification of a riverscape. The SemiSup approach could also be
extended, for example, to include annotations of low confidence patches directly
[100] instead of misclassified areas only.
Neither the type of sensor nor the season has a marked influence on the considered metrics unless the landscape of interest is covered by snow. However, the
inclusion of the point cloud features has a strong influence on the leaf-off datasets,
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which is linked to the loss of discriminating power by the spectral features. The
importance of point cloud features for leaf-off datasets remains despite the reduced
quality of the image matching and the point cloud generation carried out by the image processing software under leaf-off conditions. The season and the sensor type
have a large effect on the woody debris mapping, related to i) the high reflectance
of surrounding gravel with an RGB sensor, ii) the mix with young vegetation, and
iii) the difficulties to segment woody debris patches (Figure 2.3). Observed changes
among the classifications are both due to natural variation and to classification errors. With the proposed semi-supervised approach, our study outperforms results
of previous works that aimed, among others, at woody debris classification, improving the producer accuracy of woody debris classification by [101] and [102] by 9%
and 16%, respectively. These performances suggest that the point cloud information
and texture features are key components for mapping woody debris. Other studies
have also shown the importance of structure information for delineating riverscape
land covers [81, 103] using Lidar data.
The textural features show different patterns and reveal their failure to improve
the accuracy. The radical decrease in performance of the ST approach for the ReGB
- Snow dataset shows that the texture features should be carefully used. In fact, parameterization of texture features has been highlighted in other studies [67]. In our
case, we argue that texture provides conflicting information to the classifier, probably over- or under-representing statistics for some classes, in particular when used
jointly with only spectral features. Furthermore, the results suggest that the importance of the textural features has to be related to the intrinsic properties of the
acquired image, such as spatial resolution and image noise. The texture features
were more relevant for the RGB camera, suggesting a loss in the image quality of
the infrared camera due to a wider point spread function of the infrared cameras.
The observed increase of total disagreement for the RGB Leaf-Off dataset (+0.008)
using texture features is linked to the conditions of the acquisition in which large
shadows were present due to the sun’s position in autumn, generating many more
commission errors of vegetation and woody debris classes on gravels land cover.

2.5.2

Accuracy of the observed land cover dynamics

The classification accuracy has a direct effect on the change mapping accuracy but
does not determine it in total. Very high classification accuracy might not be enough
to study the dynamics of a system, given the stability of the overall land cover in
a post-classification framework [87, 104]. Note that error-adjusted dynamics allow
estimations of overall changes but cannot correct the classification maps.
In general, the high ratios in Table 2.3 show that many commission errors are
occurring homogeneously across classes. The large differences between the direct
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estimation of changes and the error-adjusted estimates signal that the whole processing chain is inadequate for studying the dynamics of every land cover type assessed in this study. The larger uncertainties are associated with smaller classes,
mostly due to the influence of registration errors and classification errors around
class boundaries, where a small change has a great impact on the observed dynamics. Land cover classes with a small total extent and related lower classification accuracy (e.g., woody debris) can contribute largely to the observed dynamics of the
post-classification change maps. Change mapping errors due to image acquisition
and preprocessing are well known, and their mitigation is still an open problem
[105, 106].
The ‘gravel - water’ changes are well captured and exhibit a high accuracy. First,
the raw values of dynamics extracted from the consecutive classification map were
close to the error-adjusted values, with a ratio close to 1. Hence, the interface between water and gravel is a candidate for a robust quantification of the dynamics
using raw classification. Second, this change exhibits one of the lowest coefficients
of variation according to the error-adjusted uncertainty analysis. The performance
based on the observed ‘gravel - water’ changes can be explained by a better 3D reconstruction and co-registration given the objects’ simple geometry found close to a
planar surface. The detection of these land cover classes was also weakly influenced
by seasonality. Therefore, a metric based on the changes from gravel to water and
from water to gravel is a candidate for robustly quantifying the dynamics of riverine land cover by remote sensing. Moreover, changes between water and gravel
land covers are linked to important hydromorphological processes in river systems
and important processes maintaining floodplain biodiversity. As a consequence, the
deployed UAS shows potential for an accurate estimation of land cover influenced
by erosion and deposition processes inside a semi-automated framework. Furthermore, the relatively good estimation of ‘water - wood debris’ changes encourages
further study of the spatial dynamics of such land cover using remote sensing.

2.5.3

Relevant features for post-classification change mapping

As a supplement to the accuracy analysis, feature importance is analyzed to understand what are the factors conditioning the accuracy of specific classes in a given
dataset.
The texture features are important to classify woody debris for all datasets including the NirRG, shown as well by the increase in the recall for all datasets. However, the total disagreement does not decrease by adding texture features, which
is sign of potential uselessness. As discussed above, the parameterization of texture
features extraction is critical, particularly for land cover like woody debris, which exhibits very complex shapes. However, when employing diverse features, the importance the texture is evident for the woody debris class. In particular for the SemiSup
approach, textural descriptors are often coupled to a decrease in total disagreement
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showing the necessity of these features. When compared to the STP approach, the
SemiSup approach shows improved performance from its ability to integrate relevant information from texture and point cloud features.
Since we rely on a statistical method to assign labels with an independent fit on
each dataset, we did not consider atmospheric correction as would be required by
physical modeling methods to retrieve reflectance values for direct image comparison. The high importance of the blue band in almost all datasets and for most of
the land cover classes makes it the most relevant acquired data. Its importance has
been observed in studies on other environments such as rangelands or urban areas
[107, 108]. It has also been reported as the most important information for classification of similar land cover types as in our study [109], e.g. forest, meadow, water and
rock. The higher degree of light diffusion of the blue wavelengths can have a positive impact in shadowed parts, which may explain the high importance. Relying on
a statistical method, we cannot further determine the physical reason of the importance of the blue band in the end. On the contrary, the green band is never important
for any dataset apart from the NirRG in which the blue band is absent. The lower
importance of the green band has been raised in other studies as well [110], possibly
due to the redundancy of information with the blue bands. In our study, it is clear
that the green band is not useful when the blue band is available. However, the
green band affects the texture and point cloud feature generation. For each dataset,
the infrared bands are always important when available. It is well known that the
infrared bands are useful in wet or waterlogged environments [111]. However, in
the case of the ReGB Snow dataset, the importance of the infrared band is weak. In
this case, the point cloud and texture are the most important features, since spectral
information is not a discriminant when snow cover is present.
Finally, the ReGB and the NirRG grant high importance to the blue and infrared
features for mapping gravel and water land cover, while the RGB dataset gives more
importance to point cloud and texture features. Given this observation and following the high accuracy of change mapping for the ‘gravel - water’ changes, the features used by the classifier should be adapted to the sensor used to target the changes
between gravel and water land cover.

2.6

Conclusion

This study demonstrates the suitability of high-resolution imagery from UAS for
riverine land cover change mapping in a post-classification setting. In our study, we
built a set of ground truths based on the changes observed across several image acquisitions in order to capture the errors introduced by the different image processing
steps at different levels and not only in terms of image classification. Several processing steps have been implemented to optimize the land cover classification, taking
into account the specificities of the targeted riverine environment. The registration
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of high-resolution images from different sensors under different environmental conditions (shadows, vegetation seasonality, snow, etc.) is achieved by using algorithms
relying on the optimization of mutual information metrics, overcoming differences
in feature representation. Despite the successful inter-modal registration, local misregistrations were still present, leading to over-estimation of land cover dynamics.
The semi-supervised approach, built upon a spatial mixing of segments, patches and
pixel-based inference, is well suited to the temporal monitoring of dynamic and heterogeneous riverine landscapes. Results indicate that land cover dynamics are best
observed by detecting changes at the interface between gravel and water only. The
semi-supervised approach generated error of 10% of observed changes along highly
dynamic reaches. Overall, the best UAS set up to observe the land cover dynamics
is built on spectral information based on blue and infrared bands with the support
of texture and point cloud metrics under leaf-off conditions.
Nevertheless, the use of post-classification change mapping generally has limited accuracy for short time scales when riverscape-changing events (such as floods
or fire) do not occur between image acquisition, since the errors of the classification
map have a greater impact on the accuracy when fewer land areas change. In such
a case, an error-adjustment procedure based on a reference set can help to extract a
precise estimation of the dynamics. Given this fact, a possible metric of riverine dynamics should focus on land cover changes between gravel and water covered area,
since they can be detected robustly under many different seasonal conditions and
sensor characteristics. Furthermore, these changes are important to quantify erosion
and deposition processes, which are in turn pivotal for many ecosystem processes
as they serve as pioneer habitats. Finally, the results support the extension of land
cover dynamics quantification by UAS campaigns to the study of hydromorphological processes in a post-classification setting.
Overall, this study highlights how remotely sensed data can support ground observations made at a local level when focusing on river systems. Based on this study,
new observations of riverine dynamics can be derived in order to optimize data acquisition, data processing chain, and accuracy evaluations of UAS campaigns.
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Appendix
Classification

Feature Sets
Spectral (S)

The spectral group was composed of locally sorted pixel values for

each color channel. Specifically, the pixels of the orthoimage were ordered from the
darkest to the brightest for each band in non-overlapping windows of 5 pixels size,
generating a common feature in many computer vision processing chains [112]. This
step ensured invariance to rotation because sorted values are no longer dependent
on their relative spatial location. In short, considering a window size of 5 pixels
with three bands at a resolution of 8 cm creates a stack of 75 pixels (corresponding
to the dimensionality of the feature) covering an area on the ground of 40 ⇥ 40

cm. Each feature block originating from the same color channel was considered as
a sub-group for the feature importance analysis. Hence, the importance of spectral
channels across images can be compared.
Textural (T)

The texture group was composed of two sub-groups, namely standard

texture features and gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) metrics and standard
texture features [113] such as entropy, local gradients, mean, median, and the 0.1 and
0.9 quantiles. The ‘salt-and-pepper noise’ of the entropy and gradient features was
removed by applying median filtering in their spatial representation. The entropy
and gradient features were calculated on a circular window of 6 pixels in diameter, while the median smoothing was calculated on a disk of 48 pixels in diameter.
Median and quantiles were calculated by considering circular windows with a diameter of 16 pixels. The disk sizes were selected in a way that the features showed
a visually consistent representation of the objects. The second sub-group included
features based on the GLCM metrics [114], namely dissimilarity, correlation, homogeneity, energy, contrast and second angular moment.
Point cloud (P) The point cloud features group was composed of features calculated on the point clouds generated by the photogrammetric process of dense image
matching. Note that this set of features was less commonly employed to perform
analyses, with standard processing schemes often relying on the more common spectral and textural features [115]. The point clouds of the individual UAS datasets were
registered horizontally (on the image plane) and vertically (based on reference elevation). The horizontal corrections of co-registration were directly extracted from
the image registration phase. The vertical registration is carried out in two steps.
First, the vertical shift with respect to an external DEM is calculated using the flattest areas of the point cloud in terms of local standard deviation and gradient. In
such areas, the ground was expected to be flat; therefore, the correspondences to
the external DEM were robust and the vertical shift can be removed globally. In a
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second step, the external DEM was subtracted from the point cloud, generating a
normalized point cloud, which contained only the aboveground elevation of the objects. Finally, features based on the point cloud were computed at a resolution of
1m. These features were minimum, maximum, mean, standard deviation, density
and the volume of the 3D convex hull defined by the points inside each cell.
Classification approaches
The three feature groups were combined to create five different approaches to classification. The S, ST, SP and STP approaches were based on variations in the feature
sets described above. GEOBIA procedures are not considered in these approaches
to extract a consistent link between the feature sets selected and the classification
accuracies. The last approach (SemiSup) involved an additional classification step
and was built based on concepts from recent studies including GEOBIA and active
learning [116, 117, 118, 100, 119]. However, our approach was specifically tailored to
take into account the specificities of the riverine environment rather than to produce
general land cover mapping.
The SemiSup approach was developed to make use of the patchy structure of
the riverscape without degrading the classification in highly heterogeneous areas
(Figure 2.6). The first step corresponded to a Simple Linear Iterative Clustering
segmentation (SLIC) of the orthoimages [120] through the implementation of the
Scikit-learn library [121]. SLIC produced segments with the purpose of simplifying
a feature-based classification. Segments are spatial clusters represented by homogeneous properties defined by color or texture statistics. The orthoimages were resampled by a factor of 5 prior to segmentation to keep a reasonable computational
load, but not lose important image details. SLIC depends on three hyperparameters, i.e., the number of segments, the compactness and a smoothing parameter
sigma. The first parameter was set in a way that each segment consisted of a size
of approximately 100m2 , that corresponded to segments of around 625 pixels, corresponding to the typical area of homogeneous land cover expected in the considered
riverscape. The compactness and sigma parameters were empirically set to 10 and
1, respectively. Following the segmentation, we extracted non-overlapping patches,
which are squared areas fully included within segment boundaries. Four different
grids were used to extract patches. Each grid cell completely encapsulated within a
segment defined a new patch. The grids were defined by a shift of half a grid cell
in the X or Y direction with respect to the previous one, with the first grid set at
an arbitrary origin. A set of rules was applied such that every new patch intersects
neither a segment boundary nor a patch from a previous grid.
At this stage, an expert-labeling procedure is carried out to build the training set
based on the patches. We employed a random forest classifier [98] due to its property
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to ingest heterogeneous features without constraints. Other advantages of a random forest classifier include 1) the straightforward and interpretable parametrization which can effectively avoid an overfit if necessary (limitation of depth, non pure
leaves, limitation of impurity to split, etc.), 2) the computational complexity, which
is rather low compared to other classifiers, and 3) the ease to extract variable importance from the trees and its interpretability. In our python implementation, we used
the scikit-learn package, offering different classifiers. Random forests are among the
best performing classifiers in this setting. The number of trees was set to 100. On
each tree, a leaf was defined as soon as it was pure. After the first classification,
the expert performed several iterations to improve the classification, specifically by
looking at misclassified areas (arrow loop in Figure 2.2). The classification training
was consistently applied across the five tested approaches to provide baselines that
are directly comparable (arrow C1 in Figure 2.6).
1
2
3

4

5
6
7

F IGURE 2.6: Stacked layers used in the processing chain. 1) orthoimage, 2) segmentation, 3) patches with an example of two labeled patch
for training, 4) three examples of feature, 5) classified patches, 6) classified segments by overlapping patches, 7) final land cover map. The
C1 arrow represents the S, ST, SP and STP approaches based on a
direct-supervised classification. The C2 and C2’ arrows represent the
first and second classifier of the SemiSup approach. Some of the processing steps and intermediate products such as probabilistic classification and smoothing operations are not visible here.

The SemiSup approach implemented a transductive approach to increase the size
of the training set. The classifier predicted the labels of the patches not annotated
by the expert (arrow C2 in Figure 2.6). Then, patches classified with high confidence
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were retained. We modeled such confidence as being the difference between the first
and second most probable classes. A threshold value of 0.3 was set as a confidence
measure. All the patches showing equal or higher confidence values were retained.
As such, the layer of classified patches contained only patches in homogeneous areas classified with high confidence. The classified patches of high confidence were
subsequently used in two ways. First, the classification probability and the corresponding label of the patch were propagated to the segment in which it was contained. Through this operation, the segments were classified without taking into
account the information present close to the edges of the segment (the edge of the
patch was in general not close to the edge of the segment), being often misleading
due to extreme values and object border effects. Second, an additional classifier was
trained on the pixels found inside the high confidence patches to classify remaining
areas at the pixel level (arrow C2’ in Figure 2.6). For this step, we again employed a
random forest classifier with the same parameter settings as in the previous classification. Since the probabilities of the patches were transferred to the corresponding
segments, only remaining segments needed to be classified (black patches in layer 6
in Figure 2.6). These segments were expected to be highly heterogeneous since they
were either too small to contain a patch or their confidence value was too low in the
first classification. The second classifier was based on the same sets of features, however, excluding the edge-dependent features (i.e., entropy and gradient for texture;
standard deviation, the volume of convex hull and point density for point clouds),
which exhibited extremely high or low values along the edges of objects. The second
classifier implicitly includes a multi-scale component of GEOBIA by considering an
extreme pixel-based scale.
Finally, the pixel-based and segment-based class probabilities were merged. In
order to enforce spatial smoothness in the output domain, we applied a two-step
filtering on the classification map. This filtering step was applied to all the tested
approaches. Both steps were based on a circular window with a diameter of 6 pixels.
Both filters contained weights sampled from a bivariate Gaussian distribution with
1-pixel standard deviation. For each class, the filter returned a posterior probability
map based on a weighted sum. Hence, the probability of a given pixel belonging to
a given class depended on its neighbor’s classification output values as well After
filtering, we performed maximum a posteriori inference by assigning the most probable class to the pixel. The second filter implemented a weighted max-voter filter on
the labels to remove remaining salt-and-pepper noise. The classification maps were
eventually vectorized and generalized with the Chaiken algorithm [122] using the
implementation of the GRASS software [123].
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Accuracies
TABLE B.1: Mean and median errors of misregistration on six pairs
of images. The values are calculated using ten ground control points
on every image spread over the entire image. The highest values are
observed for the residual reach, where the terrain is the most variable.
Reach

Dataset 1

Dataset 2

Average [m]

Median [m]

Natural

RGB Leaf-On

NirRG Leaf-On

0.43

0.39

Natural

ReGB Snow

ReGB Leaf-On

1.03

1.04

Hydropeaking

RGB Leaf-Off

ReGB Leaf-Off

0.38

0.36

Hydropeaking

NirRG Leaf-On

RGB Leaf-Off

0.70

0.60

Residual

RGB Leaf-On

NirRG Leaf-On

2.42

2.65

Residual

ReGB Leaf-Off

ReGB Leaf-On

0.81

1.09

TABLE B.2: Total area for the reference dataset manually delineated
for each class for each dataset. The ReGB Leaf-Off dataset contains a
smaller area of woody debris, since it was acquired on the Sarine only.
The ReGB Snow dataset contains a larger area of gravel (proportion:
0.31), since it was acquired on the Sense only. The total of each row
corresponds to the Reference area entry in Table 2.1.

[square meters]

water

vegetation

gravel

woody debris

total

RGB Leaf-On

107’733

475’064

119’823

8’643

711’264

RGB Leaf-Off

164’116

778’268

171’632

10’824

1’124’840

ReGB Leaf-On

173’364

739’996

71’418

9’420

994’197

ReGB Leaf-Off

49’671

228’858

5’287

48

283’864

ReGB Snow

8’062

102’063

48’736

3’346

162’206

NirRG Leaf-On

164’116

689’852

107’717

10’631

972’316

total

667’063

3’014’100

524’612

42’912

RGB Leaf-On

0.15

0.67

0.17

0.01

RGB Leaf-Off

0.15

0.69

0.15

0.01

ReGB Leaf-On

0.17

0.74

0.07

0.01

ReGB Leaf-Off

0.17

0.81

0.02

0.00

ReGB Snow

0.05

0.64

0.31

0.02

NirRG Leaf-On

0.17

0.71

0.11

0.01

overall proportion

0.16

0.71

0.12

0.01

[proportion]
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TABLE B.3: Producer Accuracy

Dataset

Approach

Water

Vegetation

Gravel

Woody Debris

RGB Leaf-On

S

0.795

0.982

0.951

0.672

RGB Leaf-On

ST

0.816

0.975

0.946

0.798

RGB Leaf-On

SP

0.828

0.972

0.933

0.768

RGB Leaf-On

STP

0.834

0.974

0.951

0.807

RGB Leaf-On

SemiSup

0.881

0.984

0.956

0.754

RGB Leaf-Off

S

0.799

0.968

0.924

0.536

RGB Leaf-Off

ST

0.800

0.962

0.889

0.803

RGB Leaf-Off

SP

0.861

0.980

0.934

0.672

RGB Leaf-Off

STP

0.863

0.976

0.907

0.817

RGB Leaf-Off

SemiSup

0.897

0.974

0.934

0.823

ReGB Leaf-On

S

0.863

0.971

0.901

0.675

ReGB Leaf-On

ST

0.864

0.970

0.886

0.739

ReGB Leaf-On

SP

0.862

0.971

0.895

0.704

ReGB Leaf-On

STP

0.864

0.970

0.888

0.756

ReGB Leaf-On

SemiSup

0.864

0.971

0.909

0.781

ReGB Leaf-Off

S

0.944

0.950

0.878

ReGB Leaf-Off

ST

0.942

0.950

0.887

ReGB Leaf-Off

SP

0.949

0.961

0.893

ReGB Leaf-Off

STP

0.951

0.968

0.899

ReGB Leaf-Off

SemiSup

0.976

0.971

0.885

ReGB Snow

S

0.827

0.987

0.831

0.512

ReGB Snow

ST

0.781

0.940

0.804

0.718

ReGB Snow

SP

0.782

0.981

0.820

0.774

ReGB Snow

STP

0.801

0.970

0.835

0.799

ReGB Snow

SemiSup

0.861

0.968

0.881

0.830

NirRG Leaf-On

S

0.827

0.980

0.899

0.824

NirRG Leaf-On

ST

0.836

0.981

0.903

0.838

NirRG Leaf-On

SP

0.848

0.986

0.904

0.815

NirRG Leaf-On

STP

0.858

0.986

0.906

0.852

NirRG Leaf-On

SemiSup

0.887

0.988

0.930

0.885
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TABLE B.4: User Accuracy

Dataset

Approach

Water

Vegetation

Gravel

Woody Debris

RGB Leaf-On

S

0.889

0.961

0.938

0.609

RGB Leaf-On

ST

0.891

0.969

0.930

0.483

RGB Leaf-On

SP

0.866

0.970

0.924

0.568

RGB Leaf-On

STP

0.893

0.972

0.923

0.559

RGB Leaf-On

SemiSup

0.895

0.978

0.959

0.828

RGB Leaf-Off

S

0.908

0.962

0.919

0.242

RGB Leaf-Off

ST

0.880

0.963

0.926

0.255

RGB Leaf-Off

SP

0.917

0.973

0.938

0.470

RGB Leaf-Off

STP

0.903

0.974

0.939

0.396

RGB Leaf-Off

SemiSup

0.892

0.981

0.945

0.486

ReGB Leaf-On

S

0.877

0.969

0.903

0.578

ReGB Leaf-On

ST

0.873

0.970

0.913

0.509

ReGB Leaf-On

SP

0.880

0.969

0.905

0.533

ReGB Leaf-On

STP

0.877

0.970

0.913

0.512

ReGB Leaf-On

SemiSup

0.879

0.970

0.946

0.506

ReGB Leaf-Off

S

0.843

0.988

0.558

ReGB Leaf-Off

ST

0.848

0.989

0.533

ReGB Leaf-Off

SP

0.882

0.988

0.616

ReGB Leaf-Off

STP

0.912

0.990

0.576

ReGB Leaf-Off

SemiSup

0.919

0.993

0.656

ReGB Snow

S

0.839

0.978

0.966

0.146

ReGB Snow

ST

0.567

0.973

0.968

0.156

ReGB Snow

SP

0.901

0.964

0.963

0.211

ReGB Snow

STP

0.799

0.979

0.965

0.201

ReGB Snow

SemiSup

0.812

0.988

0.970

0.246

NirRG Leaf-On

S

0.891

0.968

0.956

0.473

NirRG Leaf-On

ST

0.900

0.970

0.961

0.461

NirRG Leaf-On

SP

0.913

0.972

0.955

0.519

NirRG Leaf-On

STP

0.924

0.974

0.961

0.486

NirRG Leaf-On

SemiSup

0.945

0.979

0.966

0.553
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Abstract

Natural floodplains are characterized by a complex habitat mosaic. However, damming,
water storage and hydropower production affect many floodplains by altering their
natural habitat diversity. Field sampling data and imaging spectroscopy are used in
combination with statistical models to assess resource allocation strategies of willow
stands in perialpine floodplains. Three contrasting floodplain reaches located along
two rivers in Switzerland serve as testbeds: the Sarine River is partitioned into an
upstream and downstream segment under the influence of a dam and a hydropower
plant, while the Sense River represents an undisturbed, natural floodplain. Airborne imaging spectrometer data allows mapping of spatially distributed Competitor / Stress tolerator / Ruderal (CSR) strategies using a partial least square modelling approach. Using cross-validation, we demonstrate that a statistical modelling
approach can reveal variations in CSR scores based on the StrateFy model. Such
intra-specific variation of CSR scores cannot be captured by a strategy categorization based solely on the species. Results reveal that willows shifted towards more
competition and less stress-tolerance along hydrologically altered reaches compared
to the willows’ strategy along the natural control. Moreover, the overall distribution
of strategies indicates that stress factors (i.e., limiting growth factors), rather than
disturbance (i.e., events leading to partial or total destruction), shape the plant traits
of alluvial willow trees. Detailed assessments of resource allocation strategies contribute to a more complete understanding of the continuous and reciprocal shaping
between flow regimes, landforms and alluvial vegetation.

3.2

Introduction

Natural floodplains comprise diverse, dynamic and complex ecological habitats found
in the transition zones between aquatic and terrestrial realms. The habitat mosaic is
shaped by the flow regime, and its variations impact the alluvial zones through direct impacts such as flood events, seed dispersal, water table variations or sediment
accretion. The interactions between flow regime and vegetation also have an important influence on the river system [124, 125] and can be conceptually described
using the concept of plant traits [126, 125]. In general, the concept of plant traits
enables the description of complex physiological patterns using simple observables
[34, 127]. More specifically, plant traits have been considered in the context of floodplain as descriptors of response to disturbance [128, 129].
Classifications of plant variables have been developed to capture sensible phenotypes that often occur jointly. Models of plants’ main resource allocation strategies,
or economic strategies, simplify the description of plant interactions with the energy and matter cycles [130, 131]. In other words, the economic strategies of plants
can provide comprehensive groups of plant trait expressions summarizing the interactions with their environments. Although the understanding of plant resource
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allocation strategies is not complete, today it is accepted that grouping plant trait
expressions into strategies is sensible and supports a comprehensive understanding
of environmental processes [132, 133].

3.2.1

CSR Strategies

A scheme of plant strategies allows the description of multiple differences between
plants using few variables. Such a scheme, the CSR theory [134], expresses the positioning of an individual among three constrained axes: competitor (C), stress tolerator (S) and ruderal (R). More recent developments of the CSR theory have introduced
the twin filter model in concordance to the original model [135]. Initially developed
in a theoretical frame and applied to grasslands [136], the CSR theory has recently
been generalized to a universal description of resource allocation strategy for vascular plants [137]. Most recent developments by Pierce et al. (2017) [35] include the
quantification of strategies based on leaf traits only. This model allows deriving the
CSR scores for every individual independently. It is therefore possible to quantify an
alteration of the strategy among similar individuals that would present morphological differences due to environmental variations. Moreover, a model based on leaf
traits allows the strategy to be estimated at the individual level and can be upscaled
to the floodplain level.

3.2.2

Remote sensing of ecological strategies

To date, few attempts have been mad e to derive CSR strategies from remotely
sensed data. Radiative transfer models have been used to retrieve CSR strategies
by inverse modeling [138]. Statistical models, such as the partial least square regression, have been used to link plant strategies with measured spectra from airborne imagers [139, 140]. However, all reviewed methods used a description of CSR
strategies based on a weighted average of species scores depending on the relative
abundance of each species inside the plots. By allocating a single CSR score to every
species, these methods cannot reveal morphological adaptation among similar individuals exposed to different environmental conditions. In other words, a CSR score
based solely on the species cannot reveal any plasticity of traits. By using leaf traits
to derive CSR scores, we are able to observe shifts triggered by environmental stress
or disturbance at a local scale. In brief, mapping of CSR scores sensible to plasticity
of traits enables the observation of spatial patterns.

3.2.3

Application to alluvial vegetation

Variations of plant strategies among similar communities can be linked to variations in environmental conditions. Plant strategy, or more generally plant physiomorphology, can be altered by changes in the flow regime of a river [12, 141, 142].
For example, a change of flooding characteristics can be responsible for variability in
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litter production and can modify the accessibility of nutrients to plants [143]. In general, the main interactions between alluvial vegetation and river morphodynamics
have been described and modeled [144, 145]. Recent studies have given prominence
to the concept of economic strategies for describing these interactions [146, 147, 148].
In this context, a spatial observation of CSR scores can be used to complement the
description of the river system’s dynamic response.
The aim of the current study was to characterize the impacts of hydrological
control on alluvial willow trees and to observe relative patterns in their spatial distribution by retrieving an indicator of resource allocation strategies of plants based
on airborne imaging spectroscopy. We used the recent model of CSR scores based
solely on leaf traits [35] to derive a statistical model from spectroscopy data. This
new approach allowed us to observe variations of strategies among willow stands
located in the floodplains. The observation of CSR scores was completed by an analysis of pigment ratios to gain insight into the fluvial processes altering the plants,
particularly related to drought events. Differences in CSR scores patterns could ultimately inform about interactions between vegetation and flow regime. We note
that the impact of flow-regime changes on vegetation can be indirectly caused by
unmonitored processes of the aboveground or underground ecosystems. Therefore,
we do not intend here to prove causality links between the complex processes of the
river system. Rather, we provide a new methodology of observation and try to interpret the possible shaping of vegetation states within the limited knowledge gathered
on the considered complex floodplains.

3.3
3.3.1

Material and Methods
Study site

The study area consists of three hydrologically different floodplain-reaches of two
perialpine rivers located in Switzerland: two reaches are located along the Sarine
(46 45’N 7 7’W) and one along the Sense (46 44’N 7 18’W) (Figure 3.1 and SI Figure S2). Both rivers are located in the region of Fribourg, in western Switzerland,
and share similar climatic conditions: a warm temperate climate prevails in the region, with regular rainfall throughout the year. The weather stations of Fribourg
and Plaffeien, respectively, are located next to the Sarine and the Sense reaches at
an elevation of 646m and 1042m. They recorded annual averages of temperature of
8.7 C and 6.9 C, precipitations of 1075mm and 1253mm, and water vapor pressure
of 9.5hPa and 8.2hPa during the years 1981-2010 according to MeteoSwiss [149]. For
this study, we assume that the willow stands found along the various reaches would
exhibit similar plant parameters if no water flow alteration would be in place.
All leaf sampling sites located along the three reaches can be found within a
10km radius (SI Figure S1). Hydropower installations have a significant impact on
the Sarine flow regime. The Sense River near Plaffeien, however, is one of the last
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F IGURE 3.1: Aerial images recorded before and after the construction of the hydroelectric complex formed by the Rossens Dam and
the Hauterive hydroelectric plant in 1945. The image excerpts are located, from left to right, close to the Hauterive Abbey (residual), the
Pérroles bridge (hydropeaking) and the village of Plaffeien (natural).
A large riparian zone subsists only to a broad extent along the natural
reach. Almost all bars along the residual and the hydropeaking reach
are covered by mature vegetation, mainly hardwood vegetation. Image Source : Swissimage Geodata c swisstopo.

rivers in Switzerland to have a near natural flow regime. The selected reaches represent three different flow dynamics, namely, i) a residual reach (constant low flow),
and ii) a hydropeaking reach (unnatural, hourly and daily flow changes) along the
Sarine, as well as iii) a natural reach along the Sense (irregular natural flow changes).
The regular and frequent changes observed in the hydropeaking reach are due to the
operation of a hydropower plant upstream of the reach.
The natural reach exhibits a considerable portion of transitional ecosystems between aquatic and terrestrial environments, such as low stands of willow bushes or
pioneer vegetation on gravel bars, which is not the case along the altered reaches
(unvegetated gravel bars and islands in Figure 3.1). The stabilization of the riverbanks along the altered reaches followed the construction of the dam in 1945. Willow trees were selected for this study, found in large patches of bushy wood along
the three reaches. Salicaceae, composed of willows and poplars, form the most represented family in the active floodplains of the northern temperate zone [150]. In
addition, a strong dependence between the characteristics of alluvial willows and
the environmental gradient from the aquatic to the terrestrial ecosystem has been
observed [151, 152]. The willow stands form homogeneous areas along each reach,
allowing the remote sensing system to capture spectrally pure data by reducing disturbances due to adjacency effects [153, 154]. Compared to sparsely vegetated gravel
bar, willow stands have a canopy with a relatively high fractional cover, even if variations exist between and within stands. We also restricted the considered willow
trees to those detected inside the floodplain areas.
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Airborne remote sensing data

Imaging spectroscopy data were acquired by the APEX imaging spectrometer [155]
during four campaigns in 2015 and 2016 for all three reaches. APEX has been operating since 2011 and produces datasets composed of 316 spectral bands ranging
from 380-2500nm. The data were acquired on June 24th and August 21th, 2015 and
on July 7th and September 7th, 2016 at a ground resolution of 2m.
The spectra-radiometric calibration of the APEX instrument was carried out using the APEX Calibration Information System [156]), within which radiometric gains
and offsets are recalculated for every spatio-spectral pixel. The acquired APEX data
were processed to radiances and calibrated in the APEX Processing and Archiving
Facility [157]. The ATCOR software was used to convert radiance data to reflectance
factor [158]. The geo-referencing of reflectance data (L2 products) was based on
the PARGE software [159]) and utilizes the swisstopo swissALTI3D digital elevation
model. The signal-to-noise ratio of the radiance measurements is on average higher
than 625 [155]. Similar datasets acquired by the APEX instrument have been used to
study various aspects of the vegetation [160, 161, 162].
Three datasets were acquired to cover the reaches of interest (SI Figure S1). A first
flight line covered the upper part of the residual reach. A second flight line covered
the hydropeaking reach and the lower part of the residual reach. The considered
portion of the residual and the hydropeaking reaches were, respectively, 10km and
5km in length. A third flight line covered the natural reach, representing 5km of
river length. The three flight lines were acquired on each of the four acquisition
dates. Only the two acquisitions from 2016 were used to map plant parameters,
while all four acquisitions were used together to detect willow trees. In summary,
six groups of parameter maps were produced: residual, hydropeaking and natural
reaches in July 2016 and residual, hydropeaking and natural reaches in September
2016.

3.3.3

Laboratory data

Simultaneously to the two image acquisition campaigns of 2016, we sampled five
willow individuals at ten different sites along each of the two rivers, resulting in a
sample set of 100 individuals (SI Table S1). Each individual was subject to repeated
measurements (four in the case of leaf area, leaf dry and fresh matter measurements,
and two in the case of pigments). We sampled fully expanded leaves exposed to
direct sunlight from the top of the canopy whenever possible. When the tree was
too high along the Sarine, we sampled the highest possible leaves found under direct sunlight for most of the day. The samples mainly comprise the species Salix
elaeagnos, S. viminalis and S. alba in varying proportions among the sites. For each
individual, we sampled leaves and leaf rings according to recommendations by Cornelissen et al. (2003) [163], with adaptations due to the limited equipment available
on-site, since the topography made it too difficult to transport heavy equipment over
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the floodplains. Consequently, the leaves were directly frozen in dry ice at the collection site due to the unavailability of a fridge. The applied nomenclature used to
group the plant parameters is given in Figure 3.2. The sampled individuals were
geolocated using hand-held GPS devices and high-resolution imagery acquired by
drone to manually set the exact locations. Since the accuracy of the hand-held GPS
was not sufficient to fit the apex data (error of ± 10 m), we took at least four pictures

of every sampled individual. To geolocate the individuals sampled, we used as
support ortho-images at a 4cm resolution acquired using a Ebee drone from Sensefly equipped with an infrared-modified camera Canon IXUS 125HS [90] and notes
taken on-site. More information on similar drone data and there use on the considered floodplains can be found in Milani et al. (2018) [36].
A leaf rehydration procedure preceded the weighing and measurement of the
leaf surface. From the three initial leaf traits, namely, leaf area, leaf dry weight and
leaf hydrated weight, we calculated the CSR scores based on the tool StrateFy [35].
The StrateFy model allows a calculation of the continuous values for the CSR scores.
Since this model approximates CSR strategies such as defined by Grime (1974) [134],
but might possibly differ in some aspects, we refer to them as "CSR scores" instead
of using the term "CSR strategies". The CSR scores mapped in this study are therefore explicitly considered as strategy values provided by the StrateFy model, rather
than representing the categorical strategies defined by the model of Grime (1974)
[134]. In the StrateFy model, the specific leaf area (SLA) and the leaf dry matter
content (LDMC) are derived from the base leaf traits. The CSR-score calculation is
then based on a calibrated regression of the three traits: SLA, LDMC and leaf area
itself (Figure 3.2). SLA and LDMC were stored and further used in our subsequent
analysis, along with the base leaf traits, since they support the interpretation of the
link between leaf traits and CSR score. All leaf traits measurements were based on
four leaves per individual and averaged to produce one sample (per quantity) per
individual.
Pigments were extracted from frozen leaf discs using a high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) system. A sequence of pigment extraction was carried out using the following solvents: Acetone, Acetone:Deionized Water, and Isopropanol:Hexane solutions. We then concentrated them using a centrifugal vacuum
concentrator after freezing the solution in liquid nitrogen. A reference standard was
measured before every batch of measurements with the HPLC to check the stability
of the measures. The following pigments were investigated: chlorophyll A, chlorophyll B, xanthophylls and carotenes. We performed a qualitative analysis based on
pigment ratios by normalizing the detected peak areas with respect to chlorophyll A
value directly without conversion to content or concentration.
We worked with pigment ratios rather than pigment content or concentration
due to limited resources available for extracting calibrated concentration or content
measurements. The main motivation of considering ratios instead of an absolute
quantity is therefore purely logistic. Also, the use of ratios suppresses some error
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F IGURE 3.2: Data processing scheme from the leaf sampling and image acquisition to the production of plant parameter maps. The laboratory data are used to fit the PLS regression and to assess the prediction accuracy. The plant parameter maps support the statistical
analysis of the differences between reaches. PLSR: Partial least square
regression, LOO: leave-one-out validation.

sources such as variation in leaf discs or a possible degradation of pigments as long
as it stays constant among the samples. Information regarding environmental stress
is extractable from pigment ratios [164]. We refer here specifically to water stress,
since variation in water availability stands as one of the major processes influencing
floodplain vegetation [144, 165]. Water stress leads to water deficit in the photosynthetic process, which triggers changes in the cell physiology to handle light excess.
Increase of chlorophyll A - chlorophyll B ratio has been observed under water stress
[166, 167]. Decrease of chlorophyll - carotenoids ratio has been observed under water stress [168, 169], also specifically for the chlorophyll - xanthophylls ratio [164].
Recent studies in remote sensing have made use of pigment ratios [170, 171]. However, remotely sensing pigment information from imaging spectroscopy data is still
challenging [172].
We replicated each pigment extraction using other leaf discs of the same individual. We averaged the pigment ratios of both extractions for further analysis. The
accuracy of the replicated pigment extraction indicated that inter-sample variability
was often close to the overall variation in the retrieved pigment ratio. Observations
based on pigment ratios have to be read by keeping in mind the possible inaccuracy of the measurement (SI Figure S7). While the replicability of pigment ratios
measurements failed in some cases, consistent patterns can be observed among the
sampling sites (SI Figure S8). The pigment ratios were further used to gain more
information on the comparison of CSR score between the reaches. In particular, we
underline that pigment ratios are not used to predict CSR scores.
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3.3.4

Regression of laboratory data on airborne imagery

In general, CSR scores can be retrieved by remote sensing if the physiological properties influence the light propagation strongly enough to be captured by the imaging system. However, a statistical model directly includes the influences of external
variables, unlike a physical model [173, 174]. For example, a positioning of a plant
individual towards a high S-score can be linked to soil properties such as low organic carbon content. The low-organic carbon soil would strongly influence the reflection of light in the case of a low-density canopy and could then allow an indirect
estimation of the high S-score. By the definition of strategies, the measured traits
are representative of a whole set of plant traits and linked to environmental properties. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect a statistical relationship between imaging
spectroscopy data and CSR scores. Based on the assumption of such a statistical relationship, we built a statistical model to predict CSR scores and plant traits from
imaging spectroscopy data.
We used a partial least square (PLS) regression to link imaging spectroscopy information to laboratory data (Figure 3.2) on a single pixel basis. Two independent
PLS regressions were realized using the respective samples and imagery acquired in
July and in September, leading to a ‘July distribution’ and a ‘September distribution’
of plant parameters. PLS regression is widely used in the field of imaging spectroscopy data analysis [175, 176, 177], notably because of its capability to deal with
high-dimensionality input data. Prior to the regression analysis, the imaging spectroscopy data were transformed using the continuum removal method [178]. The
continuum removal method is a standard method used in spectroscopy to emphasize absorption features and reduce potential data biases for example due to change
in scene illumination. The laboratory data were normalized using a cox-box transformation and subsequently scaled to the interval [-1, 1] based on the minimum and
maximum values prior to the regression analysis. Spectroscopic measurements were
regressed on eleven plant parameters: the three CSR scores, the three leaf traits (leaf
area, leaf dry weight, leaf hydrated weight), SLA, LDMC, and the three pigment ratios. We used the PLS regression implementation of the python library scikit-learn
[179]. The number of latent components to retain in the PLS regression was set to
9, following an optimization based on the coefficient of determination of the fitted
data (SI Figure S4), specifically called R2cv , Q2 or Q2cv . To test the goodness of fit and
the robustness of our algorithm, we followed a leave-one-out procedure for each
sample. As a result, the final coefficient of determination of the PLS regression was
based solely on models that exclude validation samples.
The regression analysis allowed us to predict the plant parameters of willow
trees based on imaging spectroscopy data. The detection of willow trees followed
a semi-automatized procedure based on a random forest classifier from the scikitlearn library [179] using the four available image acquisitions in a multi-temporal
setting. To form the training set, we selected areas in which the presence of willows
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was known based on a field investigation and on the basis of high-resolution images
acquired with the drone. Pictures taken from the field were analysis to check the
presence or absence of willow stands. We selected 318 points flagged as non-willow
and 149 points flagged as willow to form the training set. We divided the training
set into two subsets (75% training, 25% validation) to calculate the classification accuracy. In addition, a further validation area along the second flight line was used to
check the consistency of the willow detection based on visual interpretation (SI Figure S1). Finally, the plant parameters were predicted based on imaging spectroscopy
over each pixel detected as willow in the alluvial areas. The acquired drone orthoimages, the 3D model reconstructed during the processing of drone-acquired images
to ortho-images, and the ground pictures taken during the field sampling helped to
interpret the resulting maps.

3.3.5

Statistical comparison of means

T-tests were applied to assess inter-reach differences between the distributions of
each of the eleven plant parameters. We also assess in a same manner the inter-date
differences between in July and September 2016. The null hypothesis states here that
the average of each plant parameter is similar between the reaches or between the
season. Since geographic data, and more specifically remotely sensed data, contain
a high degree of spatial autocorrelation, we corrected the statistical test based on the
effective sample size calculated using a semi-variogram method [180]. The use of
a semi-variogram model for estimating the effective sample size [180] prevents the
application of complex methods to account for autocorrelation [181]. The degree of
freedom dropped by a factor ranging from 12 to 60 depending on the parameter and
the site considered. The main consequence was a reduced probability of type I error.

3.4

Results

3.4.1

Statistical modeling based on imaging spectroscopy

We found a moderate prediction power of the PLS regression based on imaging spectroscopy data to predict ten of the eleven considered parameters, as shown by the
R2 coefficient of determination based on the leave-one-out validation (Figure 3.3). A
weak prediction power (R2 = 0.082) was found for the chlorophyll A — chlorophyll
B ratio. Overall, the predicted values are centered at the average of the sampled values and less dispersed than the sampled values. This is an indication of robustness
against over-fitting for the PLS regression (Figure 3.3). The CSR scores were overall
predicted with a higher R2 than the leaf traits and LDMC, but with a lower R2 than
SLA. The C-score had an R2 close to the one of leaf area, with which it is strongly
correlated in the StrateFy model. The pigment ratios generally exhibited lower R2
values.
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F IGURE 3.3: Scatter plot of sampled values versus predicted values
from the leave-one-out validation of the PLS regression. The sampled and predicted values are here normalized based on the mean
and variance of the sample set for better visualization. The coefficient
of determination (R2 ) is based on the PLS regression. The statistics of
the regression line can be found in SI Table S2.
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Prediction of plant parameters by imaging spectroscopy

The willow detection reached an overall accuracy of 95%. Within the additional
validation area, the willow detection presented a consistent pattern corresponding
to the field investigation. We considered the accuracy level of the willow mask good
enough to be used for further analysis without modification. The prediction of CSR
scores of the detected willows presents certain patterns at local scale (Figure 3.4).
Coupled with the field observations, the patterns observed in our maps reveal some
similarities among the sites. In general, tall willows at the front of islands tended
towards a high C-score (yellow and red patches in excerpts d, e, h & g) while smaller
trees, sometimes with lower fractional cover as observed on the field, tended to have
a higher S-score (light green patches in excerpts b, d, f, g & h). Along the altered
reaches, more individuals with high S-score were found on islands and sediment
banks not regularly flooded (b, c & f). Specifically along the hydropeaking reach,
taller individuals found on islands tended towards higher C- and R-score (d & e).
Along the natural reach, more heterogeneous patterns were present on islands and
in the alluvial forest (g, h & i). Individuals with a high C-score were found on islandheads and on first terraces, while more individuals with high S-score were found in
the center of islands where the soil is less developed and the bushes are sparse.
The predicted plant parameters were aggregated for each reach and season to get
the empirical density function (SI Figure S6). For each distribution, we calculated the
mean and the variance to statistically analyze the differences between reaches and
between seasons. For each difference, we extracted the direction of the change (i.e.,
which reach or which season had a higher value) and the statistical significance of
the change (Table B.1). The plant parameters based on imaging spectroscopy data
showed, as expected, a higher number of significant differences than the differences
based on laboratory data only (Lab vs Im).
All the significant differences of functional parameters averages observed using imagery were in agreement with differences observed using laboratory data
only, i.e., significant differences observed by imagery corresponded in direction to
(weakly) significant differences observed in laboratory data. For example, the average C-score was higher along the residual and hydropeaking than along the natural reach, as shown by a weak difference using laboratory data for the residual
reach — natural reach comparison and for the hydropeaking reach — natural reach
comparison. The same findings were confirmed by the significant differences in the
averages of plant parameters retrieved from imaging spectroscopy data. Moreover,
the laboratory data distribution corresponded to the range of values spanned by the
predicted distribution (SI Figure S6). As such, laboratory data suggested a reliable
prediction of the considered plant parameters by imaging spectroscopy. A deviation
from the predicted distribution could be observed in some cases, for example in the
prediction of chlA — chlB for the natural reach in September.
The predictive power of the statistical model was weak for pigment ratios, and
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F IGURE 3.4: Excerpts of maps displaying CSR scores along the three
reaches. The red, green and blue channels are respectively allocated
to the C, S and R-score. The color rendering is stretched independently for each reach depending on the range spanned by the respective distributions. The CSR scores are mapped only for pixels included in the willow mask based on the multi-temporal willow classification.

the laboratory measurements showed high variability. However, the differences obtained from imaging spectroscopy data were consistent with each other: the same
trends were observed along the season for the three reaches. Further, the differences
between the natural and the residual reach were similar to those between the natural and the hydropeaking reach. In any case, the low R2 obtained over the pigment
ratios does not allow a deep interpretation of the patterns observed.

3.4.3

Differences between reaches

The significant differences between plant parameter distributions showed a dependency on the reach, displayed mainly by the differences between the natural and
the two others reaches (Table B.1, left part). Indeed, significant differences were
found for the CSR scores, leaf traits and pigment ratios. Willows along the natural
reach had a higher S-score compared to willows along the altered reaches, which
had higher C- and R-scores. Between the hydropeaking and residual reach, the differences in leaf traits were significant, but no differences in SLA or LDMC could be
observed. A significant difference in C-score is also observed, notably linked to its
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TABLE B.1: Difference of averages for all plant parameters between
reaches and between dates. The differences were based on the laboratory data (Lab) and on the imagery predictions (Im). On the left
side, the letter (R/H/N) refers to the respective reach indicated in the
header having the highest average (R: residual reach, H: hydropeaking reach, N: natural reach). On the right side, the sign (+/-) refers
to the increase or decrease of the parameter along the season. Significance indication : * := no significance (p>0.01), +*/-*/R*/H*/N*
:= weak significance (0.01 >p>0.0001), +/-/H/R/N := strong significance (p<0.0001)

Difference between reaches
Plant parameter

R&N
Lab

Competitor

H&N

Im

Lab

Im

Shift along the season

H&R

N

Lab

Im

Lab

R
Im

Lab

H
Im

Lab

Im

R*

R

H*

H

*

R

*

-

*

*

*

+

Stress tolerator

*

N

N

N

R*

*

*

+

*

+

*

+

Ruderal

*

R

H*

H

H*

*

*

-

*

-

*

-

chlA / chlB

*

N

*

N

*

H

+*

+

*

+*

*

+

chlA / xanthophylls

*

R

*

H

*

H

*

-*

*

-

-*

-

chlA / carotenes

R*

R

H*

H

*

H

*

-

*

-

*

*

SLA

*

R

H*

H

*

*

*

-

*

-

*

-

LDMC

*

N

N*

N

*

*

*

-*

*

*

*

-*

R*

R

H*

H

*

R

*

-

*

*

*

*

Leaf hydrated weight

*

R

*

H

*

R

*

-

*

*

*

+

Leaf dry weight

*

R

*

H

*

R

*

-

*

+*

*

+

Leaf Area

distribution in July. Ratios of chlA — xanthophyll and chlA — carotenes were lower
along the natural reach compared to the altered reaches, while the chlA — chlB ratio
was higher. The differences of pigment ratios all showed a higher relative content
of chlA along the residual reach with respect to the hydropeaking reach. In addition to the difference of averages, the shapes of plant parameter distributions varied
according to the reach (SI Figure S6). residual and hydropeaking reaches generally
showed overlapping distributions. The distributions were in general more diversified for the altered reaches, which exhibited broader ranges. The distributions in July
exhibited a singular pattern, where the leaf hydrated and dry weight distributions
of the residual reach were close to the distributions of the natural reach. Simultaneously, the CSR score distributions were distinctly different between the natural and
the altered reaches.

3.4.4

Shifts along the season

A shift of plant parameters from July to September was observed for all three reaches.
We observed opposite shifts of leaf traits between the natural reach and the altered
reaches, while the shift of pigment ratios and the shift of CSR scores were similar.
The CSR scores showed a homogeneous pattern of development, with an average
increase in S-score along the three reaches. Along the natural reach, smaller, lighter
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and drier leaves were observed, occurring with a shift towards a higher S-score.
Along the altered reaches, larger, heavier and wetter leaves were observed, accompanied by a shift towards more stress toleration and more competition. We observed
similar shifts of pigment ratios among the three reaches: the chlA — xanthophyll and
chlA — carotenes ratios decreased, while the chlA — chlB ratios increased.

3.4.5

Ternary representation of CSR scores

The ternary representation of strategies discriminates the reaches based on the strategy values present along each reach and their respective spreads (Figure 3.5). The
distribution of CSR scores spanned along the stress tolerator axis but had a smaller
range along the competitor direction. The CSR scores showed a wide range of distribution along the ruderal axis. While the competitor direction is strongly correlated
to the leaf area, the stress tolerator axis is more correlated to the SLA and LDMC
trait. Our results reveal a large intra-reach variance of CSR scores, particularly along
the S-axis, corresponding to variation in SLA, and LDMC to a lesser extent. The
extent of the score distribution covered a substantial portion of the ternary triangle
parameterized in the StrateFy model [35]. The dispersion of laboratory data (Figure 3.5, upper graphs) in a ternary graph revealed the discrimination among the
reaches, while no pattern could be observed along the season. A few cells of the
ternary graph, away from the center of the CSR score distribution and at the edge of
the triangle, were considered as outliers. Outlying cells, defined as a cell containing
a single pixel, were therefore masked out. The presence of outliers could be due to
imprecision in the willow detection or in the PLS prediction.

3.5
3.5.1

Discussion
Statistical model based on imaging spectroscopy data

The selection of specific willow stands and the use of simple but efficient statistical tools allow relevant statistics to be extracted from remotely sensed data. The
large areal extent of the willow stands is ideal for capturing remotely sensed measurements by offering a stable spectral response over multiple pixels. The remotely
sensed plant parameters are not spatially independent, hindering the direct use of
t-tests. The correction of the degree of freedom of the t-tests helps to reduce the number of type I errors where the null hypothesis is rejected, which in our case impacts
several t-tests that we carried out. The correction of effective sample size appears
to be crucial here, since multiple t-tests do not reject the null hypothesis after the
decrease in degree of freedom.
In our study, the benefit of imaging spectroscopy is two-fold: it increases the information available for the statistical analysis between reaches (regional scale), and
it reveals the pattern of CSR score distribution on islands and over alluvial forest.
The spatial range of variability in plant parameters, visible in figure 3.4, is too small
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F IGURE 3.5: Ternary plot of distributions of laboratory data (upper
graphs) and remotely sensed CSR scores (lower graphs). Upper left:
laboratory data colored by reach. Upper right: laboratory data colored by season. Bottom: distribution detected by remote sensing
along the three reaches for July. Colored cells represent the presence
of pixels with corresponding CSR scores along the reach. Cells with
single pixels, considered as outliers, were removed.

to be depicted by ground sampling. An exhaustive ground sampling targeting all
individuals would be inappropriate for the sites along the rivers, sometimes particularly hard to reach.
The statistical model is able to predict the CSR score from imaging spectroscopy
data with a relatively high R2 . PLS regression models from other studies [182, 183,
175] were able to predict plant traits with a comparable or higher prediction power.
However, the compared models focused on communities formed by heterogeneous
vegetation, while here the considered willow stands form a particularly homogeneous set of targets, thus creating a setting in which the parameters to retrieve are
subtle changes of each individual. On the contrary, a set of heterogeneous individuals offers a larger spread in variation to be detected, and is therefore less affected
by measurement noise. In brief, the leaf area, SLA, and LDMC are better retrieved
than the pigment information, which is in line with other PLS regression models
predicting plant traits [182, 183, 175, 184]. Moreover, the CSR-score group shows the
highest prediction power among all the plant parameters predicted.
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The ternary representation of predicted values along each reach allows us to

compare the range of CSR scores spanned and to assess their link to other parameters
(Figure 3.5 and SI Figure S5). The large variations in CSR score between individual
willow trees suggest that a description of strategies based on a purely species-based
approach does not take into account a substantial plasticity of the parameter. A certain range of possible strategy values for a single species or family has already been
identified in the StrateFy model [137, 35]. The observed overall wide spread of plant
parameters can be linked to the known polymorphism and adaptive capabilities of
willows [150]. It is, in any case, unexpected to observe such a large spread in CSR
scores for a single type of vegetation. Such variation could be a possible sign that the
number of samples per individual was too small and that the overall spread represents an intra-individual variability. However, the sampled alluvial willows growth
in a specific environment where few tree species are found. The large spread of CSR
scores can therefore be linked to the environmental changes occurring in the alluvial
environment due to flood, drought and changes in morphology in particular. On the
considered sites, stands of willow trees can also be found on a nutrient-rich soil on
which the growth of forest trees is only a question of time. Therefore, it is here not
clear if the large spread in CSR scores is actually due to the particular conditions of
the floodplain or if it is an artifact of sampling. However, in the case of an actual
variations among willow stands, our observations show that a species-based quantification of CSR scores does not capture a possibly large range of strategy. Instead,
a quantification based on physio-morphological features such as the StrateFy model
is able to reveal possible intra-species variations.

3.5.2

Processes influencing plant parameter retrieval

The higher prediction power of CSR scores compared to leaf traits can be explained
by two factors. First, the difference in prediction power can be due to a non-linear
relationship between the parameters and the spectra [185]. Second, and more likely,
the higher prediction power compared to the leaf traits is probably linked to external
variables of the StrateFy model, such as fractional cover or soil properties, including
any other plant traits. Thus, it can be expected that plant strategies are more likely
to be retrieved than single plant traits.
The PLS regression based on imaging spectroscopy data is affected by any environmental variable that can influence the reflection of light from the canopy or from
the ground. Subsequently, an influence of environmental changes (such as ground
surface composed of understory vegetation, gravel and litter) can also explain the
patterns observed in the plant parameter distributions for July between the natural and the residual reach [186]. Changes in canopy reflectance would therefore be
a plausible cause of the difference in leaf trait distributions between the seasons,
while the CSR-score prediction, possibly relying on environmental variables, does
not change as much.
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According to the field investigations, the fractional cover was often lower for
the willow patches along the natural reach. Patches presenting low fractional cover
showed particularly high S-scores. This observation can be explained by the thin
layer of soil present in locations particularly exposed to flood events. Similar observations have linked sparse vegetation to a high S-score [187, 188]. Additionally, the
determination of a PFT based on spectral response can be linked to canopy structure,
as it has been demonstrated using simulated spectra [184]. These arguments support
the need for a direct statistical estimation of CSR scores based on remotely sensed
imagery without intermediate calculation. Finally, since we expect the method to
possibly rely on environmental variables without proof of evidence, the statistical
model used to predict CSR scores based on remotely sensed data might not be generalizable to any environment.
The low R2 obtained for pigment ratio possibly relates to the measurement accuracy of the laboratory data. It has been observed that separating plant functional
groups via reflectance does not strongly profit from pigment content variation [184].
This observation indicates that the failure of linking pigment information with the
retrieved reflectance does not prevent us from retrieving CSR scores with a higher
accuracy.

3.5.3

Shaping of of plant parameters related to alterations of the flow
regime

It is well known that alterations of the natural flow regime (sensu [189]) downstream
of reservoirs have large impacts on flood events and erosion, transport and deposition of sediments [190, 83, 191, 192] with variable responses of riparian vegetation
properties [141]. Along the hydromorphologically altered reaches of our study we
observed a trend to more homogenized and denser vegetation pattern [193, 15], a
change of vegetation communities [194, 195] and a decrease in pioneer species recruitment [196, 197] leading to an increase of the overall vegetation biomass and a
stabilization of the river system ultimately leading to channel narrowing [144, 145].
This stabilization may decrease environmental stress (e.g., accumulation of nutrients
or stabilization of water table), leading ultimately to a shift in plant strategies, e.g.
in composition or by plastic adaptation.
Our results showed a shift of plant parameters towards values associated with
a competition strategy for willows located along the altered reaches. This strategy
shift towards higher C-scores is in line with known vegetation responses, for example after a flow regime altered by damming, which results in a rapid stabilization of
riverbanks through the extension of vegetation roots [6]. This vegetation response
can in turn amplify the initial stabilization triggered by the flow regime alteration, or
in other words, create a positive feedback loop. In brief, while our results are in line
with previous observations linked to the development of vegetation along altered
reaches [12], the perspective of plant resource allocation strategy summarizes here
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the various observations in a conceptual framework. In any case, our results cannot
explain any causality in the interaction processes between the flow regime and the
change in plant parameters.
While the prediction of plant parameters based on imaging spectroscopy is primarily used to extract their distributions, the observed spatial patterns of CSR scores
can be linked to various processes of the alluvial ecosystem. In general, the distribution of alluvial vegetation is closely related to fluvial landforms and fluvial processes
[198]. Moreover, environmental factors (e.g., substrate characteristics, areal extend,
or light availability) exhibiting large variations in floodplains are known to have an
impact on plant communities [199]. Further, hydromorphological alterations can
lead to various changes in the substrate characteristics [141], ultimately affecting
plant strategies.
The spatial distribution of the CSR scores observed reveals patches particularly
present along the hydropeaking and the natural reaches. This high spatial autocorrelation might indicate a shaping of the CSR scores by long-term processes, such as
those cited above, as opposed to short-term processes. While a high spatial autocorrelation is present at the decameter-scale, we do not observe a gradient of CSR
scores along the channel or away from the channel. The absence of a lateral gradient can be explained by the relatively small width of the willow stands found along
the reaches. The absence of a longitudinal gradient observed in plant parameters
might be related to the relatively small-scale length of river considered, since the
flow conditions stay almost stable along the reaches considered.

3.5.4

Strategies, stress and disturbance

It is commonly accepted that species composition of floodplains is primarily shaped
by floods that partially or completely destroy the vegetation and the substrate, leading to a cycle of recolonization of the freed spaces [200, 145]. Though the species
composition is mainly driven by disturbance, our observations indicate that the
shaping of plant traits is also driven by stress factors, as discussed in the following
paragraph. To begin with, the common shift of plant parameters along the season
reveals that environmental factors influence the alluvial vegetation at the regional
level. A dry period preceded the second data acquisition campaign, explaining the
shift of plant parameters observed from July to September 2016 (SI Figure S3). The
observations on possible water stress (see next section) also indicate a substantial
impact of stress on plant traits. While the spread of predicted values is quite large
along the ruderal axis, we were unable to find any clear link with other observations
or components of the floodplain. In particular, the distribution of higher R-scores
for the altered reaches was not expected, since the altered reaches are less affected
by floods than the natural reach. The spread along the ruderal axis, already found
data to a lesser extent in the laboratory, might be linked to the underlying SLA. It has
been observed that seed dispersal of some Salicaceae species follows complex spatial
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and temporal patterns [201]. Then the observed variation in R-score can be linked to
the restrictive conditions under which Salix trees release seeds.
Next, while it might not be expected that willow trees are found in the S/SR
region of the CSR triangle, it not a surprising result. Willow trees, though having
a relatively tall canopy and long life cycle in the overall vegetation kingdom, have
much shorter and in general smaller canopies than most trees found in forested environments. The generally shorter canopy of alluvial willows can be explained by
the influence of disturbance (floods, asphyxia of roots, destruction of the substrates
through erosion, etc.) and the influence of stress (summer droughts, lack of nutrients
on gravel bars, temporal saturated conditions of the soil, etc.). Therefore, the CSR
scoring of the observed alluvial willow as S/SR is not in contradiction with the original assumptions of Grime (1974) [134] Other studies have revealed a classification
of willows towards S or R strategies: some willow species considered in our study
are found as S/CS [35] and Salix Alba has even been reported as R [202]. The colonization capabilities of alluvial willows have been described as belonging to species
following an R strategy [203]. Also, Grime (2006) [204] described the Salix genus as
being close to certain herbaceous species in their regenerative strategies involving
numerous wind-dispersed seeds.
Furthermore, the broad range of plant parameters along the altered reaches can
be a sign of differentiation caused by stress removal [205, 206]. Disturbances generally increase trait differentiation among communities [204], clear ecological niches
and physical space, thus increasing the biodiversity [207, 208]. On the contrary, trait
convergence is observed among communities influenced by various stress factors
[209, 210, 211, 212]. In our case, the system where disturbances occur, i.e., the natural reach, shows a smaller range in plant parameters than the altered (stabilized)
floodplain reaches. Since the larger spread of plant parameters along the altered
reaches is certainly not due to an increase in disturbance, their divergence can be
here a sign of stress removal. Given all these observations, it is possible that the
plant traits of willows are mainly shaped by stress rather than disturbances.

3.5.5

Support from leaf traits and pigments

The observations of pigment ratios and leaf traits support the observed changes in
CSR score. While it is difficult to link the leaf traits and pigment ratios to an increase of the C-score, it is likely that these plant traits are connected to a decrease of
S-score compared to the natural reach. The deviation of the predicted distribution
of pigment ratios is in line with the low R2 achieved by the PLS regression, possibly linked to the accuracy of pigment measurements in the laboratory. Observed
changes in pigment ratios could correspond to water stress. Such water stress could
also be a possible cause for the difference observed between the natural and the
altered reaches, though we do not have evidence for these causality links. The distribution of pigment ratios along the natural reach compared to the altered reaches
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exhibit a higher proportion of photo-protective pigments, both at the beginning and
at the end of summer (SI Figure S6). Water stress has been described as an important component of natural alluvial ecosystems [213, 214, 215]. A water stress along
the natural reach would also be supported by the shift in CSR scores. A plausible
water stress along the natural reach might be linked to the soil characteristics of
the floodplain, which is more gravelly along the natural reach, while a thicker soil
has developed along the altered reaches. Decreased water stress along the altered
reaches can be a result of an increase of water availability indirectly caused by alteration of the hydromorphological processes. An increase of water availability can be
linked, for example, to soil formation, to the height of the impermeable bedrock, or
to the location of alluvial vegetation at the time of low water. All these environmental variables are linked to the hydromorphological processes of a river [216], and are
therefore prone to be modified under an alteration of the flow regime. However, it
is also possible that the various observation on the CSR score, LDMC and pigments
ratios are due to one or multiple causes unrelated to water stress. We would like to
underline that the mentioned links between water stress and our observations are
plausible interpretations not relying on evidences. Also, the observed differences in
plant parameters could be due to variations assumed to be negligible in this study
due to the sites setting, such as variations in geology or land use of surrounding
areas.

3.6

Conclusion

The willow stands along the investigated reaches offer an appropriate subject of
study to predict CSR scores from imaging spectroscopy. The convenience of the willow stands was found to be both ecological, due to their importance in floodplains
and their adaptive capabilities, and methodological, since they form relative homogeneous and dense vegetation stands compared to other kinds of vegetation found
in floodplains. The PLS regression model achieved a prediction of CSR score among
willow stands with an R2 of 0.4 to 0.55 over alluvial vegetation using airborne imaging spectroscopy. The correction of the effective sample size in the statistical test
was successfully set up to analyze the river systems based on dense spatial data. In
brief, the mapping of strategies based on leaf traits revealed spatial patterns as well
as a large variation among individuals, supporting the quantification of resource
allocation strategies based on individual traits.
Our main observations relate the shaping of the willow resource allocation strategies to an alteration of the flow regime. The natural reach exhibited a CSR-score
distribution shifted towards higher S-scores compared to the altered reaches. Both
altered reaches under the influence of residual flow or hydropeaking flow exhibited
a displacement of strategies with respect to the natural reference. All the leaf traits
and pigment observations indicate a possible presence of water stress affecting the
willow trees located along the natural reach. We note that changes in vegetation
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properties can be indirectly caused by alteration of the flow and sediment regime
through various mechanisms such as soil formation, bank stabilization or properties of the soil parent material. Finally, our observations indicated that among the
willow stands of the floodplains considered in this study, stress, rather than disturbance, drives the shaping of plant traits. These observations add a new component
to assess the adaptive capabilities of alluvial willows.
The dynamics of biophysical processes of interaction between the vegetation and
the flow regime still need to be further detailed. While environmental water protection policies try to warrant the re-activation of the flow regime variations (environmental flow, functional flow), further research is needed to fully understand
the continuous and reciprocal shaping of the flow regime, landforms and alluvial
vegetation. Towards this goal, the framework of resource allocation strategies offers
new insights into these interactions and has proven to be a promising descriptive
model. The use of imaging spectroscopy data complements the traditional view of
plant communities by bringing new and explicit information on spatial distribution.
Nonetheless, the transferability of the approach chosen in our study to different ecological environments remains to be assessed.
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3.8

Appendix

Introduction This supporting information provides figures and a table with detailed
information on the study sites. It provides as well figures and tables on the distributions of predicted plant parameters and validation of the PLS regression. It also
provides a text and figures on pigment ratios and their use in the article.
Text S1.
The main processes affecting established alluvial vegetation on a seasonal scale
are erosion of vegetation (through substrate erosion or direct uprooting) by floods
and variation in the water table [144, 165]. The use of pigment ratios in this study is
therefore closely linked to changes in water availability given the typical setting of
alluvial vegetation. An increase of chlorophyll A / B ratio, which has been observed
under water stress [166, 167], can be theoretically explained by impacts on cell physiology [217]. The proteins associated with the reaction centers of light-harvesting
complexes (i.e., core antennas) contain only chlorophyll A, while the outer binding proteins, the light-harvesting complexes II, (LHCII) contain chlorophyll A and B
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[218]. It has been observed that short-term drought stress, understood equally as excess light, caused a rapid disassembly of the LHCII [219]. Also, higher light intensities can lead to a reduction of LHCII [220] or their downsizing [221]. A proportional
reduction of the outer complexes with respect to the central antennas would lead
to an increase in chlorophyll A / chlorophyll B ratio. A decrease of chlorophyll /
carotenoids ratio, which has been observed under water stress [168, 169], and specifically of chlorophyll / xanthophyll ratio [164], can be explained by the functions
and variations of pigments expected under such events. Carotenoids, apart from
participating in light harvesting, are also involved in photoprotection [164]. Photoprotective pigments can experience increasing levels under excess of light [222, 223],
following preceding water stress. A replenished pool of carotenoids, along with a
decreased level of chlorophyll pigments [224, 225] can explain decreasing chlorophyll A / xanthophyll and chlorophyll A / carotenes ratios during water stress.

F IGURE 3.6: Imaging spectrometer flight lines (FL) and distribution
of sites for laboratory data sampling. The arrow directions depict the
direction of the plane. All three flight lines were acquired on each of
the four acquisition dates.
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F IGURE 3.7: Location of the study sites in Switzerland. The main
rivers and lakes in Switzerland are represented in blue color.
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F IGURE 3.8: Reports provided by the Federal Office for the Environment FOEN, division Hydrological data and forecasts. The discharge data are obtained from gauging stations located a few kilometers downstream of the reaches of interest along both the Sense and
the Sarine river, therefore not showing an exact discharge measurement of the study sites. The months of July and August exhibit a low
discharge, particularly along the Sense river.
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F IGURE 3.11: Histograms of plant trait distributions predicted by
imaging spectroscopy. Distributions are represented as density normalized over the total number of observations along each reach. The
scale of the x-axis is adapted for each plant trait to cover the full range
of the distributions and laboratory data. The scale of the y-axis is similar for the dataset of July and September for each plant trait. The
points below the histograms represent the laboratory data in respective colors. The three leaf traits (leaf area, leaf hydrated weight and
leaf dry weight) represent the average of the respective trait per leaf
(e.g., leaf dry weight is the mean dry weight per leaf found at a location).
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F IGURE 3.12: Scatter plots of replicates for the three pigment ratios.
The sites 1 to 5 (in blue) are found along the natural reach; the sites 6
to 8 (in yellow-red) are found along the residual reach; the sites 9 and
10 (in green) are found along the hydropeaking reach.
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F IGURE 3.13: Boxplots of pigment ratios of laboratory data with respect to an ordered index. The index is built following the site order
from 1 to 10, including a shift of 10 for the season of September. The
indices from 1 to 10 refer therefore to July and 11 to 20 refer to September. The box extends from the 25 percentile to the 75 percentile in the
data. The middle line is located at the median. The whiskers extend
from the box to the last data closer to 1.5 times the interquantile range.
Points are outliers out of the whiskers. Although large variations exist in the replicates of laboratory data, the differences between reaches
and seasons can be visually retrieved here, corresponding to Table 1
in the article.
TABLE B.2: Summary of the number of sampled individuals per
reach. Five individuals were sampled on every site at a distance of
roughly 5 to 10 m from each other.
July

September

Natural

Residual

Hydropeaking

Natural

Residual

number of sites

5

3

2

5

3

Hydropeaking
2

total number of samples

25

15

10

24

15

10
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TABLE B.3: Statistics of the linear regression between sampled and
predicted values (Figure 3). The coefficient of correlation should not
be mixed with the coefficient of determination R2cv . While the first
one describes the linearity between the sampled and predicted value,
the second one describes the accuracy of data retrieval. For example,
perfectly aligned predictions in Figure 3 with a slope different from 1
would have here an R2 of 1, but an R2cv smaller than 1.

R2

p-value

competitor

0.63

<0.01

stress-tolerator

0.72

<0.01

ruderal

0.74

<0.01

chl. A / chl. B

0.33

<0.01

chl. A / xanth.

0.54

<0.01

chl. A / car.

0.52

<0.01

SLA

0.75

<0.01

LDMC

0.50

<0.01

leaf area

0.61

<0.01

hydrated weight

0.64

<0.01

dry weight

0.66

<0.01
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Chapter 4

Characterizing Flood Impact on
Swiss Floodplains using
Inter-Annual Time Series of
Satellite Imagery
Milani, G., Kneubühler, M., Tonolla, D., Doering, M., &
Schaepman, M. E.

This chapter is based on an article submitted to the peer-reviewed IEEE Journal of
Selected Topics in Applied Earth Observations and Remote Sensing in 2019. The
article was submitted under the title « Impacts of flow alteration on Swiss
floodplains observed by remote sensing », which will be amended according to the
above title in the following steps of the publication procedure.
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Abstract

Pressure on the biodiversity of ecosystems along many rivers is growing continuously due to the increasing number of hydropower facilities regulating downstream
flow and sediment regimes. Despite a thorough understanding of the short-term
processes and interactions at this hydro-biosphere interface, long-term analyses of
the impacts on floodplain dynamics are lacking. We used inter-annual Landsat 4,
5, 7 and 8 time series to analyze the effects of hydrological events on floodplain
vegetation in four mountainous floodplains in the Swiss Alps. Using a spectral mixture analysis approach, we demonstrate that the floodplain vegetation dynamics of
mountainous rivers can be recovered at a spatial resolution of 30 meters. Our results
suggest that interactions between floods and floodplain vegetation are complex and
not exclusively related to flood magnitude. Of the four reaches analyzed, only data
gathered along the sub-mountainous reach with a quasi-natural flow regime show
a clear link between remotely sensed vegetation indices and floods. In addition, our
29-year time series shows a continuous upward trend in vegetation indices along the
floodplains, strongest in the reaches affected by hydropower facilities. The approach
presented in this study can be easily replicated in other mountain ranges by providing available flow data to verify the impact of hydropower on floodplain vegetation
dynamics.

4.2

Introduction

Rivers and their floodplain provide essential ecosystem services worldwide while
under pressure from hydropower production, agricultural expansion and climate
change [4, 226, 227]. The changes imposed on the flow regime largely impact the
floodplain vegetation through the modification of natural hydrogeomorphic processes [228], since the forms of floodplain vegetation are largely related to flood
characteristics [229, 230]. Although alterations of the flow regime usually result in
changes in the floodplain ecosystem, such as vegetation encroachment or increase in
non-woody vegetative cover, prediction of changes based on planned alterations are
challenging [192, 15]. The flow regime also shapes vegetation distribution through
flow-related processes, such as sediment transport and deposition processes [231],
which are also globally triggered by anthropogenic alteration of the hydrographic
network [232, 233]. Observation and monitoring of floodplain vegetation development and recovery are necessary to assess flow regime management needs and the
achievements of restoration projects along river systems [16].

4.2.1

Remote Sensing of Floodplains

A range of remote sensing technologies have been developed to observe numerous aspects of floodplains. For example, aerial and unmanned aerial systems (UAS)
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have been deploy to classify river land cover [234, 36]. Moreover, lidar technology has been used in combination with aerial images to study long-term changes in
vegetation [235]. Further, floodplain tree species have been classified by using highresolution imaging spectroscopy data [236, 37]. Satellite remote sensing provides
near-continuous coverage of data in space at a high temporal frequency of acquisition. Its important advantages are currently unmatched by airborne remote sensing
platforms. For floodplain applications, satellite remote sensing characteristics are attractive because rivers are generally widely distributed and often difficult to access
due to obstacles such as valleys, cliffs and dense forests.
Despite decades of research on the use of satellite remote sensing for floodplain
vegetation [237], its actual use for floodplain studies is still very rare. In the past,
previous studies have shown that decameter-scale satellite imagery can be used for
studying floodplains in a multi-temporal setting [238, 239, 240]. However, the use
of satellite remote sensing in floodplains has been mainly limited to two main objectives: the delineation of geomorphological units and the monitoring of water quality
parameters [241, 242]. High or medium-resolution satellite images were used to delimit geomorphological units, flood extent and land use, for example by using the
ASTER sensor [47] or the QuickBird Satellite sensor [243]. High-resolution satellite imagery has also been used to map bar crest movement over a relatively short
time scale [244]. On the other side, the spectral resolution of available satellite imagery allows monitoring of water quality parameters, such as the concentration of
suspended sediments, for example by using the ETM+ sensor [245] or the MODIS
sensor [246]. However, these studies were mainly limited to large rivers such as the
Danube or the Amazon. Landsat Tasseled Cap inter-annual products have been used
to classify the land cover of large floodplains and inter-annual changes [247, 248].
The average annual values of the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI)
on riparian forests were also extracted from time series based on Landsat satellites
[29]. Finally, satellite imagery has been used very rarely over mountainous floodplains due to the relatively narrow width of the object of interest. In brief, available
time series of satellite imagery with high temporal resolution have not been widely
considered for studying vegetation dynamics of complex river floodplains.

4.2.2

Floodplain Vegetation Dynamics

While processes linking vegetation to the flow regime have already been the subject
of several studies [144, 145, 141], temporal series of remotely sensed data can potentially reveal influences of flood events characteristics on vegetation. The frequency
and timing of floods, in addition to the magnitude of single flood events, determine
the impact of the flow regime on floodplain vegetation [249, 250]. Although changes
in floodplain characteristics have been linked to major flooding, vegetation development appears to have a more complex relationship with the flow regime [251].
For example, the development of vegetation is influenced by groundwater [165] and
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variations in groundwater depth [252]. The dynamics of vegetation recovery after
flooding has also been documented in the past [253, 47], including the consideration
of recovery after extreme events [254, 255]. However, it appears that there is a lack
of studies on vegetation recovery dynamics with inter-annual data spanning several
decades.
Satellite imagery allows to study vegetation recovery after major flood events
using data covering several years before and after the event. Bertoldi (2011) [47]
demonstrated the usefulness of medium-resolution satellite imagery over the Tagliamento River in Italy, where changes in riparian vegetation caused by changes in
flow conditions were successfully observed. However, the use of satellite imagery
in this case was limited to the delineation of vegetation areas classified as sparsely
or densely vegetated.
In our study, we contribute to the discussion on riparian vegetation changes led
by modification of water flow by adapting the idea of Bertoldi (2011) [47] to consider
mountainous and sub-mountainous rivers. We apply this approach to time series of
images geo-located over four Swiss Alpine river floodplains. While previous studies have used satellite imagery to delineate plots and vegetation classes, the analysis
of satellite imagery in our study furthermore provides information on the state of
riparian vegetation, such as the rate of vegetation growth or the detection of dry periods. Compared to natural floodplains showing a correlation between flood events
and vegetation dynamics, we expect a decoupling of such mutual effects along floodplains with altered hydrological and sediment regimes. This hypothesis is motivated
by the loss in habitat dynamics expected along reaches with an altered flow regime.
We assume that observed changes in vegetation conditions are mainly triggered by
flood events affecting the floodplains.

4.3
4.3.1

Material and Methods
Study Sites

The four Swiss Alpine study sites were selected on reaches of the Sense, Allenbach, Maggia and Brenno river floodplains where unvegetated gravel bars are large
enough to be detected by the remote sensing data considered (Figure 4.1). The width
of the floodplains considered is therefore linked to the theoretical minimum width
required for a continuous detection of the surface, which encompasses two pixels.
This minimum width is here 60m on the ground, given that the imagery used has
a 30m spatial resolution. The study area was delineated by the extent of the Swiss
federal inventory of floodplains of national importance. The last inventory was carried out from 2012 to 2017. The selected reaches each have a gauging station few
kilometers upstream or downstream of the reaches of interest. A summary of some
of the characteristics of each reach is presented in Table B.1.
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TABLE B.1: Characterization of the study reaches in their actual state.
The natural flow regime was extracted from data made available by
the Swiss Federal Office for the Environment (FOEN). The substrata
classification is based on the map GK500 of the Swiss Geotechnical
Commission (SGTK). The width refers to the mean of the detected
floodplain area based on the satellite imagery.
Abbreviations: GS: gauging station, HP: hydropower plant, C: crystalline, U: unconsolidated, S: sedimentary.

Maggia

Brenno

Sense

Allenbach

Strahler number

7

6

6

4

Lengh [km]

8

4

4

2.2

Mean floodplain width[m]

304

104

163

128

Area [ha]

243

42

65

28

Mean Elevation [m asl]

365

447

820

1’470

Natural Hydrological Regime

meridional meridional transition

meridional

nivo-

nivo-

nivo-

pluvial

pluvial

3.5,

1, down-

15, down-

0, down-

upstream

stream

stream

stream

Distance to upstream HP [km]

5.3

8

-

-

Substrata

C (hills) /

C and S

U

U/S

U (valley)

(hills) / U

Distance to GS [km]

(valley)

nival

pluvial
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The first reach is located along the Sense River next to the village of Plaffeien, an
investigation site of previous studies about its hydromorphology [256], floodplain
habitats [257] and the use of aerial imagery [258, 36, 37]. The Sense River is one of
the last rivers in Switzerland to have a near natural flow and sediment regime.
The second reach is located along the Allenbach, a mountainous stream located
next to the village of Adelboden. The Allenbach is prone to flood events triggered
by short storm events due to the low storage capacity of the watershed [259]. Supplementary information on the Allenbach watershed can be found in Collins (2006)
[260].
The third reach is located along the Maggia River, between the villages of Boschetto
and Lodano. A large hydropower system, Officine Idroelettriche della Maggia SA,
impacts the floodplain ecosystem due to flow regulation since ca. 1995, resulting in
a residual flow regime [261]. The flow regulation has led to a 75 percent decrease in
the average annual discharge, while the annual peak discharge was not decreased
[261]. Supplementary information on the flow and sediment dynamics can be found
in Perona (2009) [253] and, along with landscape composition information, in Rohde
(2004) [257].
The fourth reach is located along the Brenno River. The reach considered along
the Brenno spans a total length of circa 4km, which we divided into three sections.
Such division was necessary to eliminate river sections along which agriculture and
roads were close to the channel and thus would influence the retrieval of the vegetation indices. The first section is located next to the village of Loderio, the second
is located upstream of the village of Motto Blenio, and the third section is located
next to the village of Prugiasco. This reach has also been affected by hydropower
facilities since circa 1960, leading to a 73 percent decrease of annual discharge and a
substantial decrease in small and medium-sized floods, while the number of flood
events does not show any change [262].

4.3.2

Satellite Imagery

Our methodology was developed to reflect changes in vegetation indices in mediumresolution satellite imagery (ground resolution ⇠30m), with the aim of using time se-

ries covering three decades along mountainous and sub-mountainous rivers. Here,
the size of the objects under study was considered to be small for a remote sensing
application since the extent of the minimum size under consideration (i.e. the minimal width of the floodplains) is of the same magnitude as the size of the ground
sampling distance of the imagery.
Since vegetation indices tend to accurately capture differences in vegetation cover
at low fractional cover [263], we make use of the large variation in fractional cover
typically found in mountainous floodplains for a robust retrieval of vegetation properties by remote sensing. The central idea is therefore to focus on the sparse vegetation areas of the floodplain in order to extract reliable information on changes in
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F IGURE 4.1: Subsets of the considered reaches exhibiting the delineation of the floodplains (white line) and the total considered area in
the study (white pixels). The floodplain delineations are extracted
from the Swiss federal inventory of floodplains of national importance. The total considered area (in white) represents all locations
that were included in the mask for the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) and the vegetation fraction (VF) calculation for at
least one acquisition in the time series. The coordinates refer to the
image center. Background Image Source: orthophotos of the years
2004 and 2005 (Swissimage Geodata c Swisstopo).

vegetation conditions.
We used remotely sensed images acquired by Landsat missions 4, 5, 7 and 8
to construct inter-annual time series of vegetation indices [264]. Independent time
series were built for each reach. A list of all selected images can be found in the additional material (SI Section 1). The calibrated top-of-atmosphere reflectance [265]
at a resolution of 30 m was used. For each reach, only one image was selected per
year from 1988 to 2016. This period was chosen as a compromise between data availability, the size of the data set and the occurrence of large-scale flood events in the
sectors of interest. The best image was selected based on minimum cloud coverage
over the target area and an acquisition date as close as possible to July 31 to represent
the vegetation period. The images used were all from the Landsat series, including
the operational land imager (OLI) on Landsat 8, the enhanced thematic mapping
system Plus (ETM+) on Landsat 7 and the thematic mapping instrument on Landsat
5 (TM05) and Landsat 4 (TM04). Limiting our analysis to the Landsat image collection allowed a consistent comparison of the information remotely acquired over the
period. Where possible, we tended to include data from a single sensor in order to
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further minimize the biases that could occur due to small but existing differences
in sensor characteristics [266]. Therefore, when available, Landsat 7 was chosen instead of Landsat 5, and Landsat 5 images instead of Landsat 4 images. If no suitable
images were found in July or August, the images acquired in June were considered
as potential candidates. The images from ETM+ were chosen to minimize the Scan
Line Corrector (SLC) problem [267]. If the SLC issue affected a large part of the area
of interest, images of OLI and TM05 were considered instead.
Although we did not apply atmospheric correction ourselves, we provide some
details on these corrections here since the results of this study depend on these processing steps. We used already atmospherically corrected images, as provided by
the USGS via the Google Earth Engine platform. The image acquisitions by TM04,
TM05 and ETM+ have been corrected using the LEDAPS algorithm (Landsat Ecosystem Disturbance Adaptive Processing System) [268]. Average residues of ⇠0.004

to 0.010 have been reported for the accurate recovery of the surface reflectance of
ETM+ [269]. Image acquisitions by OLI were corrected using the Landsat Surface
Reflectance Code (LaSRC). While LEDAPS uses meteorological services to evaluate
the parameters of atmospheric correction, LaSRC uses parameters estimated from
the MODIS satellite constellation. The surface reflectance is considered to be captured more accurately by OLI than by previous sensors [270, 271, 272]. We selected
only images without clouds or shadows on or close to the reaches. On each image,
the cloud and shadow areas were masked according to the internal flags available in
the product quality assessment (QA) layer.

4.3.3

Image Post-Processing and Vegetation Indices

The normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) [273] was used in our study.
NDVI varies according to the Leaf Area Index (LAI) and vegetation health among
other sources of variation [274, 275, 276]. NDVI has been widely used in a broad
range of applications such as estimation of productivity, response to environmental
changes or trophic interactions [277]. However, NDVI has shown some inconsistencies in a few cases when comparing the state of vegetation at a given location over
time [278, 279]. To complement the use of NDVI, we also extracted the vegetation
fraction (VF) for each pixel, derived from Spectral Mixture Analysis (SMA) [280].
SMA, or unmixing, aims at retrieving the abundances of a number of selected spectra from a single pixel. The sparse vegetation and small patches of vegetation found
on floodplains underpin the need for SMA (Figure 4.1). The SMA uses a restricted
selection of spectra to estimate the contribution of pre-defined materials to the measured reflectance. A spectral library can be formed from the selected spectra, called
spectral endmembers. The algorithm assumes that each pixel is a linear combination
of the library’s endmembers. We used a fully constrained linear spectral unmixing
algorithm provided by the Google Earth Engine platform. While it has been shown
that nonlinearity is important to retrieve accurate subpixel fractions [281, 282, 283],
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we are here interested in relative changes, making the retrieval of absolute values
not a necessity. For this reason, we consider the VF as an index in our study.
NDVI and VF are complementary rather than completely independent. By using
them concurrently, potential issues in the data can be detected, such as hazy conditions or large variation in the water cover. The SMA allowed us to estimate the
VF present in each pixel. We used a selection of 19 spectra from the ASTER spectral
library as spectral endmembers [284]. Among the 19 spectra, three were vegetation
spectra. To complement the selected 19 spectra, we included three additional vegetation spectra and two rock material spectra extracted specifically from the selected
images, leading to a total of 24 spectra. The image post-processing includes three
main components, i.e., (i) the delineation of a floodplain mask, (ii) the extraction of
the NDVI distribution and (iii) the extraction of the VF distribution. The mask was
created from the same center line for each year. First, we digitized a line in the center
of the unvegetated area. The line was then rasterized, defining an initial mask at a
resolution of 30m. Then, two steps were repeated iteratively. First, the initial mask
was extended by one pixel in all directions. Then, pixels that contain a VF larger
than or equal to 50 percent were removed from the mask. Repeating these steps several times results in a mask that covers all pixels in the section that have a VF smaller
than 50 percent. Six repetitions extend the mask to a maximum width of 360m. The
last step in the construction of the mask consisted of a final expansion of one pixel
in all directions. This last step creates a mask robust to one-pixel variations of coregistration. The distributions of the NDVI and VF values were finally extracted for
each year within the limits defined by the mask.
The theoretical range of NDVI is from -1 to 1. Negative values can be found over
water bodies. The low positive values observed here generally correspond to bare
soils, areas of unvegetated gravel, or a mixture of gravel and water. In general, the
NDVI increases with vegetation cover and vegetation health. The possible values
of VF range from 0 to 1. A VF value of 0 indicates a total absence of vegetation
within a pixel, while a VF value of 1 indicates that the entire pixel is covered with
vegetation. An intermediate value indicates that parts of the pixel are covered with
vegetation. An intermediate value can be observed over different configurations, for
example, if vegetation is sparse or because there is a clear boundary between land
cover types. Also, intermediate values of NDVI and VF may indicate the presence
of large woody debris in the pixel. It is indeed almost impossible to differentiate
between very sparse vegetation and the presence of woody debris in a pixel because
of the similar spectral signature of the two types of land cover.

4.3.4

Flow Variables

The discharge data were made available by the Swiss Hydrology Division of the
Federal Office for the Environment (FOEN).
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We chose gauging stations as close as possible to the study reaches (Figure B.1):
Maggia - Bignasco, Ponte Nuovo 2475, Brenno - Loderio 2086, Allenbach - Adelboden 2232, and Sense - Thörishaus, Sensematt 2179.
Eight variables, which are expected to be related to floodplain vegetation dynamics, were calculated from maximum daily flow data of the selected hydrological
stations for each period between satellite images (SI Table B.7). Only flow data until
the exact image acquisition date were considered as part of the period. For example,
if a satellite image was acquired over the Sense on July 17, 2014, the flood occurring
on August 11, 2014, was then considered in the subsequent period (image 2015). The
eight flow variables used in the analysis were:
- Q2, Q10 and Q30: number of floods with return periods of n=2, 10 and 30
years. Commonly used to describe recurrence of floods with a certain magnitude [285]. Qn were extracted from the FOEN report for each gauging station,
without catchment correction. For example, a Q2 event is defined here as a
day presenting a peak discharge equal or higher than the Q2 discharge. A
flood can be considered in multiple groups (i.e. if one Q10 occurred, it was
also considered as Q2, since it raises above both thresholds).
- Qmax: yearly maximum discharge [286, 287]
- NM7Q2: number of days with a daily average discharge lower than the lowest average discharge observed over seven consecutive days with a return period of two years (extracted from the FOEN reports). Commonly used to describe the effect of droughts periods [288, 289].
- Q2 spring, Qmax spring, NM7Q2 spring: Q2, Qmax and NM7Q2 for the same
growing season as the image acquisition, defined as starting from the first of
April and lasting until the date of the image acquisition.
We then calculated the Spearman’s rank correlation between the eight flow variables and the changes in NDVI median and VF median. A threshold of significance
was set at an alpha value of 0.05 for the correlation. We did not apply a correction
of type-I errors due to the limited sample size. The number of type-I errors is here
inflated due to the number of tests carried out.

4.4
4.4.1

Results
Spearman’s Rank Correlation

The Q2, Q10 and Qmax and Qmax spring variables were negatively correlated at a
significance level of 0.05 with changes in NDVI and VF along the Sense (Table B.2).
Correlation coefficients were slightly higher for VF changes than for NDVI. Variables limited to the spring period showed similar statistical trends as the full-year
variables, although they have lower correlation coefficients. Along the Maggia, the
variables NM7Q2 and NM7Q2 spring showed a statistically significant relationship
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TABLE B.2: Coefficient of Spearman’s rank correlation for the mask
size (MS), NDVI and VF changes against the flow variables for the
four reaches. Only the correlation coefficients statistically significant
at an alpha value of 0.05 are shown.
Sense

Allenbach

Maggia

Brenno

NDVI

VF

MS

NDVI

VF

MS

NDVI

VF

MS

NDVI

VF

Q2

-

-0.52

-0.65

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Q10

-

-0.5

-0.64

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Q30

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Qmax

-

-0.55

-0.65

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

NM7Q2

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.54

-

-

-

-

-

Q2 spring

-

-

-0.52

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Qmax spring

-

-0.4

-0.53

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

NM7Q2 spring

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.43

-

-

-

-

-

Occurence of Q2

MS

R2: 0.28
p-value: 0.01

Percentile 25 of NDVI change

p-value: > 0.05

Percentile 75 of NDVI change

F IGURE 4.2: Logistic regression between the normalized difference
vegetation index (NDVI) and the occurrence of preceding Q2 events.
For each image acquisition, absence of preceding events leads to a
value of 0 and presence of at least one preceding Q2 event leads to a
value of 1.

with the change in mask size. No significant relationship was found between flow
variables and variation of indices along the Allenbach and Brenno rivers.
Along the Sense, the regression between the occurrence of Q2 events and the
change in NDVI was examined more closely (Figure 4.2). The more detailed logistic
model was restricted to the Sense, since the other reaches did not show statistical
relations between the median of the indices and the flow variables. In particular,
along the Sense, about half of the years in which at least one Q2 event was present
showed a negative change in the indices larger than the most extreme change observed without preceding Q2 events. A logistic model was therefore tested between
the occurrence of Q2 events and percentiles of NDVI distribution. On the one hand,
the 25th percentile of the NDVI distribution was correlated at a significance level of
0.05 with the occurrence of at least one Q2 event. However, the 75th percentile of the
NDVI distribution was not significantly correlated with the occurrence of Q2 events.
A very similar result was obtained from the VF distributions (SI Figures 4.7).
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Indices Dynamics

Besides statistical analysis, a qualitative analysis between individual events and
changes in indices was carried out (Figure 4.3).
In general, along the Sense, the Maggia and the Brenno rivers, presence of Q10
or Q30 events coincides with a decrease in indices. Periods with few flood events
exhibit an increase in indices, such as from 1990 to 2005 along the Sense, from 2002
to 2007 along the Maggia (particularly on the NDVI), and from 1994 to 1999 and 2009
to 2015 along the Brenno. Along the Sense, the large flood event of 1990 (489m3 s

1,

return period: >150 years) coincided with an observed decrease in NDVI and VF,
although the magnitude of the decrease is not as unique in the time series as the
peak discharge.
Along the Allenbach, no pattern is qualitatively visible in the dynamics of the
indices. The low VF values found in 2014 and 2015 coincided with relatively dry
periods preceding the image acquisitions. Also along the Allenbach, the second
part of the time series, from 2003 to 2016, showed some positive statistical relation
between changes in indices and the occurrence of large floods, although this was not
significant (SI Figures 4.5 and 4.6).
Overall, the NDVI values showed less variability than the VF values, both for
mean values and for complete distributions (violin charts, SI Section 4). The presence
of a statistical mode in the upper half of the NDVI and VF distributions, around 0.7
and 0.9 respectively, represents pixels that are found on entirely vegetated areas.
Another mode in the lower half of the NDVI and VF distributions, around 0.3 and
0.1 respectively, typically represents pixels that are completely free of vegetation.
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F IGURE 4.3: Mean values of the normalized difference vegetation index (NVDI) and Vegetation Fraction (VF) from 1988 to 2016 along
the four investigated reaches (scale on the left axis) and mask size over which the indices were extracted for each year (right axis). The
bands along the curves indicate a 68 percent (±1s) confidence interval. The x-axis depicts the year of image acquisition. The flood
events happening between two acquisitions are centered between the image acquisitions along the x-axis. The flood event discs are
vertically distributed (close - far) according to the time length preceding the next image acquisition.
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Trend in the Time Series

The trends of the indices over the years were analyzed. Overall, the NDVI and
VF distributions increased over the years (Figure 4.4). The median of the NDVI
showed a significant increase over the years for all four reaches. The median of the
VF only increased significantly over the years along the Maggia and Brenno reaches.
The coefficient of determination (R2 ) of the linear regression on the NDVI along the
Maggia River was particularly high at 0.75.
An analysis of the auto-correlation function of the detrended time series did not
reveal a significant level of auto-correlation beyond a one-year lag along the Sense,
Allenbach and Brenno rivers. A significant level of autocorrelation was detected
with a three-year delay for NDVI along the Maggia River. A significant level of
autocorrelation with a one-year lag for all reaches has a small but existing impact on
the significance of statistical tests performed on linear trends, which increases the
rate of Type I error.

4.5
4.5.1

Discussion
Sensibility of Remotely Sensed Indices

The VF distribution is known to be sensitive to variations in the spectral characteristics of the land cover [290]. Therefore, changes in the spectral properties of a
pixel can lead to variations in the estimated fraction of vegetation. The sensitivity
of the VF is visible in the dynamics of the indices: some periods show variations in
the VF, while the NDVI remains relatively stable between consecutive years. However, the changes described by spectral mixture analysis (SMA) may be more accurate than the changes described by NDVI [291], although NDVI and results from
SMA are known for providing consistent information over a variety of environments
[292, 293].
The violin charts (SI Section 4) revealed that flooding affects the shape of the
NDVI and VF distributions by inflating the lower mode. An overall decrease in the
two distributions indicates that individual flood events erode parts of the floodplain
vegetation. In the representation of the complete distribution (SI Section 4), large
variations in VF cannot be entirely attributed to shifts in the presence of vegetation,
due to the high temporal resolution of image acquisition relative to the vegetation
growth rate at high VF values. Although some pioneer species can develop rapidly
on unvegetated gravel bars, some changes in VF associated with high VF values are
typical of forest cover. It is therefore more likely that the variations observed in the
higher mode of VF distribution are related to the reflective properties of the forests
and grasslands surrounding the floodplain.
The variability in mask size has an influence on the change of indices. The mask
size is expected to be inversely proportional to the average of the indices, since a
greening of the floodplain should result in a smaller number of pixels with an FV
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Year
Reach (R2 )

Reach (R )
2

Allenbach (0.08)
Brenno (0.46*)
Sense (0.06)
Maggia (0.44*)

VF [-]

NDVI [-]

Allenbach (0.41*)
Brenno (0.46*)
Sense (0.31*)
Maggia (0.75*)

Year

F IGURE 4.4: Linear regression between the year of image acquisition
and median of NDVI and VF. The colored areas represent a confidence interval of 68% for the regression line. An asterisk (*) indicates
a p-value smaller than 0.05.

below the 50 percent threshold. As a consequence, the NDVI and VF distributions
can raise over the years either due to an overall greening or due to a thinning of the
floodplain width.

4.5.2

Relation between Flow Variables and Remote Sensing Indices

Sense Reach Along the Sense River, periods with flood events generally coincide
with decreases in NDVI and VF values, while no linear relationships are observed
along the other three reaches. The magnitude of the flood events (represented by
Qmax) and the number of flood events with a return period of 2 and 10 years (Q2 and
Q10) are statistically related to changes in the extracted indices. These observations
are in line with the general principle that floods are one of the main drivers of habitat
dynamics in floodplains [294, 295].
The impact of the major flood of 1990 on the indices (489m3 s
magnitude as for the 2005 and 2014 floods (246m3 s 1

1)

is of the same

and 299m3 s 1 ).

The 2007 flood

had less impact on the indices, probably due to erosion caused by the 2005 flood two
years earlier. A remarkable difference between these events can, however, be found
in the average daily flow. The average daily flow during the 1990 floods was 34.6m3 s
and 32.9m3 s

1

on July 29 and 30, while the average daily flow was 147m3 s

22, 2005 and 130m3 s on August 9, 2007.

1

on July

The very short duration of the flood event of

1990 can therefore be part of the explanation of a relatively weak change of indices
despite the exceptional character of the flood event. This observation supports the
fact that not only the flood peak is important, but also other characteristics such as
the duration or the total energy of the flood event [296].
Another fact that can explain the relatively low impact of the flood of 1990 on
the indices is that the retrieved indices do not necessarily reflect all the impacts of a
flood on the floodplain land cover. Although large floods (Q50) have been observed
to have significant effects on channel morphology [235], the impacts on floodplain
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morphology may not be proportionally reflected by the impacts on the riparian vegetation [297]. In addition, the effects of flow regulation on vegetation structure may
still be incomplete after several decades [298]. These elements can therefore explain
the lack of change in vegetation indices after a single flood event with a very large
peak discharge.
Instead, some studies have found a clearer statistical relationship between the
frequency of moderate flooding (Q1 to Q10) and changes in vegetation [299, 238,
251]. Furthermore, influences of major flooding (Q100) on specific vegetation characteristics, such as poplar recruitment on high terraces, have also been observed
[238]. Nevertheless, the effect of floods on vegetation is still challenging to predict
nowadays [300]. Given the complex processes linking flood events to the riparian
vegetation structure, it is not surprising that the large flood of 1990 does not impact
the indices in a prominent way.
Maggia and Brenno Reaches

Along the two hydropower affected reaches of the

Maggia and Brenno, although we observed a decrease in indices for most major
floods, the absence of correlation can be explained by the presence of changes in
the indices over years without flood events. The dynamics of the indices along
these reaches are presumably related to the alteration of water flow by upstream hydropower facilities, in addition to other factors such as land use change or weather
variation. The modification of the natural flow regime by dams or hydropower
plants has a strong impact on erosion, transport and sediment deposition [191, 83]
along with a variable response of floodplain vegetation [141]. Another study on the
Maggia reach indicated that flow changes resulted in a loss of natural vegetation
dynamics and a decrease in non-vegetated gravel bars [261]. Since the frequency of
large flood events has not decreased [261], the absence of a statistical link between
floods and the indices can suggest that the alteration of the sediment regime has a
large influence on the development of the vegetation in the floodplains [233].
The co-occurrence of dry periods with an increase in mask size observed along
the Maggia is probably related to the canopy leaf angle distribution, which changes
the retrieved vegetation-free fraction per pixel in the spectral mixture analysis [301].
Consequently, it is expected that dry periods lead to a higher estimation of the
vegetation-free fraction.
Along the Brenno, some years without Q2 events show a decrease in the indices,
leading to an absence of a statistical relationship. The observed decrease in the indices may result, in this case, from a limitation of the chosen approach: the construction of the floodplain mask for each single year may independently mask the
areas of the floodplain in which strong plant growth occurs, resulting in a shrinking
of the area under consideration and thus an "artificial" decrease in the indices. It is
not possible to disentangle the effect of the mask size change from other changes
without external data. Changes of the mask size are smaller along the other reaches,
although present as well.
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Allenbach Reach Along the Allenbach, no statistical relation was found between
flow variables and indices. In contrast to the Sense, Brenno and Maggia reaches, the
Allenbach floodplain is subject to fast variation in water flow and recurrent flood
events due to storms [302]. Given the smaller size of the watershed, the Allenbach is
subject to reduced variations in the intensity of flood events compared to the other
reaches. This results in a floodplain with almost no presence of pioneer species and
a well defined floodplain boundary. The delimitation between the surrounding vegetation areas and the vegetated zones of the floodplains is clearly defined. Such a
floodplain structure is in line with an absence of statistical link between flow variables and NDVI and VF, therefore supporting the method developed in this study,
since, as it would be expected along this reach, the flood events have a limited direct
impact on the floodplain vegetation.
Periods with Few Disturbances Flood-free years generally coincide with an increase in NDVI and VF (Figure 4.3), although these links are not statistically significant. Vegetation growth in size and space has been observed during periods without flooding [251]. Also, some dynamics in NDVI and VF can be linked to previous
floods, most likely representing recovery after a disturbance. Vegetation recovery after a major flood can occur in the short term [303, 304]. However, the vegetation can
still be altered for decades [305, 298]. Periods of increased vegetation productivity
following flooding have been observed using coarse resolution imagery in semi-arid
environments [306]. Although floods are the main source of erosion of floodplain
vegetation, they also create conditions favorable to the establishment of seedlings
through the deposition of sediment and nutrients [307, 308]. The increase of NDVI
and VF distributions after major floods may also be influenced by the deposition of
woody debris on sediment bars, islands and terraces, as it occurs in the Sense River
[36], introducing bursts of nutrients to these areas [309, 310, 311]. Finally, the floodplains of alpine rivers have been described as being very resistant and having a high
recolonization capacity [312]. The dynamics observed over flood-free years show
the importance of disturbance to support floodplain ecosystems by enabling habitat
turn-over [238] and thus supporting establishment of unvegetated gravel bars, as
well as pioneer vegetation.

4.5.3

Trends in Time Series

The indices retrieved along the Maggia and Brenno reaches and, to a lesser extent,
along the Sense and Allenbach reaches, show an increase in the averages of the
indices over the period considered. Such an increase in vegetation is in line with
observations made in other studies along the Maggia [261] and Brenno [262]. The
observed trends in vegetation dynamics may also be related to longer-term climaterelated processes [3]. In general, river systems have been described as very sensitive
to climate variation [313, 314].
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An overall increase in vegetation cover leading to a shrinking of riparian areas
is consistent with the expected response to climate change [315, 316, 317]. Changes
in the flow regime of the Allenbach and the Sense River can potentially be triggered
by climatic variations, since, to our knowledge, no large changes in the land cover
have occurred in the watershed for the considered period. For example, from 1950
to 2016, three of the five largest peak discharges recorded by the Sense - Thörishaus
station occurred in 2011, 2012 and 2015. A stable increase of the magnitude of Qmax
is also visible in the flood statistics of the Allenbach - Adelboden station from 2011.
Given all these elements, it would not be surprising that the observed changes in the
indices retrieved over the floodplain vegetation are effects of climate variations in
the Alps, although they could also be triggered by different causes such as land use
changes or a combination of both.
The detected trends in the NDVI values may be partially affected by artifacts
present in the satellite imagery. It is also possible, however unlikely given the rigorous calibration of the Landsat time series [267], that a shift in sensor performance
affects the NDVI. It has previously been reported that the combination of LC07 acquisitions with TM acquisitions can lead to an artificial underlying trend in NDVI
[318]. In addition, some differences were reported regarding the data acquisition
by OLI and previous satellites sensors [319]. More specifically, lower values in the
visible range were consistently observed for OLI, corresponding to a slight increase
in the NDVI. However, the variations of the on-orbit gains (in the order of 0.5%) are
lower than our observed dynamics [320]. It is also likely that the VF is less affected
by a possible shift in the Landsat series surface reflectance data. In brief, while the
NDVI shows a trend along all reaches, suggesting a climate-induced change, the VF
index shows a trend only along the Brenno and Maggia rivers, suggesting a change
induced by hydropower. In conclusion, while the trends may be affected by sensor performance, they are most likely caused by land use or climatic variations or a
combination of them.

4.5.4

Limitations of Satellite Imagery

The satellite imagery used in our study captures multiple types of land cover changes
that occur in a floodplain. However, it is not always possible to clearly separate the
various types of change. For example, floods impact vegetation due to erosion from
water or floating debris, or by prolonging the saturation of the root zone [11]. Substrate erosion is another cause of vegetation loss that can lead to changes in the
indices, however on a longer time-scale. The erosion and deposition of substrate influence vegetation growth on the floodplains [321]. Change in resources availability
can also lead to changes in the floodplain vegetation. Droughts, for example, have an
important influence on floodplain vegetation [322]. Variations in water availability
or in nitrogen availability are, however, not easily detectable using satellite imagery.
Although water is frequently available for floodplain vegetation, the lack of soil or
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the relatively coarse size of soil gravel do not store large amounts of water, making
floodplain vegetation subject to significant and rapid changes in water availability
[323, 324]. Also, the response of riparian vegetation to variation in groundwater can
vary [323, 325].
In our observations, the periods of low water discharge are not well retrieved
by the remotely sensed indices, although drought events have been observed by
remote sensing through the NDVI statistics [326, 327]. The lack of sensitivity can be
explained by the fact that the NDVI and VF values recovered in the poorly vegetated
areas are mainly related to the proportion of vegetation, rather than the vegetation
state. Since a stressful event, such as a drought, primarily affects vegetation health, it
is expected that remotely sensed indices will not change substantially, as the relative
proportion of vegetation is expected to remain stable. In other words, the variation
in NDVI and FV over the floodplains is mainly driven by the vegetation fraction.
Another limitation of satellite imagery in our study relates to the description of
changes in the sediment dynamics. Since such changes typically involves variation
in the floodplain topography, generally without a large impact on the reflectance
of the involved land cover, their observations from medium-resolution imagery are
very challenging.

4.6

Conclusion

In conclusion, our observations confirm that satellite time series can support the
study of floodplain ecosystems in mountainous and sub-mountainous river floodplains under the influence of flood events. The results suggest that it is important to
take into account the sequence of flood events and their magnitude to contextualize
the impact of a single flood on floodplain vegetation. To observe vegetation dynamics along rivers, we assessed the state of vegetation using NDVI and VF distributions of remotely sensed vegetation. Using NDVI in combination with a fraction of
the vegetation estimated from a spectral mixture analysis has proven to be a robust
approach to cloud disturbance and local reflectance variation. Therefore, time series
of index distributions can be extracted in a robust way and thus be used to study
inter-annual dynamics of vegetation conditions.
Overall, flood impacts were visible in the time series of indices averages and
in the graphical representation of full indices distributions. We found a statistically significant relationship between changes in NDVI and VF distributions and
flooding only along the sub-mountainous reach with a near-natural flow regime. A
weak or non-existent statistical link was found along the altered reaches, as the flow
alterations due to hydropower facilities modify or even completely disrupt floodplain dynamics. In addition, long-term trends in floodplain vegetation development
were clearly depicted by the remotely sensed indices. However, it remains unclear
whether the observed trends are caused by changes in the flow and sediment regime
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due to hydropower production, watershed land use, climate variations, partly by
sensor performance, or a combination of them.
We believe that the remote sensing approach used in this study can be transferred
to other regions of the Earth, as it is not based on prior information. Satellite imagery
can support river management at the catchment level [328], although the application
of this approach appears to be limited to a large extent by the availability of accurate
discharge data. Finally, we claim that satellite imagery has great potential, currently
untapped, to better understand floodplain dynamics and anthropogenic impact to
support the protection of floodplains worldwide.

4.7
4.7.1

Appendix
Satellite images
TABLE B.3: Information on satellite tiles used for the time series Sense
2003-2010. The Discharge column refers to the average daily discharge
at the reference station of Sense - Thörishaus, Sensematt 2179. Blank
years are due to the absence of appropriate images caused by cloudy
conditions. OLI: Landsat 8 Operational Land Imager, ETM+: Landsat 7 Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus, TM05: Landsat 5 Thematic
Mapper, TM04: Landsat 4 Thematic Mapper

Year
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990
1989
1988

Sensor
OLI
OLI
OLI
OLI
ETM+
ETM+
ETM+
ETM+
ETM+
ETM+
ETM+
ETM+
ETM+
TM05
ETM+
ETM+
TM05
TM05
TM05
TM05
TM05
TM05
TM05
TM05

Tile
196027
196027
196027
196027
195927
195028
195027
195028
195027
195027
195027
196027
195027
196027
195028
195028
195028
195028
196027
196027
195027
195027
195027
196027

Date
8.7.2016
7.4.2015
7.17.2014
7.14.2013
8.29.2012
8.11.2011
7.7.2010
7.20.2009
8.18.2008
7.15.2007
7.12.2006
8.17.2005
7.22.2004
8.4.2003
8.18.2002
8.15.2001
8.20.2000
7.17.1999
8.6.1998
8.19.1997
8.9.1996
7.22.1995
8.4.1994
7.7.1993

Discharge
6.17
2.73
6.60
2.34
2.13
3.37
3.96
8.30
5.78
6.57
4.03
4.37
4.12
1.54
5.50
3.19
2.85
6.80
2.34
3.26
6.18
4.13
3.23
10.55

TM05
TM05
TM05
TM04

195028
195027
195027
195028

7.11.1991
8.9.1990
7.5.1989
8.27.1988

3.77
3.10
6.12
4.73
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TABLE B.4: Information on satellite tiles used for the Maggia reach.
Please refer to caption of Table B.3. The reference station is Maggia Bignasco, Ponte nuovo 2475.

Year
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990
1989
1988

Sensor
ETM+
OLI
OLI
OLI
ETM+
ETM+
ETM+
ETM+
TM05
TM05
ETM+
TM05
ETM+
TM05

Tile
195028
194028
194028
195028
194028
194028
194028
194028
195028
194028
194028
194028
194028
195028

Date
7.7.2016
8.7.2015
7.3.2014
7.23.2013
7.21.2012
7.3.2011
8.1.2010
8.14.2009
7.25.2008
7.16.2007
7.21.2006
6.24.2005
6.29.2004
8.13.2003

Discharge
1.83
1.80
1.87
1.82
1.85
1.83
1.84
2.00
1.84
1.89
1.94
1.90
1.93
1.88

ETM+
TM05
TM05
TM05
TM05
TM05
TM05
TM05
TM05
TM05
TM05
TM05
TM05
TM05

195028
195028
194028
194028
195028
194028
194028
195028
195028
194028
194028
194028
194028
195028

7.30.2001
7.19.2000
7.26.1999
8.8.1998
8.12.1997
8.2.1996
6.29.1995
8.4.1994
8.17.1993
8.7.1992
8.5.1991
8.18.1990
8.31.1989
7.18.1988

2.40
1.96
1.84
1.91
1.95
1.88
2.58
1.92
1.77
1.82
1.84
1.75
1.75
1.76

TABLE B.5: Information on satellite tiles used for the Allenbach reach.
Please refer to caption of Table B.3. The reference station is Allenbach
- Adelboden 2232.

Year
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990
1989
1988

Sensor
ETM+
OLI
OLI
ETM+
ETM+
ETM+
ETM+
ETM+
ETM+
ETM+
TM05

Tile
195028
195028
195028
195028
195028
195028
195028
195028
195028
195028
195028

Date
8.8.2016
8.30.2015
6.8.2014
7.31.2013
7.12.2012
8.11.2011
7.7.2010
7.20.2009
8.18.2008
7.15.2007
7.20.2006

Discharge
1.10
0.65
1.42
1.30
0.70
1.10
1.38
1.45
1.29
2.33
1.21

TM05
ETM+
ETM+
TM05
ETM+
ETM+
TM05
TM05
TM05
TM05
TM05
TM05
TM05
TM05
TM05
TM05
TM05

195028
195028
195028
195028
195028
195028
195028
195028
195028
195028
195028
195028
195028
195028
195028
195028
195028

7.14.2004
8.5.2003
8.18.2002
7.22.2001
8.12.2000
7.25.1999
8.31.1998
7.27.1997
8.9.1996
7.22.1995
8.4.1994
7.16.1993
8.30.1992
6.25.1991
8.9.1990
7.21.1989
8.19.1988

0.78
0.47
0.92
2.39
0.91
0.98
0.39
2.07
0.84
1.21
0.65
1.19
0.59
3.45
0.44
0.78
0.42
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TABLE B.6: Information on satellite tiles used for the Brenno reach.
Please refer to caption of Table B.3. The reference station is Brenno Loderio 2086.

Year
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990
1989
1988

Sensor
ETM+
OLI
OLI
OLI

Tile
194028
194028
194028
194028

Date
7.16.2016
8.7.2015
8.4.2014
8.1.2013

Discharge
3.71
1.86
5.43
2.37

ETM+
ETM+
ETM+
ETM+
TM05
TM05
TM05
ETM+
TM05

194028
194028
194028
194028
194028
194028
194028
194028
194028

7.3.2011
7.16.2010
8.14.2009
8.27.2008
7.16.2007
7.13.2006
6.24.2005
6.29.2004
8.6.2003

2.12
3.05
3.97
2.38
3.58
1.43
2.04
2.46
1.41

ETM+
ETM+
TM05
TM05
TM05
TM05
TM05
TM05
TM05
TM05
TM05
TM04
TM05
TM05

194028
194028
194028
194028
194028
194028
194028
194028
194028
194028
194028
194028
194028
194028

7.23.2001
6.18.2000
7.26.1999
8.8.1998
8.21.1997
8.18.1996
6.29.1995
7.28.1994
6.7.1993
8.7.1992
8.5.1991
7.9.1990
8.31.1989
7.11.1988

7.22
3.24
3.18
2.81
2.91
2.57
3.30
2.77
4.18
2.42
1.72
3.91
2.12
7.76
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Complementary Information on the Flow Variables
TABLE B.7: Extended definition of the flow variables. The thresholds defined for the flow variables (Q2, Q10, Q30 and NM7Q) were
extracted from reports made available by the Hydrology Division of
the Federal Office for the Environment (FOEN).

Q2

Number of days since the last image acquisition with a peak discharge
equaling or exceeding the Q2 threshold, being the discharge with a return period of 2 years

Q10

Number of days since the last image acquisition with a peak discharge
equaling or exceeding the Q10 threshold, being the discharge with a
return period of 10 years

Q30

Number of days since the last image acquisition with a peak discharge
equaling or exceeding the Q30 threshold, being the discharge with a
return period of 30 years

Qmax

Maximum peak discharge observed since the last image acquisition

NM7Q2

Number of days since the last image acquisition with a peak discharge equaling or below a threshold defined as being the NM7Q with
a return period of 2 years (The NM7Q extracted from FOEN report
(see manuscript), is defined as "The annual minimum discharge levels
recorded during 7 consecutive days").

Q2 spring

Similar to Q2, with flow data restricted from April 1st to the date of
image acquisition

Qmax spring

Similar to Qmax with flow data restricted from April 1st to the date of
image acquisition

NM7Q2 spring

Similar to NM7Q2 with flow data restricted from April 1st to the date
of image acquisition
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Change in VF [-]

Complementary figures on links between flood events and indices

Reach (R2 / p-value)
Sense (0.4/0.02)
Allenbach (0.2/0.1)
Maggia (0.06/0.4)
Brenno (0.1/0.3)

Maximum Peak Discharge [m3/s]

F IGURE 4.5: Linear regression between the maximum peak discharge
and the change in the vegetation fraction (VF) along the four reaches
for the years 2003 to 2016. A p-value under 0.05 is found for the slope
coefficient along the Sense reach.

Change in NDVI [-]
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Reach (R2 / p-value)
Sense (0.3/0.05)
Allenbach (0.04/0.5)
Maggia (0.00/0.8)
Brenno (0.06/0.4)

Maximum Peak Discharge [m3/s]

F IGURE 4.6: Linear regression between the maximum peak discharge
and the change in the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI)
along the four reaches for the years 2003 to 2016. A p-value if 0.05 is
found for the slope coefficient along the Sense reach.
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Complementary figures of time series

For each time series, we present the distribution of NDVI and VF by violin graphs
[329]. The violin graph displays a smoothed kernel density estimation of the underlying histogram. Violin graph ease the comparison of multiple distributions next to
each other by smoothing extreme peaks and reducing the data noise.

4.7. Appendix

Occurence of Q2

4.7.5
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Complementary information on the link between VF and occurrence
of Q2 events

R2: 0.20
p-value: 0.02

Percentile 25 of VF change

p-value: > 0.05

Percentile 75 of VF change

F IGURE 4.7: Logistic regression between the vegetation fraction (VF)
and the occurrence of preceding Q2 events. Absence of preceding
events leads to a value of 0 and presence of at least one Q2 event
leads to a value of 1 for the samples.
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Chapter 5

Synopsis
5.1

Summary

First, the main conclusions of each chapter are summarised through the answers to
the questions asked in the Section 1.5. Then, the main questions of the thesis, as well
as the implications of the results, will be examined and discussed in details.

5.1.1

Quantification of riverine habitat dynamics

Which habitats of the riverine landscape exhibit the largest changes between seasons? The
interface between the water channel and gravel areas shows the most significant
change. This interface has a particularly high dynamic range along the natural reach.
Along the hydropeaking reach, a strong dynamics at this interface is also observed.
However, this result is not valid along the remaining stretch, but this is not surprising given the very small size of the gravel areas found there.
Which components of the riverine landscape represents at best the riverine habitats dynamics? The interface between the water channel and gravel areas is also the best
candidate to represent river habitat dynamics. The fact that this interface also presents
important changes contributes to the good representation of the dynamics for this
type of change, since the errors entered by the post-classification change detection
framework are minimised by the strong signal of this interface. The high accuracy
of change mapping on this interface is not obvious, as the boundary between gravel
and water is not always clear.
Which characteristics of high-resolution imagery are the most important to map riverine
habitats? The information on point clouds from the photogrammetric process improves the accuracy of the classification. In all cases considered, the use of a complex
approach based on a spatially heterogeneous pixel-based / object-based classification gave the best results. Spectral data (as opposed to 3D information and texture)
are the most important characteristics for mapping water and gravel areas using infrared cameras. The delineation between gravel and water can be expected to be
well depicted using an infrared bands.
In short, some recommendations for quantifying river habitat dynamics by highresolution imagery can be given. First of all, it is necessary to focus mainly on the
interface between gravel and water to estimate the overall dynamics of the system.
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This is more easily implemented with an infrared camera, regardless of the season.
For best results, complex classification schemes involving the use of segmentation,
texture and 3D information should not be feared. I believe that these results can
help to monitor the state of rivers in Switzerland and other parts of the world and
contribute directly to the objective of NRP70.

5.1.2

Impact of water flow alteration on plant traits

Can we map resource allocation strategies at the individual level using imaging spectroscopy?
Partial least squares regression (PLSR) was used to predict CSR scores by imaging
spectroscopy. A coefficient of determination (R2cv ) from ⇠0.41 to ⇠0.55 was obtained

for all three strategic directions. The CSR scores used to calibrate the PLSR were
calculated with the StrateFy model [35]. The results are therefore only valid if the
StrateFy model correctly captures changes in CSR scores at the intra-species level,
which still needs to be proven.
Is there a difference between the resource allocation strategies found along the different
reaches considered? A significant difference in the average CSR-scores among the different reaches. More specifically, the natural reach hosts individuals with a higher
S-score while the altered reach hosts individuals with higher C and R-scores. A
change is also observed in strategies towards a higher S score during the summer.
This observation can be related to the dry month of August 2016, preceding the second data collection.
What are the processes shaping the plant traits of floodplain vegetation following a flow
alteration? Although the study focuses more on describing levels than on processes,
some hypotheses can be made about the formation of plant traits, but without providing solid evidence. According to Grime’s theory, the difference in CSR scores
between reaches is due to different levels of disturbance or stress. Here, the advantage of considering CSR scores is the grouping of a multitude of plant characters
into a simple classification system. Based on observations, differences between the
reaches may be due to higher stress levels along the natural reach and/or higher
levels of disturbance along the modified reaches. However, it is unlikely that the
level of disturbance will be higher along the altered reaches, as most of the dynamics observed in the floodplain have been reduced, such as flooding, sediment or the
transport of woody debris. The difference between the reaches must therefore be
controlled by a different level of stress. The differences observed in the CSR scores
presented in the previous question are therefore in line with expectations: individuals along the natural reach generally grow on gravel banks with a thin layer of soil,
making riparian vegetation subject to variations in water and nutrient availability.

5.1.3

Inter-annual dynamics of vegetation status

How can we extract information from medium-resolution satellite data archives on relatively
small rivers ? In Chapter 4, I developed a method to use medium-resolution imagery
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to obtain information on inter-annual changes in vegetation condition. The main
idea was to focus on river reaches with open gravel and sparse vegetation to use
areas with low fractional vegetation cover. This approach allows vegetation indices
to be used in a more robust way than in fully vegetated areas, since most of them
saturate at high fractional coverage. The areas of sparsely vegetated areas helped
also to detect the increase or decrease in vegetation along the reach. Although this
approach has produced consistent results in the floodplains examined in this chapter, it is not transferable to any form of river that does not have large enough gravel
bars.
Which characteristics of the flood events sequence impact the vegetation status retrieved
by remote sensing ? The results of chapter 4 show that only the Sense reach shows
a significant correlation between flood occurrence and vegetation index dynamics.
For the Allenbach reach, which is at a relatively high elevation and has a fairly clear
boundary between the channel and shoreline vegetation and is subject to frequent
storm-induced floods, it is not surprising to have an independence between floods
and plant dynamics. However, the situation is more complex along the Brenno and
Maggia rivers. hydropower production has an impact on the water flow of these sections, mainly by reducing the total annual flow. However, floods of the same magnitude as those that existed before the modification are still present. Large floods
are key determinants of river geomorphology and shape the relief of floodplains,
which in turn supports riparian vegetation. The lack of correlation between vegetation dynamics and flooding along the Maggia and Brenno rivers suggests that the
formation of riparian vegetation is due to more complex characteristics of the flood
sequence than large floods alone. These results, although not clearly established,
may be of crucial importance for floodplain management in Switzerland in the coming decades.
Does the vegetation of Swiss alpine sub-mountainous braided rivers exhibit a trend over
recent decades, and what are the most likely drivers of the trend? Along the Maggia and
the Brenno rivers, since the implementation of the hydropower facilities in the middle of the 20th century, there has been an increase in riparian vegetation and a narrowing of the channel. This narrowing is also visible in the dynamics of vegetation
indices extracted from satellite imagery. Along the Sense and Allenbach rivers, there
is also an increase in the NDVI index throughout the year, but not on the fractional
coverage extracted by mixing spectral analysis. It is not clear whether the observed
trend is due to natural variations, bias introduced by changes in sensor characteristics and calibrations, or whether the trend is related to climate variation throughout
the Alpine region.

5.2

Outcome

The three studies presented in the Chapters 2, 3 and 4 each focus on a specific aspect
of floodplains. However, they can be considered complementary rather than strictly
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independent of each other. By considering the different approaches as a whole, we
can identify some points that emerge from these studies. In the following section,
three discussions are therefore developed on the basis of the fusion and articulation
of the three main chapters of the thesis. The first point concerns the methodology for
extracting information from remote sensing products for river science. The second
point concerns the impacts of flow alteration on plants. Finally, the third point opens
a complex but important discussion on the impact of the results on the management
of hydropower infrastructure.

5.2.1

Which features of airborne and spaceborne imagery allow a robust
description of the riverine landscape and its dynamics?

We have seen in Chapter 2 that a robust estimation of river habitat dynamics based
on high-resolution images is possible by focusing on the water-gravel interface. In
parallel with these results, I have shown that the 3D information extracted considerably increases the accuracy of the classification. In this study, the recording of
high-resolution multimodal images was successfully performed using mutual information metrics. In Chapter 3, we saw that standard statistical tools are not appropriate for comparing different systems. It was therefore necessary to adapt the
statistical approach to allow a correct description of the river landscape. I applied
t-tests on the average of the recovered plant characteristics to compare the different
systems considered. Since the data along each section had a relatively high autocorrelation, I used the approach proposed by Griffith [180] to use an effective sample
size. In Chapter 4, the quantities used to describe the river landscape are the NDVI
index and the fractional coverage calculated from the spectral analysis of the mixtures. Both quantities have advantages and disadvantages, leading to a more robust
description of the object of interest when used together. Overall, the chapters are
based on different technologies and, as a result, the interest characteristics of the
data acquired differ according to the approaches. This variety of approaches suggests that each technology used in this thesis has described another aspect of the
river landscape and are complementary to each other. A common conclusion from
the different chapters is found in the use of remote sensing to augment some specific
information on the river system, at few locations in space and time, with more measurements, providing more robust estimations. The range of technology spanned in
the dissertation highlights directly the advantages and capabilities of each system.
The various works were successfully carried out, less by constraining the detection
system than the object under study. A direct answer to the question posed as a section title would be that the specificity of land cover allows for a robust description of
the river landscape, such as the spatio-temporal relationships between water, gravel
and vegetation cover.
River channel dynamics were mapped by remote sensing using various approaches
[330, 331, 332]. Although it is easier and faster than ever to map channel changes
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with remote sensing products, very high quality maps have been produced in the
past by ground survey, such as the famous Fisk map of the Mississippi Meander
Belt. Monitoring of small-scale river dynamics has rarely been the subject of research studies. While the development of river habitat classification and monitoring
has increased considerably in recent years [85, 333], the focus has almost never been
on habitat dynamics. The emergence of the use of UAS for river science has been
driven by the ability of these systems to describe geomorphological changes in floodplains [334, 335, 336]. Bertoldi et al. (2011) [47] have demonstrated early use of satellite remote sensing to monitor changes in riparian vegetation. More recently, bare
movements have been monitored by high-resolution remote sensing [337]. River
habitat studies allow a more integrated use of remote sensing for ecohydrological
applications [338, 339, 340]. In the current state of use of remote sensing technology
for river science, this thesis contributes particularly to the use of remote sensing for
small rivers.

5.2.2

Which impact does an alteration of the water flow have on riparian
vegetation?

Only few data are available on the ecological status of riparian ecosystems before
and after dam construction. This is why many studies have focused on comparisons
between the upstream and downstream sections of dams. The problem with this
approach is that often, some alterations are found even further upstream, up to the
limit of the vegetation in the mountains. In the case of this thesis, we considered
two rivers located in the same region, with similar characteristics in terms of geology, flora and watershed, while a river has been affected by the presence of a dam
and hydropower plant since 1954. The presence of these obstacles makes it possible
to take into account two distinct river sections with different water and sediment
regimes in Chapters 2 and 3, in comparison with a section representing the natural reference. To complement the observations made in these two studies, Chapter
4 discusses observations made along the Sense River and three other underwater
rivers with large open gravel banks, two of which are also influenced by changes in
water flow through hydropower production.
The studies presented here suggest that the processes that shape the plant characteristics of riparian vegetation operate over a relatively long period of time. Chapter
3 shows that the conditions encountered along the rivers considered seem to have
an impact on willow resource allocation strategies, which should be a relatively stable status for the plant. However, it is not clear whether the difference between
reaches is due to plastic changes in individuals or differences in community composition. In Chapter 2, we observed a greater dynamic between riparian vegetation
and open gravel areas along the altered sections compared to the natural reference.
This dynamic can be attributed to the growth of grasses and petasites in areas that
are regularly submerged. These communities are only found in small quantities
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along the natural stretch, suggesting that the change in flow regime also has an impact on the composition of riparian vegetation communities. In Chapter 4, satellite
time series covering a total of 29 years are used. In these time series, we observe
trends in overall land cover on floodplains, particularly along the sections affected
by upstream hydropower production. Although the observations made here are not
directly related to plant traits, other data sources and studies on the same objects
reveal a shift from riparian areas to a forest ecosystem, resulting in a narrowing of
the channel. Stream narrowing after dam implementation is a typical impact observed after dam implementation, although often observed very quickly [12]. The
examination of hydropeaking impacts on riparian vegetation is consistent with our
observations [341]: daily variations in water level create areas suitable for colonisation by ruderal plants supporting submerged conditions. This thesis contributes to
this discussion by showing that the effect of flow alteration along the hydropeaking reach also modifies the characteristics of plants that are not directly affected by
the change in water level, such as most willow stands examined in Chapter 3. The
expansion of vegetation along the Maggia has already been described by previous
studies considering the same section [253, 257]. The fact that a similar inference can
be drawn from the Earth observation data archives suggests that taking into account
river sections at different locations could be considered and controlled in the same
way.

5.2.3

What characteristics of the water flow are necessary to support floodplains functioning?

To help answer this question, our results must be placed in a broader and applied research context. In the following paragraphs, the aim is therefore to give a clear and
definitive answer to this question, but to add an element of discussion to it in the
constantly increasing knowledge resource. Understanding the water flow characteristics necessary for the functioning of floodplains would lead to better management
of the downstream ecosystem and hydropower resources. An important element of
this understanding is the description of the interaction between water flow alteration
and ecosystem change.
The extensive review of Poff published in 2009 [192], which reviews 165 studies
to draw quantitative conclusions on the impact of water flow modification, showed
only mixed conclusions in predicting flow characteristics on ecosystems. Although
a clear link was established between the change in water flow, especially peak flow,
and ecosystem change, no conclusion could have been drawn between the type of
change and the type of subsequent change. This review, although ten years old,
highlights the need and current state of our understanding of the links between water flow characteristics and riparian ecosystems.
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Although understanding river processes is of paramount and necessary importance in the current development of our society, they are the subject of active research all over the world. Currently, water flow management focuses on the design
and implementation of environmental flows. In 2017, the Brisbane Declaration on
Environmental Flows was revised to become [342]:
“Environmental flows describe the quantity, timing, and quality of freshwater
flows and levels necessary to sustain aquatic ecosystems which, in turn, support
human cultures, economies, sustainable livelihoods, and well-being."
The implementation of environmental flows is hampered on several fronts, including the transferability of guidelines, the availability of water resources for the
required flow and an understanding of the impact of controlled flooding on ecosystems. The study of environmental flow needs is an active area of research and it is
known that environmental flow recommendations are difficult to transfer from one
region to another [343, 344], although the needs assessment method could be. Due to
the difficulties of imitating the natural flow regime downstream of the dam, water
management based on specific and targeted impacts, called designer flows, has attracted some interest in recent years [345]. Long-term monitoring of flow-controlled
sections of rivers is still rare, but of primary interest. For example, long-term monitoring of the Spöl River in Switzerland shows that ecosystem conditions have improved by supporting the resilience of the system to significant disturbances [346].
Although this study presents positive of effect of control flooding, observations were
only collected on the aquatic portion of riparian ecosystems. The study of environmental flows and the understanding of river processes is increasing day by day.
However, as illustrated above (and also explicitly mentioned by the above definition
of environmental flow), the focus is often on the aquatic part of the river ecosystem.
Only recently has the importance of including riparian areas in environmental
flow planning been emphasised [347, 348]. This thesis contributes to the discussion
on the flow characteristics required to maintain a natural state of riparian ecosystems. In Chapter 3, the summer drought stress period is an important component of
riparian vegetation. In this context, a minimum residual flow with an environmental flow is not likely to restore drought dynamics in the river landscape. Droughts
are natural phenomena that occur on undisturbed floodplains and can have positive consequences, although riparian vegetation is likely to decline in such cases
[349, 348]. In Chapter 4, high flows are observed over the Maggia and Brenno rivers,
although a steady extension of vegetation cover has been observed in recent decades.
This observation is consistent with models showing that homogenisation of flow
would degrade the structure of riparian vegetation [350]. In Chapter 2, a high dynamic at the gravel-water interface is observed along the natural river. This observation raises the question of the relevance of the sediment regime in natural systems
and its interactions with riparian environments. In the discussion of environmental
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flow, sediment flow is often considered less important than water flow [233]. Sediment flow management to restore ecosystem functioning is also an area of research
actively studied in Switzerland [351]. Sediment flow can reveal important characteristics related to the riparian ecosystem, for example by increasing the erosivity of
flow through the presence of sediments [352].
Without being the real focus of the thesis, the present results suggest that the impact of floods depends on the overall characteristics of the sequence rather than the
magnitude of individual floods. Although it is now believed that riparian vegetation
is mainly shaped by major floods that affect the river’s landscape, more frequent,
smaller events, which are generally the main drivers of sediment transport, could
also have a significant impact on the riparian ecosystem. Such a sediment-laden
flow would have a greater erosive power on riverbanks and their presence could explain the more frequent destruction of riparian areas along unmodified floodplains.

5.3

Conclusion

The basis for this research was the observation of river dynamics and riparian vegetation conditions using remote sensing techniques to support and complement groundbased observations. The research was conducted in an important societal context
provided by Switzerland’s National Research Project 70: Energy turnaround. While
the overall research project aimed at contributing to ensuring a sustainable energy
policy for the country, the work carried out in the frame of this dissertation focused on the ecological impact of hydropower production. The ultimate aim underlying the research carried out was the search for optimised water management
between electricity production and support for riparian ecosystems. The research
conducted is closely linked to the specific issues found along Swiss rivers, and this
thesis presents an important methodological aspect on the use of information extraction methodology from remotely sensed data.

5.3.1

Contributions to the Research

Methodological approaches have been developed to carry out research and extract
valuable information from remote sensing data. The most important methodological
contributions include i) the recording of multimodal imagery of drones (Chapter 2),
ii) the development of a spatially heterogeneous classification framework based on
pixels and objects, adapted to the classification of river land cover (Chapter 2), iii) the
mapping of relatively small woody debris with UAS (Chapter 2), iv) the mapping
of CSR scores at the individual level (Chapter 3) and v) the use of average satellite
imagery archives on sub-mountainous rivers (Chapter 4). Referring to Chapter 3, a
note on the mapping of plant characteristics should be highlighted here: the absence
of statistical links between plant characteristics and modelled spectral response or
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laboratory measurements should not prevent scientists from mapping plant characteristics in the field. For example, it is very likely that the CSR scores of the maps produced in this thesis are based on a statistical relationship between spectroscopic data
and variables external to the plant characteristics considered, including the spectral
response of the background.
In addition to the methodological contribution to the field of remote sensing,
applied ecological contributions have been made in this thesis. The previous Section 5.2 expands on the results of the main chapters to obtain meaningful outcomes.
The new knowledge acquired through this thesis has found its place in current research on floodplains and riparian vegetation. In addition, recommendations for
monitoring river habitat dynamics have been developed in Chapter 2. These recommendations can be easily put into practice and could serve as a unified means of
monitoring and quantifying river habitat dynamics throughout Switzerland.
Although the approaches developed in each of the chapters were effective in the
cases presented, multiple attempts to develop methods for similar or different tasks
were attempted in the context of this thesis, but they were not presented because
they did not achieve a satisfactory level of quality (e.g. predictive power or classification accuracy). The wide variation in land cover and vegetation types at different
scales across the river landscape makes any type of airborne or spaceborne measurement complex. Moreover, not all the approaches presented in the main chapters of
the thesis are easily transferable to any environment without adaptation. For example, the practical existence of willow stands found along all sections is highlighted
in Chapter 3, which can make it difficult to transfer research to environments without appropriate vegetation to achieve the necessary data quality. In addition, the
study in Chapter 4 is not fully reproducible for sections that do not have sufficient
water discharge data. In conclusion, with regard to the methodological contributions of this thesis, the various studies undertaken indicate that remote sensing is
informative on riparian environments, but cannot be carried out without substantial
adaptations.

5.3.2

River Systems under a Changing Climate – Conflicts and Synergies

The title of this section is an allusion to the document “Biodiversité et climat: conflits
et synergies au niveau des mesures, Prise de position de l’Académie suisse des sciences naturelles (SCNAT)” (Biodiversity and climate: conflicts and synergies in the measures,
stance from the Swiss Academy of Sciences). The expected situation of the floodplains in Switzerland in the near future is well summarised in the summary of this
report (translated from the French version):
“Except for the increase of the existing installation efficiency, an additional extension [of CO2 -free hydropower production] is virtually feasible only if the level
of residual discharge, already low, is further lowered or if the river reaches still
not equipped [with hydropower installations] are also exploited.”
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Although the report was published in 2008, the conclusions are still valid today.

The situation may even deteriorate, given the current economic instability affecting
the hydropower sector. Since climate change can increase the frequency and magnitude of floods [353], its expected impact on the floodplain is not clearly predicted.
Expected trends in the water cycle in Switzerland include a decrease in summer
precipitation, an increase in the frequency of flooding in winter and spring and a decrease in snowfall. However, the direct impact of climate change is not expected to
be significant for floodplain ecosystems, since anthropogenic impacts through dams,
flood protection and bank stabilisation already contribute to the near total annihilation of natural floodplains. The pressure of climate change is therefore reflected in
the continued adaptation of water management to hydropower production. The results of this thesis can only support the SCNAT’s message from the above-mentioned
report, namely not to further reduce the already low residual flow in most Swiss
rivers.
The results of this thesis also suggest that other solutions, not directly related
to water flow, should be explored. For example, since the effects of vegetation on
the channel are now better understood, direct management of riparian vegetation
may be possible, with hopefully other positive impacts on the aquatic portion of the
river’s ecosystems. To imagine one possible measure, clearcutting, which has a dramatic impact on forest ecosystems, could be positive if applied locally to a specific
site in riparian areas where intrinsic and recurrent destruction of the established
ecosystem is part of environmental processes. However, these disturbances have
only been the subject of a few studies [354, 355] and the expected evolution of the
river system is unknown. This reflection leads us to draw some conclusions about
the possible continuation of the work undertaken throughout this thesis.

5.3.3

Outlook

The results of this thesis encourage the use of remote sensing for river system monitoring, both locally, using multispectral UAS data or airborne imaging spectroscopy
technology to focus on a specific and controlled system, and on a large scale, using
satellite remote sensing for long-term river system development. The knowledge acquired and methods developed in this thesis show that research on riparian habitat
dynamics and vegetation still requires additional efforts on multiple levels.
I personally believe that good research is research that raises more questions than
the number of answer it gives. I will therefore conclude this thesis with some questions opened by the research conducted here:
• To what extend does the CSR-score quantification defined by the Stratefy models confidently represent the variations occurring at the intra-species level?

• Is the current trend observed in vegetation indices along Alpine rivers (already) driven by a change in climate?
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• To what extent is groundwater variation a key factor in supporting the presence of floodplain vegetation?

• What are the variations in the water table that cause water stress in riparian
vegetation along natural reaches?

• Is water stress part of the environmental conditions that support natural floodplains?

• What is the potential of imaging spectroscopy to initiate physical modeling of
river systems?

• Are the observed dynamics between gravel and water areas universal between

braided rivers with natural dynamics and how can a universal dynamics indicator based on remote sensing products be extracted?
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